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PREFACE 

THE form of the following essay is in large part to be 
explained by the fact that almost all of it bas now been in 
existence for nearly two years as one section of a much larger 
work the scope and arrangement of which have been several 
times revised, and the remaining sections of which are still 
not ready for publication. In its latest design, this larger 
work contained two other main sections, to which the present 
essay, nnder the title" On Moving General Economic Equili
brium ", was to have been introductory. The first of these 
other sections takes up the complementary concept of .. Max
imum Net Social Satisfaction through Time"; and, by way 
of an immanent criticism of eertain prominent concepts of 
current normative economics, seeks to display some impor
tant implications for economics of the elementary philosoph
ical truism that purely positive quantitative concepts cannot 
of themselves be made to yield a rational social ftOl'm

though such a norm of course may (or rather must) have 
elaborate quantitative aspects. The last of these unpublished 
sections seeks to apply the methodological results thus reached 
to certain important recent developments in the search for a 
tlonnahve .. dynamics .. of monetary or credit control 

The justification (if any be needed) for embarking on so 
comprehensive an investigation rests partly on the belief that 
the whole field is capable of unification by means of a single 
methodological concept; partly on the very strong conviction 
that, in these days of aJanningly complicated .. specialisa
tion ", a broad methodological study of the kind described 
might, despite (or because of) its generality, render worth
while service in a number of special fields-particularty in 

vii 
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the field of monetary theory, where portentous activity, not 
lacking in rather severe friction, has now been going forward 
for a number of years. 

The misgivings I should have had in withholding still 
longer the publication of the present essay until these other 
sections had attained to somewhat more satisfactory form, 
would have been even greater than those I now have in pub
lishing it seearately. Some of the more elenteiitary reasons 
for believing that the time has now come for economic science 
to realise, as never· before, that the Mecca of the economist 
lies in economic philosophy even more than in economic 
biology, and that economics should today regard an exclu
sionist Positivism as the most dangerous of all foes within 
its own household, are briefly and incompletely stated in an 
article entitled" • The Nature and Significance of Economic 
Science' in Recent Discussion n, appearing in the May 1933 
i~ue of The Quarlerly J oumol of Economics. The possible 
applications of these considerations to the search for a nor
mative monetary" dynamics" must await a more auspicious 
occasion. 

In this first attempt to present, even in bald outline, one 
segment of much of my own thinking up to the present, I 
desire to make some intellectual acknowledgments of a per
sonal kind. By far my most profound intellectual debt is to 
my father, to whose early and authoritative inculcation of 
the paramount duty to question all mere authority (including 
his own) and think for oneself, I undoubtedly owe a deplor
ably hearty (though I trust discriminating) appetite for 
.. orthodoxY ". My sense of grateful obligation grows con
tinually to my first teachers--to the late Dr. Francis Wallace 
Dunlop, formerly professor of mental and moral philosophy 
in the University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand, who 
taught me to beware of "gnosticism" in philosophy, and 
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therefore, by implication, in everything else; and to the late 
Archdeacon Robert Augustus Woodthorpe, formerly pro
fessor of economics in the University of Otago, who was 
accustomed to boast with genial humour, as .. the proudest 
in his life", the day when he--" an Anglican priest I"--be
came the occupant of a chair in .. a Scottish university I ", 
and to whose noble catholicity of scholarship 1 owe an invalu
able and ineradicable inferiority complex. Both alike, 
despite some difference of opinion concerning the exact sig
nificance of Hegel's philosophy in the historical development 
of the human mind, laboured with astounding patience, with 
unfailing goodhumour, and with enviable discrimination, to 
instil into the egregious youth of a young community some 
perception of the ineffable distinction between the best and 
the merely second best. To Professor Wesley C.Mitchell, 
who, if 1 have ever been tempted to forget in economics the 
lesson 1 learned in philosophy, has helped to keep me on the 
right track by means of that most potent of aU educational 
instruments-the force of a distinguished personal example 
-lowe a deep and lasting intellectual debt 

1 am profoundly indebted, in many and various ways, to 
former teacl,ters and present colleagues at Columbia Univer
sity. My especial thanks are due, not only to Professor 
Mitchell, but also to Professor James W. Angell and to Pro
fessor J. M. Oark, for helpful discussion and criticism on 
various points. For the general scheme of thought and in
terpretation which I have sought to outline in the following 
pages, mine is the sole responsibility. 
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«No science can be more secure than the 11IKO!Iscious metaphysics 
which tacitly it presupposes." 

A.. N. WAil,head. 

A REALLY exhaustive critical analysis of the concept of 
economic equilibrium would be too elaborate for our present 
purpose. As the following discussion will amply illustrate, 
methodological discussion cannot be carried very far before 
its own further fruitful development begins to call insistently 
for investigation of specific scientific problems of fact. But 
while no sharp fine can be drawn between the methodology 
of a science and the science itself, a wide difference in 
emphasis of treatment is possible. The emphasis of the 
present discussion is methodological. Many interesting 
avenues of concrete scientific inquiry must therefore per
force be left unexplored: they can at most receive only such 
inconclusive passing comment as may be helpful to the de
velopment of the general theme. 

It seems sometimes to be supposed, even today, that 
methodological discussion belongs ouly to the infancy of a 
science; and that" maturity" is marked by an exclusive con
centration on " real problems" and an aversion to fruitless 
preoccupation with merely "metaphysical" considerations . 
.. The preoccupation of science is then the search for simple 
statements which in their joint effect will express everything 
of interest concerning the observed recurrences. This is the 
whole tale of science, that and nothing more. It is the great 
Positivist doctrine, largely developed in the first half of the 
nineteenth century, and ever since growing in influence." 1 

1 A. N. Whitehead, Adwnhlres .f Ikos. p. 147. 
It is vital for students of the human sciences to realise that the indiet-
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Among our ancestors, this popular view was supported by 
pointing in illustration to the natural sciences, and especia1ly 
to physics. But-unless, perhaps, the term methodolDgical 
investigatiDn be invalidly circumscribed to denote merely 
jejune discussions Df the " induction versus deduction" type, 
and to exclude philosophical criticism of the clarity, intelli
gibility and rational coherence of the fundamental, and for 
the most part uncritically accepted, concepts on which the 
whole superstructure of a science is reared-this mainstay of 
an old-fashioned Positivism has now collapsed. Even a 
science which has attained to' the degree of "maturity" 
reached by Newtonian physics is, we now know, not immune 
from the discDncerting experience of having itl ultimate 
truisms dissolve beneath its feet, and of being compelled to 
face the task of drastic theoretical reconstruction in terms 
of more adequate and more fundamental categories. It is 

.no doubt possible to argue, rather meaninglessly, as to 
whether such fundamental advances in a "mature" science 
are achieved. as a by-product of "realistic" investigation; 
or whether they are initiated as a result of original and con
structive .. theoretical" reHection. But this is merely 
the "induction versus deduction" type of controversy on 
another level.' 

ment of an exclusionist Positivism, which would segregate It science» 
from "" metaphysics", is fMt1wdclogicaI; and that the shallow method
ology which,. in the natural sciences, would fence off U science:tt from 
~'metaphysics If in the erroneous 'belief that scientific development can 
proceed without reliance upon metaphysical criticism of basic concepts, 
is idtntical with the shallow methodology which, in the human sciences! 
induces the illusion that "positive» studies can be kept segregated from 
" normative" or U value" problems. This matter will be explored, and 
its economic implications developed, in a subsequent study. 

• It is like diSC1l!Sing whether modern relativity physics owes its 
emergence to such empirical investigations as the Micltelson-Morley 
experiment; or to the work of the pure mathematicians who had pre-
viously laid the foundations for interpreting the disconcerting results 
of this experimenL . 
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The heritage of fallacy and confusion which Positivism 
has bequeathed to the human sciences is more unwholesome 
and more inexcusable than anything with which it has en
cumbered modern thought in the natural sciences; and there 
is here a rich field, promising almost indefinite increasing 
returns, for critical and constructive scholarship. The 
present essay is a modest attempt to clear the ground as a 
preliminary to the cultivation of one small corner of this 
field. It is a mere beginning. Its purpose is, by survey
ing in broad outline the main implications of the basic eco
nomic concept of "equilibrium"-staticaUy, dynamically and 
organically conceived--, to prepare the way for a comple
mentary study of the "onnative concept of Maximum Net 
Social Satisfaction through Time: a concept whose syste
matic explication and development is an inescapable pre
requisite of any real understanding of "the economic 
problem" in its comprehensive sense. 

A general analysis of the concept of "moving general 
economic equilibrium" calls for examination in turn of a 
number of related concepts and problems: chief among which 
are .. stationary equilibrium"; the relation of .. statics ~ 
to "dynamics"; the relation of the "mechanical" to the 
" organic" or "evolutionary." These will be' taken up in 
tum. Since the deeper purpose of this essay is to provide 
an introduction to a later attempt to seek a satisfactory 
general view of the relationship of " moving equilibrium" to 
"maximum satisfaction through Time", all reference to 
this relationship cannot be excluded from the present dis
cussion. But what mention there is of this problem will 
here be of a negative character only: more positive and con
structive treatment will be attempted on another occasion. 
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II 

"What I tala: to be a Static state is ••• a position of <pt due to the 
equivalence of opposing forces which tend to produce motion." 

Alfred Marshall. 

To begin with, it is desirable-in view of the powerful 
lingering influence of the traditional identification of .. equi
librium " with .. maximum satisfaction "---'to insist at once 
that there is nothing" ideal" about a condition of stationary 
equilibrium.. The feeling that it contains at least some sug
gestion of "desirability" is difficult to dissipate entirely, 
because it is frequently thought of as a condition which, 
given the continuance of the "underlying conditions" 
necessary to produce and maintain it, represents the con

. summation of the" best" position attainable by each member 
of the system in view of the limitations imposed upon him 
by a like attainment by all the other members. Really 
thorough examination of this notion transcends the limited 
sCope of this essay. But two points should be noted. First, 
this detailed conception of a "stationary state" is not the 
only possible one: in the more realistic types of "equili
brium " employed by Marshall and Pigou. a whole industry 
may be in .. stationary equilibrium" while its constituent 
firms are in a continual flux of individual growth and 
decline.' Secondly, quite apart from this consideration (and 

a:And consider, with regard 10 a whole economy~ or "the .statiOnary 
state": "This state obtains its name from the fact that in it the general 
conditions of production and consumption, of distribution and exchange 
remain motionless; but yet it is full of movement; for it is a mode of 
life. The average age of the population may be stationary; but each 
individual is growing up from youth towards hi. prime, or downwanIs 
to old age. The average size of the business firms may be stationary; 
but at any moment almost every business is either rising or falling. The 
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quite apart, too, from problems of discrepancy between 
marginal private and marginal social net product), it should 
be evident that stationary equihorium does not, of itself, 
imply the absence of "error" even in the atomistic, in
dividualistic sense. Even if we conceive the equilibrium in 
the detailed sense, an that is necessary is that whatever 
.. errors" are inherent in the system should be constant. 
Each individual may then be said to occnpy the .. best " 
position attainable, the actual slate of his capacity, knowl
edge, foresight, etc. being assumed. 

BnL even this carefully qualified way of expressing the 
matter is liable to (and bas in fact frequently led to) the 
very gravest misunderrolluling and misconstrnction. It 
therefore becomes necessary to -emphasise that snch a c0n

ception of .. equilibrium" does not provide, even in the very 
slightest degree, any intellectual foundation of any kind for 
philosophical acceptance of .. Iaissez-fairc," or .. individual
ism," as an "economically" (that is, socially) desirable 
form of organisation. The very definite fallacy involved 
in supposing that it does can be exposed in a variety of ways. 

In the first place, it may jusLly be characterised as a 
flagrant example of tlte fallacy of compositiotL The fact 
that, under an .. individualistic" regime, a certain narrow 
and highly unrealistic form of "stationary equilibrium" in
volves universal individual attainment to the " best .. position 
attainable by each member of the eoonomy, _ tlte _m~ 
tiota that the economy is an individualistic one, does not 
even begin to deal with the question whether the aggregate 
of individuals might not, on the whole, be better oft' under 

nonge nl ... of gr;Un may be staDomry; bat the ......- price _ 
with .........ssi.e banest flows. The sIDI\y of such IhJctnations _ a 
_ of rest is really a dyuamicaI prOOI ..... tboQgb the simplest fann 
of it is a1Wl1J'S iDdoded in the sIDI\y of a • 5I2tiomry staIr.~ and iI"'-I 
affords the <bid in I nl to the ficIioa of such a stak." JI~ 
.t AlfrN M..m..J1, p. 315- See hdow, sectiGa ;y. 
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some other form of organisation. To seek to defend" in
dividualism " by means of the concept of " equilibrium" is 
to beg the whole issue. 

It is, however, more effective and more adequate to char
acterise the intellectual confusion involved as an illustration 
of the static fallacy. For while, as Professor J. M. Clark 
has acutely pointed out,' it may plausibly be argued that .. the 
strongest basis for individualism is not the intelligence of 
individuals and their irrevocable devotion to the pursuit of 
their own self-interest, but rather their stupidity and their 
susceptibility to· moral suggeStion"; to this the "realist" 
may plausilily reply that, human beings being what they are, 
this does not in any way ~ter the fact that " individualism" 
is the .. best" thing under the circumstances. Any .. static" 
discussion of the problem of the relative merits of different 
forms of social Clrganisation inevitably ends in intellectual 
stale-mate. The problem must be discussed in develop
mental terms. We may therefore approach a step nearer to 
the true vi~w of the matter by noticing that Professor 
Pigou's cautious-and perhaps ambiguous-utteranee (by 
no means lacking in practical justification) that there is a 
.. preliminary presumption bred of the doctrine of maximum 
satisfaction" against governmental interference with in
dividualistic conditions," is pecu1iarly liable to methodological 
misuse-especiaUy if it be extended to apply also to .. inter
ferenee" by less comprehensive organs of collective action 
than the State. It requit"eS to be emphasised that if this 
"preliminary presumption" be conceived in abstract or a 
priori terms, or as following either from the concept of 
.. equilibrium" or from the concept of "maximum satis
faction:' there is aga.n involved both the fallacy of com
position and the static fallacy. Economic science must 

.. Th# T,ntd Df ECDnomics, p. 97. 
Illld ... tri.l FI",tw4/i ••• , p. us. 
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recognise, as clearly as political philosophy has now long 
recognised, that in a developing society there is no a priori 
preliminary presumption against new forms of collective 
action as such. The truly .. scientific" attitude on this 
matter, proper to economic science on its strictly" positive" 
side, was clearly pointed out by Marshall:· 

It is often said that the modem forms of industrial life are 
. distinguished from the earlier by being more competitive. But 

this account is not quite satisfactory. The strict meaning of 
competition seems to be-the racing of one person against another, 
with special reference to bidding for the sale or pun:hase of 
anything. This kind of cacing is no doubt both more intense 
and more widely extended than it used to be: but it is only a 
seoondary, and one might a1most say, an accidental consequence 
from the fundamental characteristics of modern industrial life. 
• . . There is no one term that 1rin express these characteristics 
adequately .•.. They may and often do cause people to com
pete with one another; but on the other hand they may tend, 
and just now indeed they are tending, in the direction of c0-

operation and combination of all kinds good and evil. ..• We 
may conclude then that the term 'competition' is not well suited 
to describe the special characteristics of industrial life in the 
modern age. We need a term that does not imply any moral 
qualities, whether good or evil, but which indicates the undis
puted fact that modem business and industry are cbaracterised 
by more self-re1iant habits, more forethought, m>re deliberate 
and free choice. There is not anyone term adequate for this 
purpose: but Freedom of Industry and Enterprise, or more 
shortly, Economic Freedom, points in the right direction. ••• 
Of course this deliberate and free choice may lead to a certain 
departure from individual. freedom when cooperation or combi
nation seems to olier the best route to the desired end. The! 
questions how far these deliberate forms of association are likely 
to destroy the freedom in which they had their origin and how 

• PriMi;/u (8th ed.), pp. 5-10. 
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far they are likely to be conducive to the public weal, lie beyond 
the scope of the present volume. 

There is yet another, but very closely similar, way in which 
it is sometimes sought to give to the concept of "equili
brium" some penumbra of desirability. This is in terms 
of the concept of so-called" perfect" competition. But here 
again the static fallacy is involved, together, in all proba
bility, with a number of other confusions of thought. This 
matter cannot be adequately discussed at this stage. Its 
very complex ramifications should be much clearer at the 
close of the ensuing discussion. But three points may be 
briefly noted now: 

(a) "Equilibrium" does not necessarily imply .. perfect " 
competition. It may be true that, on certain very simple 
assumptions as to the motives of action of competitors, a 
.. determinate (static) solution" of problems of value and 
.price may then also require the assumption of a certain 
type of .. competition," sometimes described (I think most 
unfortunately) as .. free" or .. perfect." But there is no 
reason to suppose that the actual occurrence of (static) 
.~ equilibrium" must necessarily be confined to situations in 
which such conditions are present. -

(b) Such a situation, if general, is of course not identical 
with maximum net social satisfaction. 

(c) From a dynamic standpoint, and one which has re
gard to the comprehensive functioning of the economy as a 
whole through Time, this particular conception of "com
petition" has, to say the least, no clear claim to the title of 
"perfect" competition. To ignore still deeper difficulties 
(which lead inevitably straight into "metaphysics"), any 
thorough-going conception of the .. maximum ., functioning 
of~' competition" must include the notion of a " maximum 
efficiency" of functioning, for the economy as a whole, of 
the Principle of Substitution. It cannot be accepted as self-
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evident that the type of competition characterised by the 
presence in individual industries of a very large number of 
small competitors is most conducive to this. And there are, 
indeed, strong grounds for holding that certain forms of 
knowledge, both of particular markets and of the conditions 
of the economy as a whole, which are generally admitted to 
be necessary to the elusive concept of " perfect competition," 
are almost of necessity circumscribed by the presence of this 
form of competition.' 

,. It can perhaps best be tabelled Ie simple competition IJ. 

More elaborate discussion of this problem belongs to a subsequent 
study. In my view, it is a delusion to suppose the concept of "perfect 
competition" capabk of consistent and comprehensive explication in posi
tivistic terms. For example, mere specific instances of II friction", 
·'inertia". "lack of mobility". and so on, cannot be unambiguously 
described as "imperfections n of "competition n in the comprehensive and 
evolutionary sense implicit in Marshall's Principle of Substitution. For 
one thing, they may prov~ on deeper analysis. to be necessary conditions 
of less "friction n, less U inertia. "', more fl lIldillity". etc., elsewhere in the 
system. But it can be shown, I believe, thst there is tben inevitably raised 
a problem of comparative ftldIuatitm essentially similar tOt and intricately 
related with, that of inter-personal comparison of ~ costs nand" satis
factions" i and that any hope that resort to the "dimension JJ of philo
sophical evaluation can be satisfactorily evaded by trying to conceive, 
quantitatively and positivistically, of a net U minimum" of "friction" 
(or otber fann of "imperfection") for tbe economy as a wltole is 
quite illusory. 

For anotber thing, the nltimate logical consequence of any notion that 
more It perfect" competition is to be conceived as essentially a .1 speed
ing up" of Il adjustments- P would seem to be a limiting concept of II per
feet competition" as realisable only in an indescribable economic universe 
in which 4C adjustments tI require no time at all, and in which,. conse
quently, everything happens at once. 

Still anotber aspect of tbe matter is tbe well-known truth that "c0n

structive cooperationtl may promote "more efficient competition". Briefly. 
I hold that the notions of "perfect competition JJ and II perfect cooper
ation" are i4ersticol concepts: and that both alike are abstractions which 
cannot be given eitber concrete content or rational intelligibility until 
they have been organically related to a valid and integrated economic 
thUDSoplty. In physical science, "tbe quest of tbe absolute leads into tbe 
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Any systematic investigation of these various considera
tions inevitably involves, not only the whole field of economic 
dynamics, but the entire realm of nonnative economics as 
well. As here briefly mentioned, they serve to indicate the 
rigorous scientific accuracy of the Marshallian conception of 
stationary equilibrium. An economic system is in stationary 
general equilibrium simply because its "underlying con
ditions" happen to he such that "the forces making for 
change " - or .. the forces of progress and decay" - are 
equal and opposite! 

four..c:Jjmensionat world". In economic science, the same quest leads into 
the realm of pbilsopbical values. Cf. below, Po 121, uote. 

• Menwria/s Df Alfred MGf'.hal~ p. 415- But see below, section iv. 
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III 

.. It obstinately refuses to be conceived as an instantaneous fact.· 
~. N. Whit.head. 

Hypothetical stationary equilibrium, if conceived in te..ms 
even remotely" realistic," is not an instantaneous condition 
(identical from moment to moment), but a round or cycle of 
activities occupying Time--which round or cycle is identic
ally repeated. Those who are tempted to regard a stationary 
state as identical from instant to instant have only to 
ponder the indubitable existence of the seasons.' 

Nor is there any reason why, within each static "cycle," 
there should be continuous employment of total available 
resources. To suppose that there is, is to confuse" perfect 
fluidity" or " perfect mobility" with "equilibrium." There 
appears to be no reason, for example, why such a society 
should not" suffer" from seasonal unemployment of labor. 
So long as the net advantages of irregular occupations out
weighed as a whole those of alternative regular occupations 
open to the individuals concerned; and so long as the costs 
of whatever inter-seasonal employment was available to them 

• They should also eonsider the implications of Marshall's doctrine that 
in such a state"-normal and awrage price au-·identical (Principles. pp~ 
347.307-8. 372,8.a-II). Marshall (p. J67}"'I'1aiifies his statement that 
in a slatiooary stati; ~ th .... would be"'no distinction between long period 
and short period normaI"Yalue" bi adding: .. at oil events if we supposed 
that in that monotonous world the harvests themselves were uniform..» 
In the absence of «perfect n mobility, CI perfect It foresight, "perfect» 
competition from a stationaey state, identic:al market price lIuctuolions 
throughout successive years as a result of a eontinuing constant degree 
of imperfect foresight, ete. would ... t be inconsistent with the continuance 
(repetition) of stationary eqwlihrium exlooded in Time to the extent 
of & 7ear; and long period normaJ price would 1hen be (weighted) 
average in Time as well as in Spaee. 
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outweighed for them its advantages on the only terms on 
which it was available; this seasonal unemployment might 
repeat .itself identically even though, caeteris paribus, the 
seasonally unemployed would "rather" be employed con
tinuously--on unavailable terms. Moreover," dislocation" 
of this kind might consist in part only of potentially f'emO'll
able .. waste," and in part also of conditions which wonld 
remain when all the inherent possibilities of the situation 
(increased knowledge, improved education, keener grasp of 
.. true self-interest") had been exploited to the fnll extent 
of the native endowments of the popnlation. 

It seems almost impious to suggest that, under still more 
.. realistic" conditions, .. the" stationary state might have 
to occupy a tef'm of years; that similar elements of .. imper
fection" might exist on a larger scale and become explicit 
at definite points within the "cycle"; and that we might 
therefore have a stationary state with" cyclical" unemploy
ment of labour and resources. Yet there can be no doubt 
that, by parity of reasoning, such a situation is consistently 
conceivable.' I shall not here attempt to prove--what I 
suspect-that it may be more consistent with" realism" than 
its negative." -

1(1 As a first approximation, we have on1y to suppose, for example) 
that the renewal of certain forms of fixed capital is not perfectly COIl

tinuous; that the surplus labour discharged from the construction in
dustries contemplated, after their period of maximum activity, tak<s 
an ap!WOCiable time to become absorbed in its supplementary occupations 
(if any); and that it is not, on balance, to the interest, real or disC 
cerned, of any competent parties to smooth out the irregularities, It 
is not axiomatic that the. entrepreneurs in the construction industries con
cerned would, or could, enforce perfect smoothness. Their own technical 
exiga!cies might favour some irregularity; those of their customers 
might enforce it; while even the conditions of the labour supply, despite 
~ unemployment, might _ it. AU this is conceivable in a 
stationary state whose constituent personnel and business units are in
destruetible and constant. In a state in which individuals were dying 
and being horn at equal rates, and in which the "forces of progresi and 
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The foregoing propositions (in II and III) are pre
paratory to our next, which is, I believe, crucial to a just 
and intelligible interpretation of the essence of the Marshal
lian method. It should be noted, however, that the argu
ment of the ensuing sections is not dependent for its validity 
on any more thOrough-going development than has here been 
attempted of the proposition that .. the" stationary state 
may consist of .. cycles .. occupying Time. The main pur
pose so far has been to remove certain common misunder-' 
standings from our path. 

decay» at work in individual firms were "equal and. opposite", even 
more comprehensive forms of "disharmony" and "dislocation" are quite 
COIlC<ivable. While it would be distressingly tedious, I do DOt think it 
would be impossible to set up in detail plausible conditions of this kind. 
The really fantastic element arises in c:onnexion with the dovetailing that 
is D«eSSUY to ensure that the system is really .sIGIiOlllJry, so that it 
repeats itself identically: and this is equally fantastic in the case of a 
stationary state that is identical from day to day. 

In anticipation of later discussion, it may be added that, if we do DOt 
adopt the device of visualising the (purely hypothetical) stationary state 
as returning to its precise point of initiation after a definite term of 
years. we leave the way open to bafBing and inexbanstible possibilities 
of MU1 ~,"~ltoMOU$' combittalions which may, for aught we have as
sumed to the contrary, themse1ves be the conditions of the emergence of 
so-called "dynamic changes ft. 
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IV 

U I could no more write one hook about my Statical state, and another 
about my Dynamical state, than I could write one hook about a yacht 
moving three miles an hour through the water which was running against 
it, and another about a yaeht moving through the still water at S miles 
an hour." 

Alfred M ar,hall. 

It must next be urged that the notion of constructing a 
self-subsistent, "comprehensive" Statics as a prelude to 
Dynamics, though a pertinacious one in economics, and 
revived quite recently, is erroneous, and based on a funda
mental misunderstanding as to what" statks" really is." 
The evolution of economic thought has today reached a 

11. See Lionel Robbins, U On a Certain Ambiguity in the Conception of 
Stationary Equilibrium ", Ec_c 10fWtlal, June 1930. See especially 
the passage in which the writer asserts that he would U be prepared to 
argue. in spite of Marshall himself, that it (Cfthe" stationary state) 
underli .. mueh of what there is of validity in the results aehieved by the 
f statical method""; and, secondly, that II the stationary state itself is 
superior to the more limited conceptions."' But a charitable inter
pretation of the former .tatemeot revcals no opportunity for r«:k1 ... 
defiance; while the second assertion, in so far as it is susceptible of any 
definite interpretation at all, is, as I shall show, d.6nitdy false. 

That Professor Robbins has f .. 1ed to grasp the essential significance 
of Marshall's work is even more clearly shown by his assertion (loc. cit., 
p. 194) that the essential concern of economic theory to date has been 
with Ii the stationary state and static laws". This was not Marshall's 
view: It This volume is concerned mainly with normal conditions; and 
these are sometimes described as Statical. But, in the opinion of the 
present writer, the problem of normal value belongs to economic Dynamics: 
partly because Statics is really but a braoch of Dynamics, and partly 
because all suggestions as to economic rest, of which the hypothesis of 
a Stationary state is the chief, aH: merely provisional, used only to il
lustrate particular steps in the argument, and to be thrown aside when 
that is done." Priw:iplt~, p. 366, note. 
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stage when this issue has become of vital importance, and 
one on which neither compromise nor good-natured tolerance 
is any longer possible. It must be clearly and unambigu
ously laid down that continued aggressive urging of the 
claims of a segregated and self-subsi&ent Stationary State, 
as over against the method which, in Marshall's actual 
language," is "not quite accurately called the statical 
method," has today become the hallmark of second-rate 
economic thinking. It is the insignia of pre-Marshallian 
thought. 

The whole of this essay is devoted to the detailed sub
stantiation of this wholesome if harsh assertion. But it 
will be useful, in this present section, to try to formulate in 
advance, in generalised langnage, the methodological essence 
of a fallacy which, when it is tenaciously clung to and 
.. rationalised" by a perverse logic into a whole " system" 
of thought, threatens economic science itself with collapse 
into futility. If, therefore, the .. metaphysics" -shy reader 
has difficulty over this preliminary generalised statement, I 
can only ask him to suspend judgment and return to it later. 

It is extremely difficult to expose clearly and briefly the 
essential confusion of thought involved in supposing that 
" the" stationary state somehow differs radically from a 
.. statical hypothesis." And the difficulty is immensely in
creased by the fact that those who suppose there is suc.'l a 
difference imagine themselves to possess some occult backing 
from Mathematics. They seek to express this sanction with 
the words" complete mutual determination." But the point 
is that" complete mutual determination" itself results in sta
tionary equilibrium only under certain assumed conditions 
as to the specific nature of the whole complex of functions 
involved. Thus we have then to inquire under what con
ditions these assumed conditions would be actual: and this 

.. PriK<ipks. p. 369- Italics mine. 
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leads either into an " irtfinite regress" or-what is practically 
much the same thing-into an exhaustive investigation of 
the whole realm of dynamics. 

It may be useful to approach this matter gradually by way 
of a well-known passage from Marshall" 

The terms Staitics and Dynamics {he said] are imported into 
economics from physics; and some discussions about them 
among economists have seemed to imply that statics and dynam
ics are distinct branches of physics. But of course they are 
not. The modern mathematician is familiar with the notion 
that dynamics include statics. If he can solve a problem dynam
ically, he seldom cares to solve it statically also. To get the 
statieal solution from the dynamical, all that is needed is to 
make the relative ve10cities of the things under study equal to 
zero, and thus reduce them to relative rest. But the statical 
solution has claims of its own. It is simpler than the dynamical; 
it may afford useful preparation and training for 'the more dim-

. cult dynamical solution; and it may be the first step towards a: 
provisional and partial solution in problems so complex that a 
complete d}"19mical solution is beyond our attainment. 

The term .. relative rest" calls for notice: for it plays an 
important role in the so<alled stationary state of the economist. 
• Absolute rest' is an unmeaning term; statioal problems deal 
with relative rest. This faet is perhaps more familiar than he 
knows to .. the man in 'the train". . . • Experience . . • has 
taught him to look out for the disruptive dynamical element that 

. is latent in the apparently peaceful statical problem. 

This passage brings out clearly (a) the fact that a .. sta
tionary " equilibrium, in the most general sense of the term, 
is itself a particular case of the interaction of dynamic forces; 
(b) the relativity of the concepts of " motion" and .. rest"; 
and (c) the consequent faet that a system of forces can, as 
a whole, be strictly described as .. stationary" or .. moving .. 
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only when conceived as part of some larger, more compre
hensive system, relatively to some element in which the whole 
sulrsystem is " stationary" or If moving JJ a 

Now it would seem to follow that, strictly speaking, within 
any .. closed", compeJoen.sive system, the varmus relative 
.. movements", . just because they are relative,' must neces
sarily, so to say, cancel out." " Hence the suggestion 
naturally presents itself that we should seek the .. precise" 
significance of the distinction (increasingly popular in recent 
years) between a generoJ " moving" and a general .. station
ary " equilibrium in terms of absolute constancy and absolute 
increase respectively." That the notion of a constant aggre
gate magnitude has been vaguely prominent in attempts to 
conceive a "precise statics" will hardly be denied. And 
Professor F. H. Knight " has recently spoken of Marshall's 
" refusal" to .. separate sharply, productive changes under 
static conditions, i.e. changes compensated by inverse changes 

.. For """"'JlIe, _ if population and mtioual diYideDd were bulb (I 
ignon possible diIlictdtics about the latter) increasing absolutely, but at 
different ratcs, the • movement" of the first relatively to the second watdd 
be "c:mceIled - by the _ile • movaDeDt ft of the second relativd,. to 
the first. The ancients puzzled OYer a Universe which, wbile-like the 
<CODOmist's Stationary State-"full of movement", could not itself 
"move". Edding!OIl-Tu Erpaadiltg URiwru, PI>- 12S-.30-after ..... 
marking that so ezpansioa is a rdative term p. insists that .. even if our 
_ are held respoasibl. for the upaoc\iDg of the 1IIIiverse, !bey 
_ be held responsible for its bursting". This is the eDd-result of 
real • __ waY. tkwloltttmt. 1 hope, lberefore, that I sbalI not ...... to • 
have faIleD, 00 the title-page, into men! falJacioos IDis-mmparisoo; and 
!bat the v.- analogy will be found to ha .... broad pbilosophica1 
justification. See sectioa xii. 

U The terms COl rest n and A motion" are relative concepts. But *' N .... 
I>n (of discnte individuals) is absolute." EddiDgtoo, Tu NaIwn Df tu 
PltyNal World, P. 23-

"Stmii .." D_iII: Z,.,. F_ tin- _clt<mi.sr .... A...togw in tktl 
_If4!'saMmuclf4!'.... Zrif#1trift fwr N<lfiD...tDItDfN>lflit. August 
19JO. P. .6, II. 2. 
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in other industries, from changes which affect the social 
aggregate." From this standpoint, we might be tempted to 
say that the "social aggregate" was increasing absolutely 
either when population and dividend were both exhibiting 
absolute increase, or when, if either was diminishing abso
lutely at a certain rate, the other was increasing absolutely 
at a rate sufficient on balance to swen the absolute " aggre
gate". And we might then add that the .. social aggregate " 
""'"Quid be a constant either when both population and divi
dend remained absolutely constant, or when an absolute 
increase in either was exactly balanced by an absolute de
crease in the other. 

To any such procedure it would presumably be objected 
that we had no right to combine such .. incommensurables " 
to form an .. aggregate". But, if that be so, what signifi
cance are we now to attach to the term " general"? Are we 
now free to apply it to the constancy of some one component 
in the economy, provided that component be taken in its 
full extension throughout the entire economy? If the effect 
on .. numbers .. of a steady expansion in the volume of trade 
under the influence of improved technique is precisely offset 
by a steady rise in the standard of life, so that total popula
tion remains constant, is this one possible type of " stationary 
general" eqnilibrium? In that case there is no one unique 
case of " general" stationary equilibrium_ 

It is also open to us, however, in trying to .. define" 
stationary "general" equilibrium, to divert our main 
emphasis from the notion of absolute constancy--the result 
of .. equal and opposite" forces-to the notion of .. relative 
rest." We can then hold .. general" stationary equilibrium 
to be a condition in which all the constituent absolute quanti
ties in the economy are either absolutely constant, or are 
varying together proportionately-so that they one and all 
fail to .. move" f'elatively to one another. This is in fact 
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what Marshall, when conceiving "a Stationary state," did 
with regard to individual industries. But it is now to be 
noted (a) that this conception is combined by him with that 
of simultaneous .. opposite movements" in the magnitudes 
of the constituent firms of these individual industries, with 
no fanatical attempt to carry through the application of the 
concept of "relative rest" to every conceivable constituent 
" element" in the economy; (b) that this particular combina
tion was clearly selected by him for pragmatic reasons: it 
provided the " simplest form" of " dynamical" fluctuation 
about a centre (or centres) of "rest"; and (c) that the 
concept is "provisional", and merely a "fiction": to be 
used simply to " illustrate a particular step in the argument", 
and .. to be thrown aside when that is done." If, for any 
reason, it became useful to select, as the "unit" or "element" 
which remained in a position of "rest" relatively to other 
" units ", a group of industries, whose constituent industries 
then underwent "equal and opposite" changes relatively to 
one another, I cannot think Marshall would have repUdiated 
this on principle, or on grounds of "pure methodology". 

We may therefore avoid any further verbal manipulation 
of these abstract concepts, and pass to what is the really 
essential point of this Section: all such stationary equilibria 
-partial or " general .. ~re of necessity merely illustrative 
-mere" statical hypotheses ". The truth of this assertion 
is not impaired by recognition that, if stationary" general" 
equilibrium--of one kind or another-actually came into es
<stenee, it would do so by virtue of the fact that the "forces of 
progress and decay" (relevant to its definition as " station
ary") had somehow come to be " equal and opposite;" so 
that the situation would be one particular (static) kind of 
"complete mutual determination "-imperfectly describable 
by analogy in terms of Marshall's illustration of "the balls in 
the bow!." But to embark on the task of eshaustively de-
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termining the conditions under which such a stationary 
general equilibrium "would" supervene is identical with 
embarking on the task of ascertaining whether, in fact, it is 
going to supervene!' Hasty critics of Marshall, misled by 
their desire for greater precision and comprehensiveness in 
the study of "the closed system" into supposing that the 
first step towards this goal is the preliminary construction of 
a comprehensive and self-subsistent" Statics," and therefore 
into making facile psycho-analytic charges of "tempera
mental aversion" from the "heroic abstraction" of "the" 
stationary state,18 urgently require to realise that Marshall 
was, to use a phrase of his own, " loose with system " in this 
matter; and, as we shall see, remarkably well endowed with 
the wisdom of the serpent. 

l.f Since we are dealing with a closed I1mm, th~ if we refuse to 
stoop to the dorice of arbitrarily "holding W aD)' of its elements constant, 
we haft to cIetumiDe, act merely the conditions making for equilibrium 

. with regard to each in tarn on certain h,toIMSU with regard to the 
others, but the CODditioll5 under w!Uch the entire dosed symm will 
acbi_ stationary equilibrium. The task thus becomes identical in 
eccmomico with quasi-pbysical opocuIatioll5 about the M nmoing down" of 
the Universe. It will be obvious that, unless the Universe is actually 
going to run ~ and unless we can in ad""""" obtain such perfect 
_ledge of its entire structure and imp1icatioas as to foresee the in
eritable, it is inherently impossible to set up the M CODditioll5" UDder 
w!Uch it U would n run down ~Jr<'# by interpolating 1tIfMfIJhn-. an 
M arbitrary statical bypothesis n. 

u Robbins, loco ciI~ and Be"""",k /""m<Jl, Septrl!lb ... 1928. P. 3OS
Ct. Marshall, Princi/kl. Appendix D, on the "P/WDprial • ...., of • beraic 
abstractions ". 
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v 
U I cannot <:ODCeive of any Static state, which RSembI .. the real world 

closely enough to form a subject of profitable study, and in whicb the 
notion of change is' set aside even for an instant.JJ 

Alfud MM's/uJU. 

I have now to advance a proposition the defence of which, 
and the development of the implications of which, will 
occupy the entire remainder of this essay. This proposition 
is nowhere advanced by Marshall in these very words: more
over, I believe that its systematic, oomprehensive and con
sistent elaboration reveals the one fundamental analytical 
error in the structure of the Principles. Nevertheless, 
Marshall has himself quite unambiguously asserted it in 
substance, not once but many times; and, unless I am com
pletely mistaken, it is the clue to the mighty underlying 
scheme of thought on which the whole structure of the 
Principles is based. This proposition is as follows. 

It is naive and inadequate to try to segregate "static 
adjustments" from" dynamic changes ": in the last resort, 
this distinction is purely nlative to the standpoint and 
assumptions of the scientific "observer." It has no mean
ing except in terms of the " frame of reference" which, in 
the employment of the method "not quite accurately called 
the statical method," the economist has temporarily selected 
as " the centre" of the economic universe. to 

The frantic attempts of much recent economic dialectic to 
effect a rigorous dichotomy between a timeless "statics" 

11 '" By that method we fix our minds on some central point: we suppose 
it for the time to be reduced to a sta~ state; and. we then study in 
rd.tion to it the fon:es that affect the things by whicb it is surrounded, 
and any tendency there may be to equilibrium of these fon:es". Pritt
apl .. , p. 369. "And see especially Pref ... to the Eighth Edition. 
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and a "dynamics" which deals (in some manner never 
clearly specified) with the passage of this two-dimensional 
abstraction through Time is in striking and instructive con
trast with the recent momentous developments in physics 
which have resulted from a rigorous investigation of the 
conception of a Space-Time Continuum." To suggest that 
an economic" space-time" (price-quantity-time) continuum 
-essentially similar as regards the scientific attitude of mind 
involved, though of course not necessarily parallel in detail- t 

.. A word of warning is here in place against objectioos to "arllUini 
from analogy". The ~ over of concrete ftllOlJ8S from one science 
to another in what may be called the Spencerian manner is admittedly 
dangerous, and, though often helpful, nquires the check of a fine and 
iust discrimination. But the present argument is not, in strict logic, one 
from analogy at aU. It is today generally recognised that the tendency 
of modem pure physical mechanics is to eliminate from its purview all 
"metaphysical" entities, and to deal only with the static and dynamie 
relationships of qua..nu.. that result from the nature and interaction of 

. such entiti... It seeks. in short, to become simply a kindicsor motion 
study of the process.. of the physical world. Hence its final philo
sophical message seems to be: .. So"",hittg tmk_ is doing "'" dot(1 
kofB whal" (Eddington, 0;. cit. p. 291). In this signification the term 
• mechanks" is independent of the ultimate nature of the phenomena 
with which it deals. It is therefore highly inappropriate, and inimical 
to scientific self-respect, that economists .honId continue to regard the 
terms il economic statics tt, «economic- dynamics n, II economic mechanics» 
as «mere ansIogi..... (Schumpeter blandly confess.. that the terms 
" statics" and «dynamics" are, in bis own usa~ "misnomers"; and 
even suggests that .. it would, perhaps, be best to drop the terms alto
gether." Eco""",ic 'ONrtUJl, September, 19:a8, p. 374. n.), The term 
II economic mechanics» possesses coordinate rank with the term "physi
cal medwUcs n; and simply implies, as we shall see, t~ kinetics of 
concrete organic growth and adaptation. The .ame is true of general 
categories within the field of "mechanics U (I refer not only to "statics U 

and 14 dynamics", but also to «friction Jot, II inertia ft and so on) in so 
far as these also are takeo to mean simply certain quantitati.., _ts 
of kinetic: interaction in Space and Time. 

It may be added ~ that similar considerations apply to certain se
ealled «biological analogies". " Biology" is the science of n living 
organisms n. C/. below. p. 36, note. 
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underlies the Marshallian analysis and requires a similar 
systematic explication and development, is not to propose 
some esoteric .. mixing up" of economic "statics" with 
economic" dynamics." "Your protest," says Eddington," 
.. in the name of commonsense against a mixing of time and 
space is a feeling which I desire to encourage. Time and 
space ought to be separated. The current representation of 
the enduring world as a three-dimensional space leaping from 

> instant to instant through time is an unsuccessful attempt to 
separate them." I propose to show that attempts in economics 
to eliminate Time from "statics," and to visualise the endur
ing economic world as a two-dimensional abstraction of .time
less demand and supply curves .. leaping from instant to 
instant through time," involves an essentially similar inherent 
confusion. It seems to me that only failure to perceive that 
this proposition is really implicit in the Marshallian analysis 
can account for the remarkable fact that Marshallian critics 
should at once protest that the structure of the Principles as 
a whole is merely" statical" or " quasi-statical" and at the 
same time take exception to the Marshallian long period 
supply curves as «dynamic "-yet without doing anything 
effective themselves to clear up the mystery." 

21 op. <il., P. 37 • 

.. Schumpeter (" The Instability of Capitalism n, EeDttOmic 10"""", 
September. 1928. espedally p. 368. n.) misquotes and distorts what be 
calls MarshaI1's II protests against the limitations of the static apparatus" 
by omitting !be essential phrase • in which !be rumon of change is set 
aside even for an instant U from his ",ndenng of Marsball'. letter to 
J. B. Clark. This phrase contra-distinguisbes the type of «static state" 
which does ""t " form a subject of profitable study· from !be type which 
"",y: ooe in which !be dynamic forces at work are equal and opposi_ 
as distinct from one which cannot be otherwise than fj static" because all 
possible causes of change have been .limioakd by hypothesi.. At !be 
same time Scitumpeter objects to the long period normal supply corve as 
including .. dynamic" elemen~ and protests that •• there is only one the0-
retic supply curve; and. it slopes upwards in all cases." 
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This matter of the valid interpretation of the Marshallian 
demand and supply curves is of vital and central importance 
to an understanding of the difficulties associated with the 
notion of a "moving general equilibrium;" and to this 
task of interpretation I therefore now turn. 

That the long period supply curve (whether positively or 
negatively inclined) is not a "historical" or "statistical" 
or "empirical" curve is immediately evident from the fact 
that Marshall defines it as representing hypothetical con
ditions which (given time) would emerge-in the absence 
of "substantive new inventions," which are an indubaable 
part of the actual historical sequence." But the futility of 
branding the long period supply curve as .. historical "-or 
even as inappropriately "dynamic" - is still more con
clusively evidenced by the fact that it is in a very real, and 
,nost significant, sense static: it represents a series of 

. positions of general, as distinct from" partial," equilibrium. 
This is really the crux of the whole matter; yet its lucid 
exposition is a matter of extreme difficulty. An attempt can 
best be made by beginning with a crucial passage from the 
Principles. H 

Of course the periods required to adapt the severa1 factors 
of production to the demand may be very different; the number 
of skilled compositors. for instance, cannot be increased nearly 

.. PriMipJ.z, p. 460. Schwnpeter (loc. ,il. p. 3J6, 0.) objects that this 
t>rincipI. of theoretical sogregation "cuts up a bomogeo<ous phenom
enon »-in the last resort "new inventions IJ themsdves are a form of 
"external economy n. I !mow 110 evideoee to sopport the __ that 
Marshall (of all ecooomists)' ngarded "DOW i%wmtiOOll· as merdy 
sporadic, 8Ild out of all relatioo to their mili.... I suggest that hi. prin
ciple of segregation here was amc:eiftd by him as ess=tiaUy /W'lJeMal in 
character, 8Ild in terms of what might be foraem by a _ 01>
_. Consider his comments, loco ciI. pp. 460-46', 

.. P. 379. 0. Italics mine. 
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as fast as the supply of type and printing"1'resses. And this 
cause alone would prevent any rigid dimon being made between 
long and short periods. But ... fact" theoretically perfect long 
perrod must give time enough to enable not only the factors of 
production of the commodity to be adjusted to the demand, but 
also the factors ,of production of those factors of production 
to be adjusted and so on; and this, when ctlrl'iEd to its logical con
sequences, will be found to mvolw the supposition at II station
ary state .of i.nduslry.·· . 

The meaning of this can I think be expressed as follows. 
A long period curve depicts a series of alternative long-period 
responses of supply conditions to alternative postulated 
changes in normal demand. Each of these long-period 
responses represents, "in strict theory," the functional 
relationship-of quantity supplied and pric~which, on 
each hypothesis regarding the initial stimulus from demand, 
would come to prevail after all the ,.eadjustments through
out the entire system were completed: for this is, by defini
tion, the rigorous meaning of the term "long period." 
Thus, although in a "stationary state," into which no dis
turbances were introduced, there might be no overt distinc
tion between the long and the short period, nevertheless the 
demand and supply curves whose points of intersection gave 

15 He adds: «Some such assumption is indeed. unconsciously implied 
in many popular renderings of Ricardo's theory of value, if DOt in his 
own versions of it; and il is '0 thit etwl~ tMl"6 than ImY (JIbe,. that we 
must attribute thai simplicity .nIl s/otJri>M.s 01 outl .... , from which the 
economic doctrines in fashion in the first balf of this century derived 
some of their seductive charm, 4t well as molt of wltatewr tmdtmc, 
IMY may hat!< 10 leod 10 loin f>n>cticiJl COI1<!....wru.» Italics mine. For 
reasons which I shall elaborate, this i. to my miod perbaps the clearest 
indication in the wbole of the Prittciples lbat Marshall, in his customary 
handling of the "long period". is being (C loose with system". His long 
period supply curve, at customarily drawn and discussed, is de.rig .. dly 
~·theoretica1ly imperfect": becaus~ in a dynamic economy. a "theoretically 
perfect ft long period is a coHlradiclioPl m ttrm.r. 
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the normal (and actual average) prices stably prevailing, 
would of necessity be equivalent to long period curves--since 
they would in fact be combined in and express a state of 
general equilibrium. 

Once this fundamental point is clearly grasped, it becomes 
evident what deplorable confusion of mind is involved, and 
what a calamitous retrograde step in the very elements of 
economic analysis is proposed, when it is suggested that we 
should regard short period (or, worse, "instantaneous ") 
curves, which are really simply partial equilibrium curves, 
as the true .. theoretical" or "static" curves, and disown 
the long-period curve, which is really the basic "static" 
curve, as inappropriately " dynamic." •• 

Now there is no reason whatever why some of the long 
period supply curves implicit in a stationary state should 

•• A closely related confusion of mind is 2pp31'ellt in the frequently 
. expressed notion that the ft Neo-CIassicaI· apparatus of demand aDd 

supply C111"VeS makes inappropriate use of the device of cad ..... ;ariks. 
aud that this supposed clumsy inadequaq is disposed of by the methods 
of the «Mathematical School". with its technical methods for handling 
"complete mutual interdependence· of functions. It is lIjJ\l&l'mtIy sup
posed that the empiQYmeDt of eadni< ;ariks in the deliDition of enn the 
long period Marsballiao curve invol_ the assumption that the different 
f_ relationships of price aud quantity which it depicts are 
theoretic:ally determined on the assumption that 00 .. shifts" occur in aoy 
of the demaud or supply curves for other commodities in the system. 
But it is quite clear that this cannot he the case; since the ~ 
readjustment throughout the entire system which mnst, by definitiou, 
occur in <annexion with aoy "long period. adjustment, involves, among 
other things, ctmStqwm/ "shifts» in the positions of other curves-except 
uoder really st2b1. "statio" conditions of a ....-y particular kind (see 
below. PI>- 67-68). What is " impounded in eM' ..... ;ariks. is the class 
of (I substantive tt (as distinct from consequent) "shifts" in the positions 
of the various curves. The excluded changes are thus in fact ideotical 
with those which are equally excloded from a mathematical formulation 
of the conditions of general stationary equilibrium. As Marthall liked 
to point out, the device of caet..... ;ariks. properly employed, is in
separable from. because it is identical with, scieotilic analysis itself. 

Th. problem of • substantive ebanges" is discussed below. 
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not be negatively inclined from their point of intersection 
with the demand curve. All that is necessary to .. stable" 
equilibrium, as this term is commonly employed with regard 
to the mode of intersection of the curves, is that the corre
sponding demand curves should decline even more steeply. 
What can be argued is that, if the curves could be drawn 
.. throughout their whole length," such declining supply 
curves must, on the assumption that the economy as a whole 
remains .. stationary" throughout the successive increases in 
the scale of output of the commodities in question, rise again 
ITefo're long--so that a" theoretically perfect" declining long 
period supply curve should be drawn with an upward bend 
not far below the point of intersection. For, so long as the 
system as a whole (and therefore the total available re
sources) 'remained" stationary," a continuing increase in the 
mpply of any commodity must, for reasons that need hardly 
be elaborated here, fairly quickly encounter increasing costs. 
But I can see no reason whatever to justify the extreme and 
quite unproved assumption that, in a continuing stationary 
general eqnilibrium, increasing returns could not operate 
at all in response to a shi ft in demand. 

But this apparent gain in precision over the Marshallian 
curve" is little more than apparent. If, in such a stationary 

2' Marshall makes no mention of an ultimate upward bend in his de
clining long period supply curve. Indeed, be suggests (Appendix H, 
1'- 807. n.) that .. stable" "'Iuilibrium is ultimately to be look<d for, noder 
conditions of increasing returns, in the fact that the supply curve must 
ultimately fall less steeply than the demand curve. This is strictly true: 
a «stable n intersection of the curves does not require any upward bend. 
But his failure to point out the need for the latter when the economy 
IU ., dosed whole is assumed to continue stationary (in accordance with 
his own definition of a .. theoretically perfect n long period) suggests 
tha~ in drawing his long period curve for practical purposes, be did not 
habitually contemplate hi. own ultimately rigorous defirution of .. the 
long _iod ". His reason for this has already been indicated, and is 
further discussed below. 
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state, there ", spontaneously" appeared an increase in the 
demand for a commodity subject to decreasing costs (with, 
necessarily, a corresponding decline in demand for other 
commodities), under what conditions would this "station
ary" equilibrium continue to be " stationary" as a wholer IS 

If the structure contained two commodities only, with 
identical declining supply curves of uniform elasticity, then 
a given shift in demand from one commodity to the other 
would reduce the supply of the first by just as much as it 
increased the supply of the second; and the system might 
then be . said to continue, in stationary equilibrium in till 
PDP" M arshoUian sense of that term which implies that the 
dynamic jDt'ces at WDt'k are equal and opposite." 

•• It may be suggested that tbisinvolves a distinct extension of the 
concept of (I equal and opposite" change beyond any meaning con
templated by Marshall himself; since it involves the idea of equal and 
opposite shifts in the long period normal equilibrium prices of different 

, commodities, whereas Marshall habitually spoke of long period normal 
price as constant in a stationary state. It may therefore be well to state 
here (what will become more apparent later) that the suggestion in the 
text is properly to be regarded as an expository device which, if ill
treated, may easily lead to confusion for which I must disclaim resjlOl>
sibility, Any diffieolty in this regard !DUO! aris. out of misunderstand
ing of the function of the (quite customary) hypothesis of an initial 
n spontaneous» change. Strictly, socal1ed n dynamic" changes within 
'lite organic process are not to be regarded as "spontaneous u, but as 
couditioned by the process its.lf. In a really stationary state long period 
normal price would be constant if we seleeted the appropriate unit of time 
(see III suPra) within which to averag» price ftuctuations • 

.. I have reason to fear at this pomt th. objection that I am illegiti
mately assuming the .. reversibility" of a long period curve. Of course 
I am not. Unless.the point ,of intersection on a decliuing long period 
supply curve occurs at the precise point at which the decline hegins, the 
curve itself contains the assumption that a restriction in the scale of the 
industry will cause some increase in costs. I know of no reason for as
suming that this is everywhere or even usually impossible on material 
grounds. .. Irreversibility" simply means that, if the initial equih1>rium 
condition is disturbed (by an increase in demand) the adjustment re
spons. on the long ~od supply curve will itself involve developments 
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Much more complicated combinations on the same prin
ciple could be hypothetically constructed. But they would 
be mere hypotheses. It is equally open w us w suppose 
that demand is withdrawn from a commodity subject w 
increasing costs, and diverted w one subject to decreasing 
costs; in which case the new .. stationary" equilibrium, when 
(Qr rather if) it emerged. might be expected (in the absence 
of counteracting assumptions regarding the disutility of 
effort) to contain a larger volume of production than before 
-and quite conceivably a larger population. But again the 
structure and its impli<:ations can be indefinitely complicated, 
and we have a system which, while each intersecting pair of 

wbicb nquire .. .. re-drawing" of the curve. Schwnpeter (ECOIIOtfJic 
Jot"",", loco cit., pp. 3ti8-g, Do) claims that Marshall'. insisleDte 00 the 
n ~ibility" of the long period supply curve lIIDOlmIs to virtual 
acceptance of his (Schumpeter's) criticism of the theoretical nlidity of 
the long puiod curve. But this :is a complete misappreb.ensiou. 
"Irreversibility" has, directly, nothing whatever to do with the theoreti
cal definition of the carve. It turns on a question of fact-whdber the 
entire dosed economy is or is not a tnJy «stable" stationary general 
equilibrium in the Marsba11ian sense that the d;ynamic forces which 
operate within it produce changes which are equal and oppooite, and, 
in addition, wbether tbese changes, after they have occurred, are in fact 
capable of being completely reversed. In a G:IfI4mic economy all .",.... 
of both demand and supply are • irreversible lJa See Marsball. Priaci;ks, 
p. 808: • This is true whether the production of the commodity obeys the 
law of diminishing or increasing return; but it is of special importance 
in the latter cas .. because the fact that the production does obey this law 
;'11W1 that its increase leads to great improvements in organization. U 

Italics mine. It is true that Marsba11's exposition does not a1~ 
j11ustrate what has been called .. the modern jonroalistic craving for 
immediate intelligibility JJ; but reflection shows that his meaning here is 
botb profound and a<curate. In 1D¥ view, however, it requires, as will 
"""" fully appear below, bold extension into a universal _eralisation 
applicable to all the carves of a dynamic economy. (Even in a truly 
A .table» stationary general equilibrium of the kind <:onlemplated in the 
text, the changes need not be completely ........ siblt-wbich merely amounts 
10 saying that, under certain assumptions of tJI, .... /'kd "reverse» action, 
the IY'tom would no longer remain stationary. See below, p. ,." n.). 
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its constituent demand and supply curves IS tn "stable" 
equilibrium, is yet itself as a whole only in " stable" station
ary general equilibrium so long as nothing happellS to dis
turb it! Once it is disturbed, it turns out to have concealed 
(precariously imprisoned, as it were) within itself an "ex

panding" economic universe. Arty prediction as to its ultimate 
retum to stationary general equilibrium is (except on the 
hypothesis of a fantastic degree of knowledge of its hidden 
"implications") quite impossible. Fo,. the process, once 
under way, involves a continuous series of " shifts" in the 
" positions" of the long-period CUf'fII!S themselves. It is 
fo,. this ,.eason thot, in such a dynamic economy, a " the
oretically perfect" long period is a contradiction in terms"· 

In terms of this conception of a dynamic deterministic 
continuum, Marshall's term " substantive" changes, if em
ployed to characterise either shifts in the long-period curve 
under consideration 0,. those shifts in other long-period 
curves which are not merely incidental to the long-period 
.. response" under consideration," is preferable to "spon
taneous" . (employed by Pigou and others); because the 
term " spontaneous .. suggests c(JfUeless "creative evolution" 
of a kind inherently unamenable to scientific analysis; 
whereas the term "substantive" merely makes the correct 
suggestion that the changes to which it is attached are to be 
regarded as outside the elwin of consequences contemplated 
in the hypothesis under consideration. But the term " sub
stantive new infJeKtions," which Marshall employs to char
acterise those changes which are assumed absent when a 
given long period curve is drawn," invites an undue restric
tion of conception of the range of factors which may 

.. C/. Marshall, p. 37lI. .... aD<!, for a particularl7 vivid picture of the 
resulting compIicaliODS as a wholr, pp. ~7 . 

.. See abcwe, p. 26, II. Also below. pp. sS-S9; aod .... xi. 

.. Pri .... ',u. p. 4/io. 
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occasion "substantive" shifts. As will presently appear, 
these shifts are in the last resort the product of the whole 
process if evolution. 

To this difficult conception it will be more convenient to 
return later. It should already be fairly clear, however, 
that, in such a j:ontinuous dynamic process, the distinction 
between ". dynamic change" and "static adjustment" is 
necessarily a purely relative one. " Static adjustments" in 
one part of the system may be the inducements to " dynamic 
change" in ano1her part-which dynamic change is thus 
itself an "adjustment". It involves not merely over
simplification, but actual distortion, of the real nature of the 
problem to take stationary equilibrium as a datum which 
requires no explanation (being already" explained" by so
called" static theory"), and then to cast round for various 
radically- and qualitatively-distinct forms of "dynamic 
change "-which must then of necessity be conceived as 
intrusions from "without" - and investigate the sup
posed process by which stationary general equilibrium is 
" re-established." The conditions of stationary general 
equilibrium do not exist except on the assumption of a com
plicated and miraculous set of special functional interrela
tionships among the various curves. If the various 
" elasticities" of demand and supply are in fact not of this 
remarkable and miraculous kind, then the various curves al
ready contain within themselves the implications of an inde~ 
nite "dynamic" development. No intelligent person would 
assert that t1lis fact invalidates the scientific method "not 
quite accurately called the statical method:" what it does 
invalidate is the naive picture of the economic process as 
one of continual "static adjustment" towards a discrete 
series of stationary general equllibria which continually re
place one another in Time under the mysterious inlluence of 
a separate set of qualitatively distinct phenomena-"dynamic 
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changes." What it does expose is the half-baked claim on 
behalf of the "superiority" of a comprehensive and self
subsistent "statics" regarded as prior to and independent 
of .. dynamics"; and the spuriousness of the charge that 
Marshall's profound and subtle handling of this difticu!t 
and fundamental intellectual problem involves the "shirk
ing" of analytical rigour. In such a dynamic economy, 
the conditions represented by any given long period supply 
curve not only are never completely realised, but are in
herently incapable of .. theoretically perfect" formulation, 
because the very process of realisation itself alters the con
ditions to be realised. .. 

The general outlines of what I believe to be a valid 
interpretation of Marshall's profound and rigorously 
scientific conception of " the relation of statics to dynamics " 
should now be fairly clear. Before proceeding to scrutinise 
a little more closely some of the problems involved in his 
conception of "substantive'" change, it will now be 
necessary, first, to make a provisional inquiry into tIie gen
eral problem of the relation of .. mechanics" (statics and 
dynamics) to what I may perhaps be forgiven for calling 
u: organics. JJ 

.. Concrete iIIustratiOllS might be multiplied indefinitely within the 
limits of our present knowledge. A rise in -. for example. as a 
result of inc~ demand far labour, either in gmeraI or in a particalar 
occupation, may, through the inlI......,., of """""""_ affluewr in in
ducing a rise in staDdanl of life and in eamomic eIIicieDcy, alter tbe 
nonnaI supply scbedule fo< tbe Iaboar befo.-e .. adj_ N brings 
about .. restoratioo n of .1_ 011 the .. old· supply cane. (Cf. 
Marshall, PI>- 807-80g). This "".,,,;no. permeates the wboIe of 
Marshall', work. For an inIportaot di>cussiOll of the ...... principle, in 
wIUch illuminating signilicanc:e is attacbed to Adam Smith', CIlI>Cqlt of 
.. divisicm of Iaboar ft, regarded as a diff_ form of the organ;. prin
ciple in _nomic evolution, see AI\yn A. Y -. .. Iucreasing Returns 
and EcOlfomic Progress", EcOffOflti< JtnmItJI, D bet, .gaS. 

The gmeraI coucept of diifusion in its relation to .. subslantift» change 
is tfucussed in seetiOllS viii and xi, below. 
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VI 

«The modem economic: organism is vertebrate. U 

Alfnd Marshall. 

It is not always easy to tell whether those who try to 
segregate two distinct and separate categories of economic 
phenomena are endeavouring to.do so in terms of a false 
dichotomy between .. statics" aud .. dynamics"; or in terms 
of another dichotomy, also false, between" mechanics" and 
the " evolutionary" or .. historical." 

Discussions among economists of these two basic metho
dological problems have lately become wrapped in obscurities 
which are rendered the more profound (a) by a frequent 
tendency to regard the two distinctions as i~tieal; (b) by 
an apparent inability, even when the latter alone is seem
ingly in the forefront of the discussion, to decide just what 
the writer himself means by it. It seems possible to unravel 
at least five leading concepts: the concepts of "dynamic" 
(or .. organic" ?) change as radically distinct from mere 
.. static adjustment" in that it is (a) disrvptnJe of equili
brium; (b) ·discontinuous in its operation; (c) -spontaneous 
in its origin __ s distinct from being "mechanically caused" ; 
( d) "q.wlitative" in the sense of effecting changes in the 
nature of the structure of the economy; (e) "qualitative" 
in the sense of involving, on the part of individuals, high 
intelligence and "creative" mental activity as opposed to 
mere" automatic" or " mechanical response". By way of 
corollary, it is frequently implied that .. static. adjustments " 
are capable of prediction-or, if not of positive prediction, 
at least of hypothetical prediction, in the sense of formula
tion in terms of f4 exact taw u: while U dynamic changes JJ 

intrinsically are not. And it seems to be almost universally 
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assumed that all these distinctions correspond to the graph
ical distinetion between a "static" curve and a shift in 
the curve. 

So far as I know, no systematic attempt is ever made to 
ascertain whether aU these concepts are merely various 
aspects of one fundamental line of cleavage in economic 
phenomena; or whether some of them, at least, are not 
mutually incompatible as simultaneous bases for a single 
sweeping dichotomy. It would run counter to the mode of 
development which I have chosen for this complicated dis
cussion, to take up each of these concepts in turn and discuss 
them individually and in their relations to each of the others. 
Each one of these distinctions is treated at an appropriate 
place in the ensuing discussion. At this point, for the pur
poses of a preliminary inquiry into the relationship of 
.. mechanics" to "organics," it wi11 be convenient to give 
specific attention only to the concepts of spontaneity and 
creative emergence." 

Even if it were possible to classify the "responses" of 
economic agents into two classes, the one involving much 
intelligence, invention, foresight and so on, and the other 
little, these classes would still not correspond" to the dis
tinction between "adjustments" on a so-called "static" 
curve and " dynamic shifts" in the curves. The "creative" 
ingenuity, foresight, enterprise, and so on, implicitly em-

.. (o.) The Dation of disruption should already be suspect as a result 
of the foregoing rliscussion of a dynamic continum. It derives its ap
parent importance from the false s_tion of a supposedly compre
hensive " statics., from n dynamics". See also pp. 135·137. below. 

(b) On discontinuity, see below, see. vi~ especially p. '42. n. 
(d) On qualitative structural changes, see sec. xi. 
On the question of prediction, see .p. '4.'1 and sec. xi generally. 
On the distinction between "elasticity'» and (·sbift n

, see" further, 
secs. vii and Ix. 

.. As Sobumpeter, for example, al'pear' to _poae. 
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bodied and assumed in a so-called " static" supply curve for 
a particular kind of labor, for example, may greatly exceed 
in scope and quality the corresponding characteristics exer
cised by the .. entrepreneur" who inaugurates for the first 
time a new automobile service based on the "drive your
self " principle.... Conversely, many" innovations" of this 
and more elaborate types can be "predicted," under given 
conditions, by a well-informed and competent person, with 
every whit as much scientific precision as regards prob
ability, nature, extent and rate of "emergence," as can the 
nature, extent and speed of the "elasticity response" of a 
certain kind of labor to a change in its demand price. If 

Every element in the dynamic (or organic) continuum 
must be regarded as either (a) conditioned in its "emerg
ence" by the complex of remaining elements - whether 
" atomistically" or otherwise;" (b) a response to the 
stimulus of something acting from outside the system; or 
(c) unconditioned "emergent" or "creative" evolution. 
Where the last alternative is introduced, science ends; since 
it is the function of science to seek the "necessary" con
ditions of such emergences, and it is the essence of scientific 
progress to extend the scope of such .. explanations," in 
terms of .. conditions," to phenomena previously regarded 
as unaccountable .. innovations," From a scientific stand
point, therefore, we are necessarily confined to alternatives 
(a) and (b). 

Now from a standpoint which regards all .. economic" 
challge as, by definition, the result of .. interference" from 
"outside," economic science is, by definition, a theory of 
stationary equilibrium, and can never by any conceivable 

.. Ct, Schumpetor, loe. cit. 

IT It might be better to put the matter the other way round, and to say 
that the latter are as unpredictable as the f~, See below, soc. xi. 

n See below, sees. vii and viii. 
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means become anything other than the presentation of the 
supposed functional inter-relationships of the elements of 
such a static system, together with a discussion of the 
repercussions produced in that system by external interfer
ence. Such a conception of " economic theory" reduces the 
science to futility; for it excludes from the supposed equili
brium aU the'real dynamic forces which alone give the con
cept of equilibrium meaning and content, and which alone 
give intelligibility to the very conception of " curves "- or 
implicit functional inter-relationships. It is also inherently 
self-contradictory, because, as we have seen, the assump
tion of an inherent stationary equilibrium, to which the 
system tends to return when disturbed, only holds on the 
hypothesis of a miraculous special set of inter-relationships 
among the various .. elasticities" of the long period, or 
general equilibrium, curves. 

The problem of distinguishing true external changes from 
those .. implicit" in (and, as time proceeds, .. emerging" 
out of) the system itself, still remains, however; and is one 
of considerable difficulty. It is capable of solution only in 
terms of the Marshallian conception of the economic system 
as an organism." The difficulty of the problem of dis-

.. The fear which this term iaspiros in scm. thinkers has been e1o
quently voiced by !be late H. J. Davenport. (Ec"""",ies 0' E~. 
lIP. 387-394. n.). It is here employed, not as a .. biologica] n, or any 
other kind of .. analogy ", but in the philosOPhical sense, as a comenieut 
term to descn .. 1liiY living, self-develeping system. Most of Prof ...... 
Davenport's objections to the term "social organism n seem to me either 
irrel.vant or to apply to "biologica] " organisms as well; and all of them 
might-on hi. own admission that we .. do not know what lif. is"
apply to at least SOftJU U biological" organisms. If we are- to accept 
Webster as our authority for the use of terms, Davenport's suggestion 
that we substitute n organisation» amounts merely to the substitution of 
(in this" uni_se of discourse") a synooym. And, if we permit appeal 
to individual 'e.,iflg regarding the implications of a word, the present 
writer seems entitled to ohiect that the word ".organisation H savours of 
a discredited, artificial, .. contractua1" theory of human society. 
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tinguishing satisfactorily between an organism and its en
vironment turns basically on the fact that what is relevant 
in the environment depends in part on the structure and 
nature of the organism itself, and that interaction is mutual •. 
But this difficulty can be circumvented by distinguishing' 
(relevant) changes in the environment which are due to the 
activity of the organism, and (relevant) changes in the 
environment which are independent of such activity." The 
latter may, for our purposes, be dismissed, after noticing one 
troublesome complication. If it be held that " economics .. 
is not, in strict methodology, coextensive with .. sociology," 
then the economic system is not identical with the social 
organism; but is one aspect of it. We should therefore, in 
a more comprehensive discussion, have to examine this view, 

It is doubtless open to question whether any philosophical di9Cussion 
of the distinction between 11 .mechanism" and n organism II has ever 
reached satisfactory finality:; hut the old-fashioned reductive technique 
which degrades the U organic U to the .. mechanical II is. definitely m0ri
bund, and .present indications point rather in the opposite direction. The 
aspect of the problem with which we are here primarily <:oncerned is 
resolved in the Marshallian conception of the mechanics of organic 
growth. See below, liP. '36-'37. 

In my view, the concept of It organism no is open to some criticism. from 
an ultimate philosophical standpoint, as being itself associated on another . 
level with attempts at false" reduction n of the more complex to the less 
complex. The economic organism is a .rociety; and the .progress of 
accurate thought requires rigorous philosophical analysis of the concept 
of It society u. From this standpoint. it is more important, and more 
accurate, to say that organisms are societies. than it i,," to .say that so
cieties are organisms. C/., e. g., A. N. Whitehead, Adwnt ..... of [tko<, 
chaps. xi-xv • 

.. We may thus contrast depletion of natural resources, through the 
activity of the economic organism, with earthqualoes, or with .... onaI 
crop fluctuations in so far as these -are due to the weather. 

A frequent confusing use of terms malces it desirable to add that 
independent environmental f.ac:tors are "economic" factors in the same 
sense that independent environmental factors in biological evolntion are 
U biological U factors., That is. they are fa.cts pertaining to economic: 
and biological science respectively. 
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and the question whether it involves the possibility that the 
" environment" of the " economic organism" may include 
not only physical, but also " social" and "political," con
ditions, which may undergo (relevant) independent change. 

Our present concern, however, is simply with the fact 
that the economic organism is itself" organic." It presents 
the problem of indefinite "emergent" change, even in the 
absence of independent environmental change, and so 
challenges scientific analysis of, and fonnulation of the con
ditions of, such change." The apparatus of Marshallian 
demand and supply curves, conceived, as already outlined, 
as containing within their own "elasticities" the implica
tions of indefinite emergent change in the system as a whole, 
lmay thus at once be seen to be, in essence, the abstract 
imechanics of organic economic lI1Jol"tion. 

Now it is in my opinion of the very highest importance 
to grasp the fact, and the implications of the fact, that this 

. abstract apparatus, besides being one which. because abstract, 
does not itself describe the organic process in its full con
creteness, is also of such a character that its own abstract 
functional interrelationships are intrinsically incapable of 
determination except through a progressive exploration of 
the realistic sociological, technological and psychological 
faCtors whose concrete processes it symbolically depicts. It 
may seem at first sight that this is a statement which nobody 
would dream of denying: yet it is by implication denied, 
either entirely or almost entirely, by those who seek to 
effect a c1eancut segregation of economics from psychology 
and the other social and technical sciences. The idea seems 

., Wln1. the phenomenon of "emergen<:e' is fnq ..... t1y offered as the 
ultimate philosophical differnttiG of "organism" from "mechanism". 
the above should be understood, DOt in this sense. but merely as & pro
yisjooal statement of fact. The problem of the relatioosbip of orgaDism 
to mechanism-or nther those aspects of this problem which COIlCel"II 

II! h~ further discussed in sec. x. 
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to be that, after an initial and final taking over of an 
dunwlacy modicum of an.g.d psyd1ologicaI 01' other facts 
from these neighboring sciences, the tuI1IOJJlist can there
after PI oceed with his task in magnifiant isolation. And 
this, it would seem, is possible because he has thereby 
eqWptxd himself with a final and nlid determination of at 
Itast the gerreral fONllS of the dan;!Dd and supply functions 
which he thereafter devotes himself to manipulating. 

I shaD aa:ordingly endeavour to show that it is quite 
impossible to seek to escape the indefinite and progressive 
inter-penetration of the •• boundaries .. of ttOIb)luics into the 
.. territories .. of an the neighboring social sciences by alleg
ing that the general forms of the demand and supply func
tions are ascerIainab1e without such exhaustive investiga
tions. F 01' in this way it will be possible most conveniently 
and fruitfully to develop further the implications of the 
suggestion, already made, that the graphical distincti<m be
tween elastici1y and shift in curves is a purely rdatiYe and 
flexible one; and thus to explicate more fully the proYisiooal 
conception, already outIined, of the MarsbaIIian method as 
a dynamic mecbanies of organic evolution." 

.. Cf. KarsbaIJ. PRf..,. to tile Eighth Editioa. p. It'I'. 
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VII 

"Fragmentary statical bypotheses are used as fmlporary auxiliaries 
to dynamica1-<>r rather I>i!>logical--conoeptionJ: but the central idea of 
economics, even when its Foundations alone are under discussion, must be 
that of living force and _" 

Alf,,'" Mar.hoI1, 

The notion that the distinction between elasticity and 
shift, as applied to graphical theoretical curves, is relative 
and flexible appears clearly in Marshall's analysis of Supply. 
He points out that his discussion relating to the long period 
supply curve (itself, as we have seen above, a hypothetical 
and therefore theoretical curve) might equally well have 
been developed in terms of a discussion of a (hypothetical) 
series of shifts in a sho,.t period curve," with whose temporal 

. succession of short period equilibrium points it is indeed 
practically equivalent," And he notes that, if we were able 
to develop, such a discussion in terms of the various time 
intervals required for the various adjustments depicted along 
the length of a single long period supply curve, this would 
constitute a fundamental advance in our methods of 
analysis." 

The long period supply curve is thus, as Marshall points 
out, not adequately depicted when drawn in two dimensions 
representing price and quantity alone: it requires to be drawn 
with reference to three axes, and with a direction in the 
Time dimension--the more extensive adjustments in the 
scale of the industry normally requiring more time to 
occur than the smaller adjustments . 

.. PriMilk., P. 463. D. 

M LM. ci'., pp.. 8og-8xo. See below, sec. ix.. 
.. 1.«. <iI., p. 1109. 
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It is not surprising that those who are committed in 
advance to the notion of a timeless, instantaneous .. statics " 
should fail to perceive and to follow up the implications of 
this amception. The theoretical structure, in tenns of 
which they habitually think, lacks, as it were, an entire 
dimensic". Failing to realise that this long-period curve 
(when" theoretically perfect ") is itself the basic static 
curve (corresponding to the "complete mutual determina
tion" of "mathematical statics "), and that an adequate 
skeleton picture of a dynamic economy therefore requires the 
still further conception of the "movement" of the long
period curve in Time, they are unable effectively to transcend 
in thought the inadequate notion of "dynamics" as consisting 
of the U movement" in Time of U instantcmeous II curues 
fl,hich are fol' them the only" tl'ue theoretical" curoes. For 
this view, they seelc support in the distressing phenomenon 
of the three allegedly "Empty Boxes" (now, however, being 
progressively filled") involved in the conception of Normal 
Supply; and also in pointing to the sense of a balffing 
a-symmetry between Demand analysis and Supply analysis 
which undoubtedy accompanies acceptance of Marshall's 
long period supply analysis. They then try to abolish their 
perplexities at a single blow by proclaiming that "there is 
only one theoretic supply curve; and it slopes upwards in 
aU cases." In this way the difficulties of the long-period 
curve are comfortably dismissed as manufactured difficulties 
arising out of Alfred Marshall's lack of rigorous theoretical 
precisionl 

But we have already seen that this delightfully convenient 
refuge is an intellectual mirage - the lack of theoretical 
rigour is on the other side. And in this connexion it is 

.. See, especially, the extremely important work of Mr. G. F. Shove, 
which has appeared from time to time in the E.""" ..... J",,-', par
ticularly for March, 19JO. and March, 1933. 
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extremely instructive to note that this false prescription for 
the attainment of theoretical precision is accompanied by 
conscientious (if naive) admission that it does not really 
provide such precision: for perhaps (it is conceded in pass
ing) there is no such thing as a "true theoretical" supply 
curve at all! .. 

"See especially Schumpetel', Economic J ... I'1IJll, September, 1928, 
loc. cit, p. 367. 

This ultimate scepticism appears to arise from a f""ling that even a 
"short period JJ supply cu"e cannot be given the supposedly essential 
qualities of rigorous If instantaneity" which adherents of a timeless 
Statics demand, and which they believe to be present unalloyed in the 
kind of theoretical demand cune which they regard as the perfect type of 
.. theoretical" curve. This is further discussed below. But it may 
here be pointed out that a II theoretical curve J) is simply a diagrammatica1 
representation of a series of hypothetical propositions or conditional 
sentences, of the type" .. If A, then B." The elimination of Time has 
nothing whatever to do with the tbeoretica1 r;gaur of such theoretical 
propositions, which, in the Marshallian analysis, relate to the theoretical 

. segregation of forces operating in an economic: ,nee-quantity-Iime 
ctmlinuvm. 

It is true that the conception of a «curve ,. also carries with it the 
implication of (an unspecified degree of) "continuity". But the path 
from f' continuity n to "discontinuity" is itsdf, in a very real. sense, 
continuous. To suggest that the concept of II the margin" is au instru
ment which can be used only in COIIJIeXion with "infinitely small" 
gradations of change is to display a hasic failure to grasp the essential 
significance of the Marshallian method. It might almost be said that 
the fundamental significance of Marshall's work lay in the flexible awli
cation of the marginal concept to a wide variety of fDrlllS of • con
tinuity n: "The margin, which must be studied in reference to long 
periods and enduring results, differs in character as well as in extent 
from that which must be studied in reference to short periods and 
passing fluctuations." (Principle., Preface to Eighth Edition, p. xvi) • 
• Smallness " is itself a retati.., concept: and it is extremely probable that, 
on thorough investigation, the notion of disccntinnous _Il10 would be 
found to be essential to all "periods" and all "margins". 

It is extremely instructive to note that Schumpeter seeks to dichotomise 
his "statics» from his II dynamics" on the basis of botA of two distinct 
criteria, which are. on his own showing. mutually irrecoDcilabIe; and 
that, when they conflict, he shamelessly abandons the criterinn of .. dis-
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But if it is not surprising that those who reject the 
Marshallian supply analysis have failed to explore its general 
implications for the structure of theory as a whole, it is at 
kast curious that those who have continued to accept, de
fend and even develop it have so largely failed to explore 
and expose its fundamental and universal application. For 
the confusions and futilities that have repeatedly dogged the 
footsteps of adventurers in search of symmetry" between 
supply analysis and demand analysis are due, I believe, to 
the fact that the true solution lies in the opposite direction 
from that in which it has been repeatedly and fruitlessly 
sought. It is not Marshall's supply curves that are the
oretical monstrosities: it is his long period normal demand 
curves. The only valid criticism of Marshall on this whole 
fundamental matter is that he was not Marshallian enough: 
he did not extend (with, of course, appropriate flexibility) 
his own conception-o£ the essential relativity of the dis
tinction between" e1asticity" and .. shift" -to both demand 
ontl Stlpply curves /01' all periods. Hence the very notice
able lack of firmness in his handling of demand analysis." 

The explanation can only lie in the extraordinary domi-

continoity" for that of "creati"" ~ •• Ct. loco cit. p. 378. 0.: 
.. In the case of important invention, change in data is great; in the case 
of unimportant invention it is small But this is all, aDd the IIGtton of 
the process aocl of the special mechanism set in motion is always the same,. .. 

It is the thosis of this .....,. that the qualitative, or organic, or emergent 
element <bancterises (in ~ degrees) aIlecouomic~; and 
that DO such .. special mechanism" exists. "Normal action falls into the 
backgroand' (Karsba1I, 1«. cit, p. xiv) only in the case of events which 
defy nduction to U law'; these do not fall into any radically distinct 
M qualitative· category; and the pragmatic boaodary line which segre
gates them shift. nmjnnally with the prognss of scienIUic knowledge. 

.. I refer, of course, to logica1 or C<IIICO!{>t1Ia1 symmetry: there an: 
mturally 110 " triori groands for assuming -.rial symmetry. 

-TIle most sigJWicant _ are: 1lP. 93-94. 99. 10\)-111, 45S.fi, 
46a. <46s. 
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nance exerCised over the science from its infancy by the 
"psychological principle" of "diminishing utility." The 
error lies in assuming unquestioningly that a valid and use
ful theoretical (hypothetical or conditional) demand curve 
must necessarily be a .. translation" '" of this principle" into 
tenns of price." 

" There is," says MarshaU:1 
". • • an implicit condition 

in this law which should be made clear. It is that we do 
not suppose time to be allowed for any alteration in the 
character or tastes of the man himself. . • • If we take a 
man as he is, the marginal utility of a thing to him 
diminishes steadily with every increase in his supply of it." 
Now if with this passage we compare another and c10scly 
succeeding one--" For time is required to enable a rise in 
the price of a commodity to exert its full influence on con
sumption " "-we must be struck in1mediately by the pres
ence of at least an apparent inconsistency. But it is precisely 

. at this point that it is necessary to proceed with the utmost 
caution. For it is possible to reply that the inconsistency is 
apparent only; that the .. time" required for consumption to 
respond to a price change is merely" historical" or .. clock " 
time, whereas the " time " that is eliminated in the definition 
of the " theoretical" demand curve is functional or " opera
tional " time~ 18 

eo Marshall, p. 94-
.. P. 94- Italics mine. 

IS P. lIo. 

n For an able, if somewhat provocative, discussion of the place of 
these two _Is in Marshall'. work, see ~vers Opie, .. MarshaU', 
Time Analysis," in TIw Ect11lOfflic lotwrlGl, June IlUl. Mr. Opie's dis
cussion serves admirably to disclose some of the misunderstandings in
volved in Professor Robbins' critical COIDJIIeIIIs upoo MarshaU's .. statical 
method ": but be seems to me to have been led to make some .... rtions 
of an exlrmle and over-simplified character which threaten to Iaad him 
in c:onfusions of • directly opposite sort from those which be claims to 
find in MarshaU. It i. true that, having asserted roondly that "the 
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Whether such a reply is sufficiently conclusive in the case 

of the short period demand curve to permit \15 to continue to 
regard it as simply a "translation" of the law of diminish
ing utility into terms of price, I shall consider in the next 
section. For the moment, the essential point to notice is 
that it can have- no validity whatever with reference to the 
long period normal demand curve. For the functional defi
nition of "the 'long period" imposes no theoretical obliga
tion upon us to place a straitjacket on the internal psycho
logical processes of the consumer. On the contrary, it 
definitely forbids us to do so. A theoretically perfect long 
( supply) period, it will be recalled, .. must give time enough 
to enable not only the factors of production of the com-

fundamental idea" of the distinction between the long.and the short 
period .. is a very simple classificatory devke" designed to segregate the 
clan of forces which are rest>ectively permitted to operate, he goes on 
to c.oncede that such functional classifications may themselves n shade 
into one another ". But he adds: .. but the shading has nothing to do 
with the continuity of time in NatureD (p . .200). It is just here, I ~ 
that error is bound to creep in. What really "troubled", Marshall (I 
shall not assert that it ........ "led him into confusion U) was that the 
shading has to do both with the functional and with the temporal shad
ing of «periods n. It is only by re-feftIlCe to what seems to me to be 
MI". Opie's one-sided concentration on the U operational" aspect that 1 can 
explain what I believe to be his own unsatisfaclory comments (pp. 
203-4. n.) on the Inng perind curve. For reasons already giv.... I do 
not think it was U dearly open" to Marshall to It admit" that If' curves ' 
built out of shifts in curves may" (does Mr. Opie mean must?) "be 
purely historical records." A theoretically perfect long period curve 
admirably illustrates the complexities .... ising out of the concnrrence of 
both temporal and functional "shading": for. while from a functional 
point of view the concept is homogeneous and precise, from the tem
poral standpoint the amount of clock thne required varies for every 
point on the curve. I believe Marshall quite definitely assumed ",., 
things as i'normal": (a) that "long period" adjustments require more 
cl~ lime to take place in thao do "abort period" adjustments; and (b) 
that more extensive long period adjustments on a given curve require 
more clock thne to take plate in than do les. extensive long period 
adjustments on the same curve. See below, sec. ix. 
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modity to be adjusted to the demand, but also the factors 
of production of those factors of production to be adjusted· 
and SO on .. -throughout the entire system, until stationary 
general equilibrium once more supervenes. There is here 
no question of a .. long period" during which, by definition, 
no changes are permitted to occur in the interna1 structure 
of supply. For this would be patently ridiculous. Not· 
only do we permit all those interna1 changes, in the structure 
of the industry supplying the commodity, which are COil

sequent "POts the initial stimulus of the inerease in normal 
demand: we also allow-because we are logically compelled 
to allow-whatever consequent readjustments are required 
in the supply and demand conditions for all the other com
modities in the economy. 

Now it is this concept of the long period, I submit, which 
should logically, symmetrically and naturally be applied also 
to the case of demand. A" theoretically perfect" long 

. dNflllfld period is one which .. gives time enough" for-or, 
if the reader prefer, is so functionally defined as to permit
all those readjustments (throughout the entire demand and 
supply structure for all commodities) which are consequent 
upon, and necessary to, the complete adaptation, in a closed 
system, of the demand for a specific commodity to a change 
in its normal supply price. A theoretically. perfect long 
period demand curve must show the various alternative 
general equilibrium conditions of demand that would ulti
mately supervene in response to various alternative initial 
changes in normal supply conditions. 

Is there, then, any a priori reason why the demand for all 
commodities should, its the long period, conform to the Law 
of Diminishing Utility? I submit that there is no such 
reason. .. If in fact it does, the matter is nevertheless one 

.. It is true !bat Marshall wrote: • Those demands which show high 
elasticity in the long run, show a high elasticit,y almost at once; so that, 
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calling for much more elaborate determination than the 
mere inappropriate evocation of the "psychological principle" 
of " diminishing utility," whose truth is dependent upon the 
assumption that " we do not suppose time to be allowed for 
any alteration in the character or tastes of the man him
self." For we·now no longer start with a psychological 

• dogma imposing a rigid and contradietory paralysis upon the 
. hypothetical mental history of the consumer. We posto1ate 

simply a hypothetically isolated change in the price (that is, 
in the supply) of a single commodity, and then inquire what 
the effect upon demand will be, given time to allow aU the 
implications of the existing situation to work themselves 
out. We do not (in the illegitimate sense of that ambigu
ous expression) "take a man as he is." We do not arbi
trarily and absolutely exclude "any alteration in (his) 
character or tastes." We take the man as he potentially 
" is "; and, while excluding substantiw changes in his char
acter or tastes, permit, as we logically must, such changes 
in his character and tastes as are consequent upo .. , or are 
evoked by, the initial disturbance of price the reaction of 
" demand" to which we are engaged in studying. There 
is therefore no a priori logical reason, arising out of our 
definition of a " true theoretical" demand curve, for exclud
ing at the outset the possibility that some commodities may, 
under certain conditions, be subject to the long-run Law of 
Increasing Utility. 

subject to a few ex«J)tions, we may speak of the demand for a com
modity as being of high or low elasticity without specifying how far we 
are looking ahead H (Prirtciplu. p. 456). This is possibly one of those 
occasions on which Marshall CODfused .. operational .. with clock time. At 
any rate, I submit that this statement is meaningless on the assnmption 
that we obtain .. the one universal law of demand U by .. translating' 
the psychologicaJ principle of dimioishing utility .. into terms of price" 
(for in the case of a demand curve so defined there can be no question 
of "the long run") : and incorrect if we obtain our long period theoreti-
cal demand CIJrftS in the manner here described. -
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Neither is there any mathematic:al or graphic:al basis for 
such exclusion. Even if we assume once more (as in the 
case of supply) that the various long period demand and 
supply elasticities are miraculously dovetailed SO that the 
system as a whole is a truly stable equilibrium, which does 
remain " stationary" throughout the " dynamic" function
ing of equal and opposite forces, there is still no self-evident' 
(J priori reason why some given long period demand adjust
ment throughout the whole system -, in response to some 
" spontaneous" increase in supply--should not involve such 
reorganisation of the habits and preferences of consumers 
as to bring about an ultimately larger total consumption of 
the particular commodity in question at a higher price. Just 
as, in the case of supply, an industry may (in a stationary 
state) be in stable equilibrium and yet conceal implicit con
ditions of decreasing cost which would become explicit in 
response to a permanent increase in demand for its product; 
so, in the case of demand, some particular consumers' want 
may (in a stationary state) be in stable equilibrium and yet 
conceal implicit conditions of increasing utility which would 
become explicit in response to a permanent increase in supply. 
There is nothing inconceivable about this even if we again 
make the assumption of a miraculous dovetailing of elastici
ties involving real stability of the stationary equilibrium as 
a whole. All that is necessary is that the positively inclined 
long period demand curve should intersect a more steeply 
rising normal supply curve.'· 

It seems justifiable, therefore, to assert provisionally, as 
it were, the existence of the same E,.pty Boxes in the case 
of Normal Demand as in that of Normal Supply. Can the 
empty demand boxes be provided with contents? Can it be 
demonstrated that long period demand for some commodi-

.. Again we should note that if the aormaI demand curve is to be 
• theoreticaJly perfect' it presumably cannot rise for long. 
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ties actually does conform to the Law of Increasing Utility? 
To embark on such a demonstration in any great detail 
would be to transcend the essentially methodological confines 
of the present disc1!ssion. I think it may fairly be urged, 
however, that with the -resolution of the methodological 
difficulty more than half the battle has been won, and that, 
"for purposes of general discussion at least, tbe burden of 
proof is upon the critic to show by realistic psychological 
analysis that in no case can a cheapening in the supply of any 
commodity (in a stationary general equilibrium) produce 
such repercussions in the system of habits -and preferences 
of consumers as to lead ultimately to the consumption of a 
larger quantity of that commodity at a higher price than 
before. 

The history of discussion concerning "increasing returns" 
does not encourage one ~o go much further than this within 
the limits of the present analysis. Nevertheless, it may be 
pointed out that, to prove the universal negative proposition, 
it would be necessary for the critic to demonstrate the exist
ence of some peculiarity with regard to the formation and 
modification of systems of wants which would make the 
functioning of a Principle of Increasing Utility forever and 
inherently impossible." I can think of no such peculiarity. 
On the contrary, it seems to me reasonable to suggest the 
presence, in the case of demand for some commodities, of 
two subsidiary factors .. corresponding" in certain respects 

15 It seems to me of some importance to emphasise that the discussion 
of this section cannot be accurately described as a defence of Edgeworth'. 
concept of "negative e1astic~n against Marshall's refusal to fSliertam 
this concept. Marshall was clearly well aware of the purely mathe
matical possibilities of "negative elasticity" (see M~tnOriolsJ p. 441). 
He repudiated the concept on realism: grounds, am as needlessly con-' 
fusing to "the ordinary mind n. Hence what is important in the present 
argument i. the claim that, aD reali.tic gronruis of the very type which 
Marsl>a11 himself regarded as of the first importaoce, the concept of long 
period "increasing utUity" is essential. 
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to the factors of internal and externa1 economies in the case 
of supply.' It is difficult to characterise them satisfactorily; 
but since they also should be " blanket" concepts, or further 
"empty boxes" whose filling requires concrete psychological 
and sociological investigation," they may perhaps be de
signated the factors of internal and external emerging 
benefits. Internal emerging benefits would result from more 
eJttended consumption by a given consumer leading to an 
increase in the desiredness of the commodity to him, quite 
apart from any increase in consumption by other individual 
consumers or any increase in the number of consumers. 
External emerging benefits, while also, of course, accruing 
to individuals, would be such as could nevertheless only so 
accrue in virtue of the expansion of aggregate consumption, 
whether by other previous consumers or through an increase 
in the numbers of consumers.·· 

., Just as the filling of 'the empty boxes of intemal and external 
economies .--ires concrete sociological and technological study • 

• 1 For example, if the production and consumptino of automobiles is 
in equilibrium in a given community on a small sca1~ an increase in 
supply at a lower price may induce, not merely a "reversible" elasticity 
response from consumers, but au irreversible (or imperfectly reversible) 
modification of their want oystems. Those who formerly kept oue car 
may now keep two, while _ who formerly bpt none may now keep 
one. Any of these consumers considered in isolation may, .. c01t#
quntc< 01 1M mm"' ... 01 1M illilial tri<e dldiM, SO modify his system 
of preferences that even if price WlOre to return to a highor level than 
hefore (threugb f..,lure of further supply economies to keep pace with 
the long perind demand adjustment), he would maintain an inereased 
coosumption. And this habit modification might he more pI"OIIOIlDeeC\ and 
1 .. 1 reversible in the case of each consumer il 1M modifictJfior< .f 011 
,ri"lrwced 1M ",odificotUm of elICh, the emergent benefits of a new mode 
of income expenditure to the individual may he in part depeodent on the 
discovery of lih benefits by one'. frieodl. 

The reader will misjudge me if h. supposes I _ trying to force an 
unnaturo1 panllel with supply. There is no panJleI in delail. W. do 
not need, for example, to discuss in the esse of demand, whether con
ditions of increasing utility do not ilm)\ve monopoly of consumption by 
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There is one difficult matter which must be briefly treated 
at this point. As the reader will now have clearly in mind, 
we have been discussing, in connexion with the long period 
Law of Increasing Utility, strictly hypothetical conditions, 
which are therefore capable of depiction by a "true" the
oreticallong period curve. These conditions are, moreover, 
as we have seen, quite conceivable in a really stable stationary 
general equilibrium, in which the " forces of progress and 
decay" are equal and opposite--the operation of increasing 
utility in the case of one commodity (or more) being exactly 
counterbalanced by the operation of diminishing utility in 
the case of other commodities: just as, in the case of supply, 

a single consumer. This bugbear does not even raise its head (unless, 
indeed, those who yidd to it in supply analysis are prepared to contend 
tha~ •• under truly competitive- conditions", all consumers would be ex
cluded from the market except the one member of the community to 
whom the marginal utility of money was lowest). The applicability of 
the concepts of II internal» and U external n alike to economies and 
anerging benefits rests on the deeper fact of the organi<; mutually inter
penetrating character of all basic social processes; and reveals the pn;. 
fundity of Marshall's methods of analysis. 

It may be mentioned that a more intensive discussion would need to 
take account of repereussinns 11t'O<I91l S",;I, on collateral elements in 
changing systems of Joint Demand. And it would need to undertake a 
detailed analysis of the !"'ors making for long period conditions of in
....... ing utility in the demand for some commodities. It might be found, 
for example, that caet ..... ;oribus a commodity would be more likely to 
be subject to increasing desiredness if its purchase absorbed a smaller 
fraetion of total income than an automobile. Generally speaking, the 
~tion of the law is clearly intimately dependent upon the capacity of 
the commodity, once a supply price decline stimulates its c:onsump~ 
to uncover u new" wants and to effect diffused organic modificatiolU in 
related old ones. On both these grounds, the tel.phon<, the radio and 
electric power would seem to be subject over a considerable range of 
price and time to the law of increasing utility. I canuot here discuss 
the complications that arise in seeking to formulate correctly the bearing 
on this law of utilisation of such commodities as aids to the production 
of others~ In my opinion, in discussions of this kind, f( demand JJ means 
II final H demand from II consumers» of aU kinds. 
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the operation of decreasing cost in the case of one com
modity (or more) will be, under really stable stationary con
ditions, precisely counterbaJanced by the operation of in
creasing cost elsewhere. A long period demand curve which 
rises for a time beyond its point of .. stable" intersection 
with a still more steeply rising supply curve is therefore not 
only a "true" theoretical curve, but it may also be the
oretically "perfect". 

We have also seen, however, that the Marshallian long 
period supply curve need not be theoretically "perfect": 
that, in fact, in a .. dynamic" economy undergoing internaI 
organic development, it cannot be. In short, it is quite 
possible for the supply conditions implicit in an economy to 
be such that, once its dynamic or organic expansion is under 
way, the general level of unit costs as a 'Whole may decline 
indefinitely. Is any corresponding phenomenon either 
possible or conceivable on the side of demand? 

Now, on certain "static" psychological assumptions, it 
would of course be possible to declare that a general rise in 
the .. marginaI utilities" of things in genera~ far from 
constituting "economic progress" of a kind comparable 
with that usually assumed to accompany a general fall in 
the .. costs" of representative firms under the operation of 
. the principle of decreasing cost-is itself indubitable evidence 
of (is in fact identical with) the impoverishment of the 
community throngh increased scarcity; and therefore in
volves a shrinkage in "total utility." But it is at least 
quite clear that this kind of .. static" psychological assump
tion eliminates in advance the very thing whose possibility 
and conceivability we are here discussing. Increased scarcity 
of this kind is clearly the mere resultant of occurrences 
originating on the side of supply. What we wish to know 
is whether" autonomous" changes on the side of demand 
are possible or conceivable, which are in any valid way 
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comparable to organic developments on the side of supply 
involving get<wal reductions in .. cost ". 

To render this problem even moderately intelligible, 
several preliminary distinctions are essential. First, it will 
be desirable not to discuss the matter in terms of money 
.. demand price '! or money .. expenses of production": in 
view of the prevalent differences of opinion as to what con
stitutes .. monetary neutrality" in a matter of this kind, 
it is better at this point to avoid the "money" aspect of 
the problem altogether. But, secondly, neither are we here 
concerned either with psychic .. real cost" or with psychic 
.. satisfaction". On the side of supply, we have to dis
tinguish between .. effort" . (expenditure of human physical 
energy) and " the disutility of effort" (real cost). On the 
side of demand, we have to distinguish between "desired
ness" (or W ant;ng) and the .. utility" derived from the 
~~ satisfaction" of U desire". 

By the .. economies" which result in a closed economy 
from a general extension in the operation of the principle of 
"decreasing cost" is meant, therefore, an· increase in the 
aggregate volume of physical return to a given expenditure 
of human effort.·o Now it is of course obvious that there 
is not, and cannot be, any exact counterpart of this phe
nomenon on the side of demand: for it is essentially a 
phenomenon of technical production. But this does not 
mean that there is no phenomenon on the side of demand 
",hich is an "autonomous" cause of absolute organic ex
pansion of demand. 

Is the absolute" volume" .or intensity of Wanting (for 

18 I avoid the apparently alternative mode of statement-" a diminution 
in the amount of human effort requind per unit of output ""--because, 
in order 10 segregate for a closed economy the forces of absolute ex
pansion implicit i~ say, a transfer of demand from an industry subject 
to increasing costs to one subject to decreasing costs, it is necessary to 
assume that the total quantity of .ffort expended remains constant. 
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things in general) a constant or a variable? Can the Want
ing of an individual be conceived at all as an absolute magni
tude; and, if so, is it always and everywhere the same, or 
may it expand and contract? I venture to think that there 
is meaning in the notion of " total .. Wanting; that it is (or 
can be made to be) neither more nor less definite than the 
notion of total effort; and that both alike are variables 
capable of absolute expansion and contraction. 

There has been in economics much loose talk about the 
.. insatiability" and the .. infinite expansibility" of human 
wants" in general". This notion is the pernicious twin of 
that other questionable concept-the .. infinite" productivity 
of capital (in sufficiently large quantities) ; and is probably 
much the more dangerous of the two. Putting on one side 
the psycho-pathological problem of infinite greed, it should 
be clear that, under stable stationary conditions of' the 
simplest kind, in which no changes either in methods of pro
duction or in wants are taking place, the individual wiU have 
a finite system of wants, in equilibrium with his system of 
activities, and a constant volume of expenditure of energy 
per unit of time." Now the irruption of progressive dynamic 
supply conditions may bring about indefinite modification in, 
and possibly enrichment of, the internal structure of his 
demand system, as regards both the quality and variety of 
the objects demanded. Yet the individual may, de5Jlite the 
shock of these innovations to his former peaceful system of 
preferences, steadfastly refuse to exert a greater quantity 
of effort than before, effecting all organic modifications in 
his wants sYstem within the rigid limits thus self-imposed. 
On the other hand, he may be led to increase, perhaps 
progressively, the amount of physical effort he is willing to 
exert. But to this there must obviously be an upper limit. 

.. The aPFotri.fe unit of time being one complete «static cycle". 
See above, sec. iv. 
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I think that, for our immediate purpose, it is proper to 

regard the total amount of physical energy which the in
dividual is willing to exert, in order to satisfy his .. wants " 
in general, as his total effective demand."' It is in terms of 
this conception that we can validly formulate the long period 

It. The incorrigibly 4J reductive» type of monist who would "reduce n 

cost to utility should note, in the above procedure, what will probably 
look to him suspiciously like reversing the process and reducing utility 
to cost. But in fact neither of these invalid prucedures is here in ques
tion. Economists.are (or were) accustomed to point out that "supply is 
demand, and demand i. snppIy". Apart from the appli<ability of this 
truth to the actual goods and services themselves, it is, I hold, the element 
of _ffort which is identical in both .. demand» and "supply". But this 
identity does not imply reducti ... of either to the other. The duality of 
psychic fI costs JJ and ,. satisfactions 11 cannot be resolved in this way; 
still less can it be resolved by II reduction ", because one is not the mere 
"negative JJ of the other: both are /IOsi'iw psychic experiences. 

This sheds light 00 the absurd claim that Wieser and his successors 
transcended the supposed primitive ~. dualism" of MarshaJrs .scissors in an 
elegant monism. What really happened was that Marshsll started from 
the abstract formalistic. monism of elementary n staties "; avoided the 
false one-sided emphasis on Ie demand JJ which. in terms of its own static 
abstractions, it had no right to make; opened up the underlying psycho
logical level of reality from very contaet with which the static formalist 
shrinks; displayed the presence of an active dialectic of opposing psycho
logical principles; and clearly indicated the nature of the concrete 
reconciliation of this dualism in a dynamic and organic theory. It is a 
mistake to suppose that such a dialectic involves the assumptioo that all 
It production n is If painful" and all if consumption II pleasurable (cf. 
Marshal~ PrilJCitlu, pp. 135-1;16): it is only «at the margin ~ and .. in 
equilibrium n that tI satisfaction II emerges unambiguously on the 
« demand" side and "real cost» 00 the U supply" side. 

The matter is too complex for adequate discussion here.. The incredible 
cocksureness with which the crude intellectual blunders of reductive 
monism today parade themselves is noIy explicable on the assumptions 
(a) of a complete innocence of any philosophieal conception of the rela
tion of Man to Nature; (b) of an inherent lack, in abstract static 
formalism, of the courage of its own neurotic convictions; and (c) of a 
sublime imperviousness to the significance of the evolutionary and organic 
concepts in cmmexion with which Marshall found it essential to "emphasise 
to activities ". 
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Law of Increasing Desiredness (what I have hitherto called 
the Law of Increasing Utility). It will of course be appar
ent that the operation of this law with respect to a specific 
commodity is independent of absolute expansion of total 
effective demand: desire for such a commodity will, under 
stable stationary conditions, simply absorb at the expense 
of other commodities an increasing prop<wtion of the con
stant total amount of effort expended. But it is now also 
evident that this need not necessarily happen; and that the 
actual long-run demand functions for all commodities fIIay 

be such as to constitute, on the side of demand, an " automo
mous," explosive force making for organic growth. 

The further problem of the relation of this analysis to 
problems of psychic .. real cost" and" satisfaction" really 
-belongs to another discussion: that of Maximum Net Social 
Satisfaction through Time. But readers who feel strongly 
on the matter of the increasing "tension" of modern life 

. may be tempted at this point to try an adaptation of Mar
shall's inferences from the Law of Decreasing Cost, and to 
propose a cOmplementary policy of placing sales taxes on 
commodities subject to the Law of Increasing Utility and 
promoting by governmental action of various kinds the con
sumption of commodities subject to the long-run Law of 
Diminishing Utility I It is therefore only fair to warn them 
that the subject is a treacherous one. This will,be immedi
ately apparent if the reader will reflect that increasing gen
eral .. tension" (manifested in increasing aggregate expendi
ture of effort) does not result from the mere atomistic opera
tion of the Principle of Increasing Desiredness in the case 
of one or even more commodities; since, as we have seen, 
such specific instances of the law are compatible with a situa
tion in which the individual refuses to increase his ag!J1'egate 
expenditure of effort Furthermore, even if increased ag
gregate expenditure of effort does occur, it may be the conse-
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quence, not of diffused social-psychological factors predis
posing towards a general increase in tension, but" to the 
diffused inlluence of the higher real income involved in the 
" supply" changes--mediating through such factors as im
proved health and vigour-in inducing a greater capacity for 
enjoyment (of work as well as of consumption) and a lower 
marginal disutility of a given aggregate of effort. •• 

Now, whether the aggregate expansion of Wanting be due 
to a decline in the marginal disutility of a given aggregate of 
effort, or whether it be due to an increased willingness to 
suffer more intense marginal disutility of e/furt,-in either 
case, the form of any particular" demand function" is itself 
a " function" of the whole structure and functioning of the 
economy: not only in a " static" sense, but from an organic 
standpoint. Or-to put the matter somewhat more clearly-

Q I owe the suggestion to Professor Mitchell 

"- I think there can be no doubt that this distinction is a meaningful 
one, corresponding to two quite distinct and recognizable lcinds of change 
of psychic state. It is fashionable nowadays, among those who wisb to 
evade all consideration of the fl metaphysical" difficulties connected with 
the basic: concepts of the science, to talk about u the relativity of economic 
quantities ". But it is through resolution of its iWD basic metaphysical 
confusions that any science achieves its greatest advances. As already 
suggested (.nt/1nJ, p. 9, n.), this "relativity" is properly a challenge 
to undertake the search for an underlying ... absolute" which. when dis
covered and formulated, may radically transform our conceptions of the 
It relative quantities n themselves. It seems to me that the immediate 
significance. for normative economics, of the above distinction, lies in its 
implication that two economic processes, radically distinct as regards 
their inner psychological significance, might (of course within a limited 
range) "objectify" themselves identically so far as the -purely quantita
tive characteristics of their abstract mechanics were concerned. It would 
seem to follow that the really serious problems of normative economic 
theory involve something deeper than, and qualitatively distinct from, 
rather fac:ile conceptions of mere manipulative mechanics. 

It may be added that the very supply changes which tend to reduce 
the marginal disutility of a given aggregate of effort, are by no means 
incapable of simultaneously inducing increased expenditure of effort. 
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we err if we. visualise a "closed" economy ( whether 
.. Crusoe" or social) as consisting of a mechanical plurality 
of " given .. self-subsistent demand and supply" curves .. (or 
" functions") which, in their mechanical interrelationships 

'or interactions, together explain and exhaust the whole--re
garded as a .. causal" resultant of this "machinery ... 
Rather must we regard the specific demand and supply func
tions for particular commodities as constituted by, and deriv
atives from, the whole economy (whether Crusoe or social) 
regarded as an organic unity." That this is not " mere mys
ticism" (in the vulgar, abusive misuse of that term) should 
be apparent from the consideration that, if aggregate Wanting 
undergoes absolute expansion, it is unintelligible to speak of 
this expansion as resulting from the fact that the various 
specific demand functions are such that, in their mechanical 
interaction, they produce this expansion. So far as real 
causation is concerned, the reverse is the truth: it is the func
tional character of the system as an organic whole which 
determines and dictates the specific .. elasticities ". And the 
difference is not merely a verbal one. For the various speci
fic functions are not crude data-brute facts of experience: 
they are abstractions derived from analysis. It may be said 
that they are admitted by everyone to be .. interdependent ". 
But the point is that the structural character of this" inter
dependence" as a comprehensive whole cannot be obtained 
by any process of mechanical combination of the .. elements ". 
It can be obtained only from an understanding of the diff
used, functional organic principle; which itself, however, 
aids analysis by enabling us to make at least some headway 

"This may seem more obvious in the case of a personal, than in that 
of a social, economy: but the progressive discovery of its applications 
to, and significance forI the latter is one of the greatest tasks confront
ing twentieth-century economics. *. The Mecca of the economist lies in 
economic biology rather than in economic dyamics.ft 
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towards determining the conditions unde: which specific 
functions will assume one or other of the various forms ab
stractly possible. 

Naive, mechanical pseudo-" rationalism .... has sought to 
evade the task of coming to grips with the organic principle 
by trying to lOegregate " static adjustments .. from" dynamic 
changes ": or, to use a fashionable jargon, "endogenous" 
from " exogenous" changes. The former are conceived of 
as "within", the latter as " without", what is called "the 
chain of economic causation..... Of thiS, something has 
already been said above; .. and something further will be said 
in a later section. It is sufficient at this point to emphasise 
(or to re-emphasise another aspect of something that has 
already been stressed) that even the attempted circumscrip
tion of " economics .. to " statics" does not permit success
ful evasion of the organic principle. For if we assume con
ditions such that the aggregate expenditure of effort remains 
constant, this " static" situation, no less than a "dynamic .. 
one, requires explication in terms of a diffused organic prin
ciple. We cannot " explain" this stationary organic balance 
as being the" result" of a miraculous mathematical combi
nation of " functions". We must rather seek to explain the 
mathematical peculiarities of the system of functions as re
sulting from (or rather as the quantitative expression of) 
certain organic characteristics of the "economy" a.s a sys
tematic unity." 

oo What Professor Morris Cohen calls, I think, «cryptD-rationalism ». 

See his Reason and NGtvre# passim. 
.. Ct. Lionel Robbins, A .. Essay .n I'" NaI..,. tm4 Sig.i/i<""ce .t 

Economic Scimce. Po u6 . 
.. Section VI • 

•• The application of the phrase «within the chain of <COIIOIIIic causa
tion II to "statics fI. shows that the static formali9t has mistaken logical 
or mathematical deductive necessity (in terms of certain arbitrary statical 
assumptions) for efficient causation. ct. Eddington, I.e. cit., p. 238. The 
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A mechanical. economic atomism which would exclude or
ganic conceptions from economic "science" is thus ulti
mately as impotent in the field of " statics" as it is. in the 
field of " dynamics ". Its attitude is based on false reifica
tion of " given" curves and functions which themselves can 
have no determinate meaning or existence except when de
fined with reference to diffused organic concepts. It rests, 
in shortoRn the fallacious metaphysical doctrine of " external 
relations ". 

The foregoing discussion should serve to illustrate, at least 
in a very general way, one broad aspect of the universal truth 
that, in the economics of a closed system, the whole is 
" priM" to its parts. It will be obvious that more detailed 
development and exemplification of this truth would involve 
embarking on the colossal and ambitious task of actual con
crete development of the science of "economic biology " . 

. Such a task transcends the modest methodological scope of 
the present essay. Some further ramifications of the general 
principle involved will be developed in the ensuing section; 
and, at a still later stage, some representative illustrations will 
be offered of the more general applications of the same prin
ciple to sciences other than economics. 

The phenomenon of the " Empty Boxes" having been dis
covered to be present in the case of demand as well as in 
that of supply, it becomes evident that even the general fOfflU 

of demand and supply functions (for long periods at least) 
cannot be obtained by any brief, elementary and firtal excur
sion into the realms of "psychology" or "sociology" or 
.. technology". Both demand and supply (long period) 
functions may assume any of the abstract logical (or mathe-

static economic fonnalist has in fact ... not even begun to find the con .. 
trolling laws JJ of the eoonomic system. 
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matical) possibilities which are a priori available. Only 
concrete study can ascertain which abstract possibility actually 
applies in a given instance; and this involves the progressive 
development of further "laws" of the .. dynamics " (or 
rather" organics ") of consumption as wen as of production. 
It is therefore in the nature of the case inherently impossible 
(and therefore, in the proper sense of the term, illogical) to 
seek to place a friori pseudo-" logical .. methodological limits 
to the invasion of " economic theory .. into the realmS of psy
chology, sociology, technology, and so on. 

In the light of these considerations, we are enabled to assess 
at their true value the pretensions of that school of thought 
which inhabits an even more tenuous and rarefied intellectual 
atmosphere than do those who confess at least an initial obli
gation to "psychology": I refer to those who proclaim no 
obligation at aU. YO Lacking the courage of their own suicidal 
convictions, these zealots sometimes aver that their demand 
functions, though" independent" of" psychology ", are de
rived from .. experience .. : that the "things which psychol
ogy studies" are .. given data " for the economist. Coming 
as it does from the self-constituted arch-enemies of .. empir
icism ", this pretence is inherently unintelligible. As these 
pure formalists themselves vehemently proclaim on other con
venient occasions, no one ever has U observed ", or ever can 
" observe" (or even obtain by statistical analysis) a "true" 
demand function. Since these functions are thus not crude 
empirical data, they are derivations from analysis, and from 
psychological analysis. The mere fact that the economist, in 
his own limited psychological investigations to obtain his 
functions, stops short of, or evades the technical language of, 
.. hedonism", does not make his results .. independent" of 

fO For an able recent exposition of the tenets of economic formalism.. 
see Lionel Robbins, 01. rit. See especially, in the presem amnexion, 
pp. 8.3-86. 
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.. hedonism ". An elementary economic psychology of this 
kind is simply not competent to decide whether its results 
imply, or must ultimately be integrated with, .. psychologieal 
hedonism ". They may, or they may not: that is a much 
deeper psychological problem. The elementary economic 
psychologist may not, indeed, need to proclaim himself a 
"hedonist"; but, converseJy. he has no right whatever to 
assert that his elementary psychologieal conclusions do fIOt 

ultimately imply .. hedonism". The uneasy desire to make 
this assertion is itself evidence that he has already gone 
beyond his own avowedly limited sphere, and has had the 
impertinence to reject .. psychologieal hedonism" as psycho
logieally invalid. All that such an elementary economic psy
chologist has any right to do is to assure the professional 
psychologist that he has not himself obtained his functions 
by means of IJ priori deductions from a dogmatic .. hedon
ism ", but has reached them with the aid of a little unofficial 

... psychologising .. of his own, and to ask that they therefore 
be scrutinised by official psychology in this spirit, and not 
summarily dismissed without careful examination as neces
sarily erroneous corollaries of a "hedonistic" dogma that is 
no longer regarded as valid by psychologists themse1ves. 

It is therefore tJmbiguous to assert that the psychologieal 
analyses of the elementary economic psychologist are .. inde
pendent" of .. hedonism" or of any other .. school .. of psy
chologieal doctrine. This can ooIy mean either (a) that at 
most the results of embryonic economic-psychological anaIy· 
sis have not actuaJJy been reached by specific use of the doc
trines of such a school, or (b) that the eronomist has aetua1Iy 
pushed his psychoJogieal researches far enough to entitle him 
to take a definite stand on the question of hedonism, and to 
assert that his position does not imply this doctrine. But in 
either ease it in no way foHows that the results obtained by 
the amateur economic psychoJogist are finally and etemaIIy 
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valid. Whether" hedonistic" or not, they are at least results 
of psychological analysis; and, as such, are necessarily subject 
to scrutiny and possible emendation by more elaborate psy
chological investigation. To deny this is to embrace with 
both arms the Fallacy of Dogmatic Finality." The intellect
ual strategy of those who would evade this consequently in
escapable .. dependence" on "psychology" by retreat into 
formal abstraction is the strategy of neurotic evasion; nowa
days so familiar to alienists in cases of dementia praecox. 
U Economic theory" can neither (a) be made " independent" 
of psychology (or of other neighbouring sciences. such as 
sociology, technology, etc.), nor yet (b) escape with some 
initial .. obligation" which it thereafter shamefacedly and 
most immorally tries to forget. The progressive develop
ment of U economic theory" is the progressive development 
of the inten-elations of economics with its fellows. The 
corpus of the sciences is, in the strictest sense of the term, 
a society: not' a collection of hermetically-sealed atoms which 
must avoid mutual contact in the interests of individual self
preservation and .. independence ". 

The discussion of the foregoing section is therefore prop
erly to be regarded as, from one point of view, an adventure 
in Economic Psychology. Though it is an excursion into 
this field of only the most elementary and general kind, it 
has nevertheless served to show that the conception of one 
universal law of demand-the law of diminishing utility-is 
psychologically invalid. The deeprooted and persistent belief 
in the impregnability of this U law" as yielding the one and 
only" true theoretical" demand curve derives from the fact 
that this conception has been obtained from a combination of 
(a) the static assumption of a fixed available total outlay 
(or fixed total expenditure of effort) ; (b) the "static" psy
chological conception of "diminishing marginal utility"; 

n A. N. Whitehead, loe. ciI., ;tun .... 
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and (c) the conception of rationality, with its corollary of 
conscious systematisation of preferences. By whittling 
away the "hedonistic" associations of (c) and refusing to 
commit itself on the question as to just what it is that the 
individual systematises; by arguing that full and self-con
scious " rationality" need not be omnipresent in order that 
the principle of " diminishing utility" (or diminishing" ven
dibility ") should operate; and by placing increased emphasis 
on the " static" assumption; modern economics has succeeded 
in making out a plausible case for a "law of diminishing 
utility" stated in terms, not of " hedonism ", but of a kind of 
analytical .. behaviourism ". Regarded merely as a defence 
against rather crude charges of dogmatic "hedonism", this 
position has much to commend it. But it is merely defen
sive; it involves, as we have seen, a fallacious conception of 
.. statics", and it can provide no final resting place for a 
virile and progressive science. More careful analysis shows 

. that its real weakness is not" hedonism", but a disintegrat
ing mechanical atomism, which vitiates the very pseudo
" statics" which it seeks to make its last line of defence. 
For we have seen that, even in the case of a valid Marshallian 
Statics, knit and integrated by means of the concept of or
ganic unity, the .. principle of diminishing utility" need not 
universally operate. When it is further realised that " the .. 
stationary state is itself a mere arbitrary .. statical hypothe
sis ", and that so-called" static adjustments" may themselves 
give rise to " dynamic changes", we sball no longer bow to 
the illusion that material limitations relevant to the real world 
can lie somehow or other excogitated out of a formal void. 
Once the crumbling ruins of " the" stationary state are tid
ily removed, it becomes startlingly apparent that the possi
bilities of pure formalism are indeed boundless. and that the 
pure formalist in economics has delivered himself into the 
eternal bondage of an absolute freedom which makes all 
choice impossible. 
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VIII 

" At that time I did DOt tmderstand the nature of the idea of #«isi<m 
in economic generalisations." P,o!essor LiMul Rob,",... 

The con!IoIling purpose of this unavoidably complicated 
discussion is to reach a general understanding of the mean
ing of the notion of a "moving general economic equili
brium ", with the ulterior object of relating this concept, in a 
later study, to the conception of .. maximum net social satis
faction through Time". An adequate analysis of the prob
lems raised by the Marsha1lian conception of short period 
(partial equilibri_) demand and supply curves would there
fore transcend our present objeetive. But some further dis
cussion must be offered at this point, confined in its purpose 
to further elucidating the conception of the relativity of the 
distinction between elasticity and shift. 

The in-elevance of the psychological principle of diminish
ing utility to the formulation of long period laws of demand 
should by this time be apparent. It may now be questioned 
whether this " law" is an appropriate or even possible basis 
for the "precise" definition of shorl period theoretical de
mand curves. 

The difficulty raised by the dual functional and temporal 
characteristics of economic .. periods" has already been 
noticed; and must be recalled here. As has already been 
noted, once these two aspects of an economic "period .. be
come apparent, there is danger that we may be led to sutfpose 
them capable of segregation for separate analytical treatment; 
whereas, in fact, the clock-time required for the various ad
justments itself depends on the character and scope of the 
forces that are" permitted" to operate. But. while the tem
poral element must thus be reckoned with in any attempt to 
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construct a full-fledged theoretical dynamics, it may of course 
be provisionally overlooked while performing the limited task 
of simply defining a " period .. in terms of the range or char
acter of the forces it releases. Our problem therefore really 
is: is it appropriate and useful, and is it even intelligible, to 
define a "short demand period " as one during which there 
is no .. alteration in the character or tastes of the man 
himself "? 

It is of paramount importance to realise that the basic 
difficulty here is again psychological. For it may seem that 
the assumption itself is an obvious one; and that, even if, 
following the procedure already adopted for the long period 
demand curve, we now wish to define a .. short" demand 
period as one in which some changes in .. character or 
tastes" are permitted; .. still, this does not preclude the sim
ultaneous validity of a theoretical demand curve, (conceived 
as the .. shortest" of all short period curves) which does 
exclude all changes in .. character or tastes." 

It may be admitted at once that this argument is in its 
outward verbal appearance, deceptively consistent with the 
spirit of the present discussiolL But the real difficulty is 
to decide precisely what substantial meaning uoderlies the 
apparently transparent expression" no alteration in char
acter or tastes". 

In the broad sense in which Marshall was content to em
ploy his distinctions, there is, of course, no great difficulty, 
because we all know (or think we know) more or less what 
is meant. But the difficulty becomes fundamental when we 
seek to keep pace with the determined modern attempt to 
achieve precision in the dynamic analysis of a closed system. 

H So long as they are DOt .. substantive .. , but simply If itspouses" to 
the supply price change; and so long as, like the short period supply 
curve, they are distinguished from the long period """" by iuvoloing 
sometbiQg I ... than complete readjus_ throughout the whole system. 
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It is in connexion with this attempt that clear recognition of 
the basically psychological character of the difficulty is vital. 

For it is apparently widely believed that .. precision" can 
be given to this notion of a so-caJIed .. static" curve without' 
any elaborate resort to psychology: it seems so easy and 
obvious to postulate" absence of change ". 

Now, for the kind of .. static theory" .which regards the 
.. instantaneous" demand curve as its first and last line of 
intellectual defence, the distinction between .. change" and 
.. absence of change" in .. character or tastes" is identified 
with the distinction between shifts in these curves and mere 
elasticity adjustments thereon. But such a procedure places 
this type of .. static theorist" on the horns of a curious dil
emma. For if we assum~as we must for this purpos~ 
that the total money income of consumers is given and con
stant, then, if the elasticity of demand for a particular com
odity happens to be anything other than unity, any response 
to any change in the price of this commodity, by altering the 
total amount of money expended thereon, affects to some 
extent the outlays of the consumers on their other articles 
of consumption, and so of necessity shifts the demand curves 
for at least some of these other commodities. In terms of 
the .. static" theorist's avowed method of defining" changes 
in character or tastes", therefore, consumers have, in the 
very process of making their .. static" response, changed 
their" characters and tastes": for they have" shifted" their 
demand curves for certain commodities. It follows that the 
demand curve, adjustment along which produces such con
sequences, cannot in strict rigour be a "true theoretical" 
curve from the standpoint of the .. static theorist ". Once 
again it is the pseudo-precisians who are .. loose". 

I suppose it may be assumed that the .. static theorist" 
(however ruthlessly prepared he may be, in his fanatical 
quest for" precision ", to force .. economic science" to tread 
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a methodological pathway constructed in the form of a dim
inishing spiral, with its centre in Nirvana) would scm:eIy be 
prepared to confine his " static laws" to a society in which, 
by hypothesis, the elasticity of demand (and supply) for 
each and every commodity is unity. But even if he were, it 
would not help him: for it is a sufficient answer that any 
such "definition" of .. absence of change in character or 
tastes" is purely arbitrary and abstract, and inherently mean
ingless. We cannot avoid" psychology ", and at the same 
time pretend to a rigorous definition of the treacherous phrase 
" absence of change in character or tastes ". A very simple 
illustration will suffice to show this. 

Suppose I have only two articles of consumption, which I 
consume in a given ratio while their relative prices are given. 
If, now, these relative prices change, so does my consumption 
ratio. Under such circumstances. what conceivable mean
ing is attachable to the statement that there has been U DO 

change in my character or tastes "? Suppose that, in the 
initial situation, I expend exactly holt my total effort on each 
of these articles. Must I say that an .. absence of change in 
my character or tastes" implies that, when thcir relative 
prices change. I stiU expend precisely half my total effort on 
each, though now receiving different quantities of each in 
return? Put in this way, the notion may appear plausible 
to some; but it is in fact mere illusion. Suppose, instead, 
that my "demand schedules" for the two commodities IJt'e 

at the outset such that to the change in relative prices I 
.. automatically respond " by devoting three-fifths of my tota1 
effort (which remains a constant aggregate) to the acquisi
tion of one, and two-fifths to the acquisition of the other; 
and that, nevertheless, my .. character and tastes" continne 
to be such that, if the original price ratio were restored. I 
should then "automatically respond" by reverting to my 
original half-and-half distribution of effort. If I am at the 
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outset so constituted, and continue throughout to be so con
stituted, that I am prepared, in the face of repetitions of this 
reversing stimulus, to repeat identically this completely re
versible response, then surely there is no intelligible sense in 
which I can be said to undergo any .. change in charaeter 
or tastes ". In'short, the only conceivable method of attach
ing a rational and consistent meaning to the conception of 
" absence of change in character or tastes" is to interpret it 
as applying to a stable, " stationary" and completely revers
ible, closed psychic wAole. 

All this, it may be said, is but a needless elaboration, by 
elementary methods, of a conception already thoroughly 
familiar to those acquainted with the general equilibrium 
theory of the "Mathematical School ". No doubt. But I 
am not sure that the implications of this conception, in its 
relation to the Marsballian analysis, and to the preceding sec
tions of this essay, are thus thoroughly familiar. 

In the first place, this .. instantaneous static" curve, which 
we bave supposed offered to us as the "sbortest" of all 
.. short" period curves, turns out to be, when rigorously and 
consistently defined, G long period curoe--and a .. theoretic
ally perfect" one. It is the counterpart, on the side of de
mand, of the long period MarshalJian supply curve whlch 
Schumpeter--and various alleged adherents of the " Mathe
matical School "-would have us discard in favour of the 
short period supply curve (if only this could be made 
" short" enougb to correspond rigorously with the one true 
theoretical demand curve!). It is not a'" partial" equili
brium curve at all; but a general equilibrium curve: so that, 
if a short period or partial equiJibrium demand curve is ob
tainable at all, it must clearly be obtained by other methods 
than assuming .. no change in the character or tastes of the 
man bimself ", and then seeking to give this pbrase perfect 
" precision." Paradoxically, a .. short period" demand 
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curve which allows some "change in the character or tastes 
of the man himself" is " shorter" than an " instantaneous " 
(or "long period") one which does not! 

In the second place, this "really static" curve, which 
allows no change in " character or tastes ", may not conform 
to the Law of Diminishing Utility: for, being a general equil
ibrium or long period curve, it may, as we bave seen, conform 
to the Law of Increasing Utility-even in a truly stable 
stationary equilibrium." 

In the third place, baving gone so far, why should we not 
go a step further still, and point out that there seems to 
be no a priori reason why a general equilibrium or long period 
demand response should not involve an increase in the aggre
gate expenditure of effort, and yet remain completely f'evers
ible!' We should thus bave,-given the continued applica
tion of the reversing stimulu~n alternately expanding and 
contracting psychic universe. It would not be " stationary " 
if we chose units of time less than the duration of one such 
" cycle"; !>ttt there is nothing to hinder selection of a more 
appropriate time unit. I see no reason wbatever why, if 
modern mathematical physicists are to be free to indulge 
themselves with enticing variations of this kind, puritanical 
economic formalists of the " Austrian" persuasion should 
be pitilessly debarred from similar alleviations in the more 
prosaic and pedestrian cultivation of the Dismal Science . 

.. This may be questioned; so I should point out that by .. may" I 
mean U for aught we yet know to the contrary". Marshall. as we have 
...." emphasized the « irreversibility .. of the declining long period supply 
curve. But he did so on material grounds: that the scal. of an iodustry 
once having been enlarged in response to an increase in demand, mere 
contraction of the tatter to its previous extent would not m fact restore 
the ,t."", quo ani, on th. side of supply. No abstract formalism cculd 
yield this r .. u1t. Lacking ccrresponding psychological artal,lsU, _ there
fore cannot yet say that there is any inherent reason why we should _ 
suppose a total psychic response. involving the Law of Increasing Utility 
in the case of one commodity, to be "completely reversible" . 

.. Tbe preceding footnote, fIIut.tis mutondis, i. applicable here also. 
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Finally, and in the light of these cOnsiderations, let us 
consider the situation when the .. instantaneous static" --or, 
as I prefer to caU it, the long period "-demand curve is 
"theoretically imperfect"; and depicts .. adjustments" or 
" responses" which, as a matter of cold brute fact, are not 
.. reversible". . It should surely now be clear that this ques
tion of U reversibility" is one of material fact, and not one 
of formal definition of the functional character of the curve 

TC; If man were omniscient, and so oompletdy cxmsclous of aU his own 
potentialities, then perhaps the long demand period would have to be 
conceived as instantaneous or timeless. But in fact he is not: and he 
therefore requires Time to discover these potentialities under the influence 
of various stimuli. 

There is a kind of inverse aspect of this fact, which may have c0n

siderable significance for Economic Psychology. It does seem possible 
to conceive of an extremely short period (almost" instantaneous") de
mand curve, for a particular commodity, to be understood as somehow 
excluding by deft ... """ the implicaticn of coosequeutial readiustments 
throughout any appreciable part of the total field of preferences. (The 
extreme case of complete absence of relevance to any other elements in 
the preference system would seem to be, if it is strictly conceivable at all, 
synonymous with sheer unregulated impulse). But) if this is so, then. 
satisfactory «definition" is a much more difficult task than superficially 
appears. And such a curve would not assist any attempted rehabilitation 
of a comprehensi~ exclusionist and necessitarian "statics n, On the 
contrary, its probable function would be to serve as a conceptual element 
in a complex theory of psychic: ,if indeterminacy"' and of the progressive 
emergence of oew preference systems. It would be quite impossible, I 
fancy, to give rational intelligibility to the notion of the simultaneous 
psychological coexistence of a whole set of such curves; and their form 
might have to be regarded as, in individual instances, purely indetermi
nate. The matter could only be satisfactorily handled, if at all, as a 
oubordinate element in a broad metaphysical theory capable of synthe
sizing the II tyranny" of unregulated impulse with the «freedom tt of 
rational choice. Cf. Whitehead, .p. cit, p. 255: "The causal independ
ence of contemporary oc:ca.sions is the ground for the freedom within the 
Universe. The nomties which face the contemporary world are solved 
in isolation by the contemporary occasions. There is complete contem
porary freedom. It is not true that whatever happens is immediately a 
condition laid upon everything else." But this is only a starting-point. 
for such a theory. Cf. also ibid. p. 249-
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itself, using the tenn .. functional" to refer to the range of 
forces that are "permitted" to operate in response to the 
initial stimulus. For the range of free forces is, as it were, 
identical whether the adjustment proves to be .. reversible" 
or not. We simply do not know, until we actually reverse 
the original stimulus, whether the response is reversible. If 
in fact it is not, we cannot by any conceivable method of 
" scientific abstraction" ugregate the irreversible from the 
reversible aspect of the response. To seek to do so is to try 
to divide something which, in its very nature, is inherently in
divisible. It is to make a self-contradictory .. assumption" 
of reversibility simultaneously with the "assumption" of con
ditions which, as a matter of brute fact, are irreversible. We 
cannot .. impound" the "changes in character or tastes .. in 
caeteris paribus, because they are themselves an integral ele
ment in the response. The only intelligible precise definition 
of .. absence of change in character or tastes .. is complete 
reversibility of the whole long period or general equilibrium 
adjustment. If this general adjustment is in fact irrevers
ihle, then general equilibrium adjustment itself involves 
.. change in cltaracter and tastes ". But since, in botls cases, 
the whole general adjustment must be penmtted, there is 
nothing .. detachable". as it were, to .. impound ". 

So far, therefore, we have made no headway whatever to
wards discovering a satisfactory psychological principle in 
terms of which to define a useful and appropriate .. short .. 
demand period. Not only that, but we have been compelled 
to reject absolutely, for this role, the .. instantaneous static .. 
curve defined with precision in terms of .. absence of change 
in character or tastes .. evbl though the .. static theorist .. 
should abate his demands to the extent of begging us simply 
to accept this curve simultaneously with any other .. short " 
period demand curves that might turn out to be useful. And 
the reason for this rejection is that the plea is meaningless. 
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In asking ourselves whether there can be such a thing as a 
partial equilibrium demand curve, and, if so, on what basis it 
should be defined, we should, as in the case of the long period, 
tum for light and leading to the Marshallian analysis of 
Supply. The short supply period does not depend for its 
definition (any more than the long supply period) on any 
unintelligible assumption of complete internal statie immobil
ity in the particular industry. Neither does it depend on 
any apparently rigid but really elusive assumption of general 
stationary equilibrium thronghout the whole closed economy. 
It very sensibly avoids both these tanta1isingly interpenetrat
ing .. opposites", and postulates instead (by an application 
of the device .. not quite accurately called the statical 
method ") the provisional holding of one set of factors <the 
.. scale " of the industry) constant during the free operation 
of another set. It does not confuse the issue by asking at the 
outset for tina! precise and dogmatic determination whether 
the forces which are permitted to operate are .. reversible .. 
or U irreversible". 

The principle of segregation of the .. free .. from the .. im
pounded .. forces is not <and could not be) derived II priori 
and j" VOCIIO. It is a material distinction, obtained from 
observation of. and reflection upon. the technical structure of 
the industry, the psychology of business men, and the s0cio
logical structure of industry as a whole. It turns in fact in 
a general way, upon the broad distinction between .. over
head" and .. direct" costs, between .. supplementary" and 
.. prime" costs, between .. fixed" and .. working" capital. 
This is the basis of the distinction: its defIelopment requires 
resort to a more concrete, more subtle, and more profound 
investigation into the actual structural and functional char
acter of organic growth in the field of Supply. 

Speaking broadly <and anything more would here be im
possible), I think we must look for the basis of distinction 
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between a general and a partial equilibrium demand curve in 
the distinction between fairly quickly extended application of 
a given commodity to " already existing" uses, in response to' 
an initial fall in the supply price; and the slower, more grad
ual emergence of·" new" uses which supervenes when the 
lower supply price continues long enough to work out its 
U full effects" upon the consumers' systems of wants and 
preferences. The general law of short period demand is (at 
least provisionally) the Law of Dimiuishing Utility. In the 
case of long period demand, either the Law of Dimiuishing 
Utility or the Law of Increasing Utility may operate. 

So powerful, and so chronic in some quarters, is the crav
ing to draw U broad artificial lines of distinction where 
Nature bas made none", that several brief w;trnings (in
volving partial recapitulation) must here be given ere we 
pass on to the next step in the march of our genera} argument. 

First, the distinction between extension of " existing" uses 
and emergence of .. new" uses cannot by any exercise of 
perverted ingenuity be transformed into a Great Wall of 
China. I do not merely mean that, if the price of wheat 
falls suddenly and sufficiently, it may be quickly given to 
domestic fowls, whereas at the higher price it. was not; so 
that this, though a short period response, might be termed 
a " new " use. It must be not merely coneeded, but affirmed, 
that the distinction between the two periods here turns in 
part on the degree of reversibility, in part on the estent to 

"j which the " new" use (in this sense) was already present to 
consciousness, in part on its emergence independently of any 
fundamental changes in the general struature of habits and 
preferences; and so on. But none of these things can be 
bloated into the central and sacred dogma of some .. school .. 
of economic" thought". The Principle of Continuity is too~ 
subtle for that. 

Thus, though the supposed alteration in the diet of domes-
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tic fowls may be supposed to be one which would not be main
tained in the face of a reverse price movement of equal mag
nitude and suddenness, this does not mean that t~e attitude of 
the owners of the fowls in this maJtter of feeding has under
gone "0 incidental irreversible modification; or that it is one 
of the essential elements in our very definition of the" short 
period" that it must not. Other illustrations of short period 
demand responses might well exhibit higher degrees of quick 
incidental irreversible modification; and, conversely, some 
illustrations of long period demand responses might plausibly 
show a fairly high degree of reversibility. It is therefore not 
essential to the definition of short period demand responses 
that they must involve "no change in the character or tastes 
of the consumer "-a phrase the precise meaning of which 
we have already seen to be capable of explication only in 
terms of a theoretically perfect long period. 

Again, it is no part of the definition of the short period 
demand response that it must occur without any repercussions 
on demand schedules for other commodities. This could 
only be so if all short period dlmand curves were required to 
possess unit elasticity. 

All such attempts to effect rigid mecha"ical partitioning 
of "periods" in terms of such categories as the above are 
mere evidences of intellectual depravity. They confuse 
mechanical separation with functional'distinction of aspects 
of a unitary organic process. This becomes even more ap
parent, if possible, than our already over-long discussion 
should have made it, when we further reflect that in real life 

. we are not concerned with the occurrence of isolated catas
trophes in some unsubstantial" static state ". We are con
cerned with the continuous, everchanging, living process of 
organic growth and development. Changes in normal supply 
price do not " normally" come like thunderbolts;' and short 

Te So widespread is the misunderstanding of the relation of «normal If 
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period and long period adaptation takes place both sinmltane
ously and continuously, in response to stimuli which them
selves occur, not as "discontinuous" catastrophes, but as 
living processes of organic growth. This is true both of 
changes in normal demand acting as stimuli to long period 
adjustments in supply, and of changes in nonna1 supply c0n

ditions acting as stimuli to long period adjustments in 
demand." 

processes to if cyclical fluctuations", that it requires today some COtD'ag'e 

to utter this truth; one is apt IX> be aa:used of being unaware of tile 
depression. No one single access of iII __ woakI do 10 much for 
economic science today .,. a widespread realization that the theory of 
IIOJ'IDal value. both u 1oDg" aDd "short". aDd the study of "/Ioctaatioos 
in the volume of business activity» tlCeatY _ dis"",,' ___ of dis-
C_s<. It is tile most pernicious _c error DOW prevalent to bold 
that the theory of normal Yal... .. explains equilibri_ bat tells ... 
nothing about disequilibrium". which must therefore be separately &C

couoted for iA terms of cIyuamic cIisturbances of ".quilibri .... ", If the 
preseDt work should do mything to dissipate Ibis fabe aDd 1IIIiDteI1igibI 

. juxtaposition, it will not hue been writteo in win. 
Unfortooately, there is DO simple aDd short way of Jaying what 

MPPmt to "wag period aormal" prices aDd forces during a "cycle", 
But (a) a 0 ...... "1 fall in money prices does not prod_ specific "_
mal" responses of the kind here under discussion; (b) while relalift 
values are frequently seve:rely "dislocated ", this is not gmeralJy regtwdld 
as "1IOJ'IDal" or permaoent (...., when we allow for the Ieogths to 
which • errors of pessimism - cao tIOIIIdimes go) ; aDd (c) "1oDg period 
IIOJ'IDaln 'u"".. .. still take time. 

The patient thinker i. continually being called upon to apologize ab
jectly for the complaities of a sub;ect-matter for wbo .. nature he is in 
DO way personally respoDSJ"bIe. See a1so aext DOte. 

.. So great is the daoger of misand.iSlanding here that I mast add 
aometbiog. First, it is quite true that changes in the .. price» at which 
commocIiti<s are offered may occur quite suddenly, aDd may _"
be spectacular in their extenl; aDd these cbaoges may be doe to tecbnical 
innovatioos which '1uicldy "ffed • normal • suw/y priee. But the process 
of c.",tle" 1oDg-period adj_ of 111#17 to these cbanged ccoditioos 
does DOt. aDd _, occur quicldy, 

Seoondly, all cuna for all U periods. ...- be coucei,ed as baving 
merence to a particuIae time; or the 110_ that they shift throacb 
'rime would be meaningl.... 10 tile qu<sI of U precision. _ may there-
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Some readers are bound to feel that, having first examined 
and rejected, for the role of "short" demand period, the 
precise notion of" absence of change in character or tastes ", 
I have then blandly proceeded to substitute and advocate 
" precisely" the same conception in G loose form. This is 
not at all a bad description of what I have done---Qnd done 
deliberate1y--in trying to follow, to the best of my ability, 
in the classic footsteps of Alfred MarshalL I have earnestly 

fore seek to visualize a long-period curve as haviog refereoce to ao 
instant of Time, aod therefore as shifting from instant to instant. We 
could thea argue that this series of shifts in the long-period curve may 
be either .. fast H or Ii slow". Evea if this were the case, it would not 
aIm- the fact that the actual complete adaptation of the sy.t.... itself 
towards these ideal - norms» would nevertheless require time) and a long 
time. The result of this would be that momeat to momeot shifts in the 
position of the long-period curve would, individually, elicit very 1ittIe 
response from the actual economic organism. In consequence of reflect
lions along these lines. the seeker after "precision" nmy very easily 
oonjure up a vision of a world in wruch the 8uctnations from momeot to 
momeot through Time of kmg period equilibrium snpply price are uMw 
aod more extensive thao the actual 8uctnations of actual prices (on the 
analogy of a dookey whose z;g_ pursuit of a moviog carrot ."hibits 
narrower deviations from a straight line ~ does the zigzag progress 
of his llimbler and more speedy seducer). But such a notion would, I 
am ooovincod, be an illusion. Being (I say it quite without pride) en
tirely innocent of mathematics, I am totally incapable of developing the 
problem quantitatively; but I suspect that Alfred MarshaU spoke with 
strict mathema'ic3J accuracy when he spoke of slow secnlar changes in 
long period supply and demand prices aod conditions, aod imended this 
to apply, not, as -we are nowadays so frequently assured, to a f~ quasi
static U world in which "business cycles" and other ~'catastrophes" are 
unknown. but to the actual world in which we live. We have already 
discovered that there is an inherent conceplwJl difficulty in the way of 
giviog precision to the notion of the movement of long-period normal 
price in time; in that, for a dynamic eoooomy. a theoretically perfect 
long period is itself a contradiction in terms. If mathematics can circum .. 
vent this difficulty for broad theoretical purposes, then I suspect that, 
however unsatisfactory this may seem to the pseudo~precisian. the n in
stant I. to whicll a given long-period curve must be conceived to be 
nltvtmt must itself be a II unit" whieh is a considerable period of 
«clock-time u. 
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and conscientiously and painstakingly tried to be " loose with 
system"." The quest of " precision" leads inexorably and 
inevitably to the Whole. Hence, in the first instance, the 
application of precision to the definition of "absence of 
change in character or tastes" leads us willy-nilly to the 
"theoretically perfect" long period--and the short period 
has eluded us altogether. To begin with, therefore, we must 
either compromise with Precision or lose the immense prac
tical advantages of the short period concept. But this is not 
all. With relentless courage, we now seek to draw even 
nearer to the God of Precision, who still somehow partially 
eludes our embraces. We discover~ot without some pass
ing vertigo-that the self-subsistent and comprehensive 
static whole is in·its turn an unsubstantial part-truth, infected 
with "looseness" in its very essence. If we still sternly 
refuse all "compromise", all paltering with the sacredness 
of Precise Truth, the long period itself must now be thrown 
into the limbo along with the already abandoned short period : 
and we are left gasping weakly in the void-praying pitifully 
for the advent of the Economic Einstein whose single Magic 
Equation, embraeing in one mighty sweep the whole universe 
of the Economic Space-Time Continuum, shall one day de
liver us from all our troubles and perplexities. 

I wonder if it will. It may instead, like Schelling's Abso
lute, prove a .. night in which all cows are bla.ck" . For the 

TO Any more satisfactory definition of a short demand period. in more 
precise terms than I have here achieved, would seem to depend upon the 
ability of Economic Psychology to discover some stnu:twal principle of 
differeotiation "corresponding" to that between fixed and wwking capital 
on the side of Supply (which is likewise not perfectly cleareut). I bave 
_ been able to satisfy myself as to how this may best be done for 
Demand. I am disposed to think that the proper line of attack on the 
problem is through the conception of .nIb-SJlSt ...... of ~ way of 
development and eIahoration of the Marsballian concepts of Joint and 
Composite Demand. 
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inescapable present, we have, at any rate, the great Economic 
.. Anglican Compromise" of Alfred Marshall. This is no 
mere .. refuge". A solid and broadbased structure, it yet 
leaves the way wide open for the next major advance in the 
evolution of Oassical truth. It is no easy step; and it will not 
be made quickly. But if the inheritors of the Oassical Tradi
tion in this generation attempt it with courage, patience and 
integrity, they may yet be able to say, without shame or sen
timentality-" one step enough for me". If, on the other 
hand, they sell their birthright for a mess of pottage-run
ning blindly after strange Non-Conformist gods whose devi
ous and "reductive" BOhm-Bawerkian pseudo-iogic holds 
out delusive promises of a .. static" shortcut to fina\ mystic 
union with Precision--this step will not be taken in our gen
eration: and the chaotic sweep of world events will quickly, 
tragically and completely discredit a bogus science which be
lieves the path to .. exact truth " and to the hardly-won mantle 
of " authority" to lie through the diSseveration of .. form" 
from .. substance". 
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IX 
• 

" In fact we are here verging on the high theme of ec:onomic progress; 
. and here therefore it is especially needful to ~ that economic: 
problems are imperfectly prese:oted when they are treated .. problems 01 
statical equilibrium, and not of organic growth. For though the 
,statical treatment alone can give us deliniteness and precision of thought, 
'and is therefore a uecessary introductioo to a more philosophk treatmeDt 
':of society as an organism; it is yet. only an introduction." 

Alfr<d Marsllall. 

Having now, I trust, taught Precision to know its proper 
place, we can at once proceed to direct presentation of the 
general relativity theory of the distinction between elasticity 
and shift. We shall find that the element of "clock-time ", 
so far from having "nothing to do" with the matter, is 
integrally bound up in it. 

As already in part noted,'· Marshall, in discussing long 
and short supply periods, seems clearly to have had before 
his mind a number of considerations, which may be listed as 
follows: 

(a) Both the functi~ and the tempo..al aspects of economic 
periods .. shade imperceptibly" into each other. 

(b) The clock time of a given .. period "'varies from one 
industry to another. 

(c) The clock time of a given " period " varies for the same 
industry from time to time under changing circumstances. 

( d) The clock times of the various allentalive responses to 
alternative initial stimuli (i. e. to alternative hypothetical initial 
shitts in the normal demand curve), which are depicted on a 
given long period supply curve for a given commodity under 
given conditions, vary also; and vsry, on the whole, directly with 
the magnitude of the required response-large adjustments in 
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the scale of the industry tending, generally speaking, to require 
a longer period of clock time for their consummation than 
smaller responses." 

(e) The clock I!ime of a long period response to an initial 
stimulus is always longer than the clock time of the short period 
response to the same stimulus. 

(f) Since the purpose in view is analysis of the actual dy
namic, or rather organic, world in which we live, and not of 
some unsubstantial "static state ", not only the short period, 
but also the long period, should be habitually regarded as " theo
retically imperfect ", and as dealing with " responses" which are 
inherently irreversible. 

It follows, from (d) above, that the long period curve. at 
any rate, has direction in Time.... Ana it is this fact which 

.. I do not assert that Marshall regarded Ibis as a universal and 
fVcesnwy phenomenon; nor do I venture to assert that it is. This state
ment must be accepted for the moment as a. convenient and legitimate 
first approximation. To attempt to analyse with "precision n its degree 
of validity ~. in a stationary state" would lead into an endless and un-
profitable maze. What I believe to be its tractic.1 justification will 
presently appear. And in the two ensuing sections considerations will 
be adduced which at least suggest that it bas profound and universal 
theoretical signific:ance. 

In It is not sullicient, and may be positively confusing, merely to say 
that it is a "curved surface" in Ti.me. It is quite possible to conceive 
of it as a Ii... in thcee dimensions. This line may then be developed 
into a surface ". edge on" to the time dimension for the purpose merely 
of indicating that the various quantities are (as they of course must be) 
quantities prnduced per unit of time. It may be that, from a pnreIy 
mathematica1 standpoint, this is superlluous, owing to the conception of 
'4". But notice of it has the possible advlIotage-at least for non
mathematica1 thinkers-of calling attention to the problem of the " appro
priate unit" ( ... pro, p. '17. n.). In other words, when we are thinking 
00 the long period plane, we .. ignore passing lIuctnations n: norma1 price 
in a stationary state would be the GfIUlJg. lewl of price, if that .tate 
contained mach!, .... onal or cyclical lIuctuations. 

So the point is that, ,-rded as a /;"" this curve has direction in 
Time. If it could be located at a particular instaDt in actual historical 
Time (the • instant n to which the particular series of potential con-
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explains why this curve may be looked at in two different 
ways: (a) as showing the various alternative responses of 
long period normal supply to altllfflative initial stimuli (alter
native initial shifts in the long period demand curve); (b) 
as showing the hypothetical •• series of " substantive shifts", 
in the shot't period supply curve, that would successively 
occur through Time under the influence of a gradual increase 
in normal demand. To put the same thing in somewhat 
different terms: the long period curve is the basic " static" 
curve, because it shows alternate positions of general equili- ./ 
brium; but it is also an instrument of " dynamic" analysis, 
because it represents theoretical ana1ysis of the conditions 
determining the nature of the actua1 historical sequence of 
shifts of the short period curve. 

The full enormity of the intellectual position of "static 
theorists" who would deny " theoretical" status to the long 
period curve is thus apparent. A" theoretical curve" is 
simply the diagrammatic representation of a series of hypo
thetical (" theoretical ") propositions. Hence, to deny 
.. theoretical" status to the long period curve is to deny in 
advance the very possibility of scientific analysis of the crude 
totality of conditions producing the actua1 historical sequence 
of shifts in the short period curve. The irony of the situa
tion resides in the fact that this denial of "theoretical" status 
to the long period cu~made in the name of a "precise" 

ditioll5 it depicted were reIevant-c/ . ... tru, p. 76. n.); and if it were 
thea intorsected by the corresponding relevant normal demand curve; 

; bot" arms of bot" curves would be directed ftwVJt»"tl in Time from the 
point of intersection. As bas previously _ pointed out (p. :19. n.). to 
draw a. curve "leftwards» from its point of 1ntersec-tion in a. Itvo

dimensinoal diagram bas nothing to do with the question of reversibility • 

.. Hypothetical, because it .how. the series of short period shifts !hat 
WOI<ltl occur (in response to inereases in demand) on the asswnption that 
U substantive new inventions" or other "substantive n changes are If im .. 
pounded in caele,;, tarihtu ». 
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and comprehensive "statics "-itself stultifies all efforts 4> 
achieve any such "statics" by throwing out the one the
oretical curve that can give meaning and organic cohesion 
to the concept of genera], equilibrium. The basis of the 
curious confusion of thought involved is, as we have seen, 
the uncritical assumption that, for some unstated reason, a 
" precise" hypothetical (" theoretical") proposition ( or 
series of propositions) can only be formulated if the element 
of Time is first of all ruthlessly excluded: whereas the real 
truth is that a higher order of "precision" reveals the fact 
that "precise" statement of a theoretical proposition de-

. mands specific inclusion of the Time element, and formula
tion of the theoretical proposition in the form of a statement 
about a " tendency" in a price-quantity-time continuum. 

'vVe are now, however, in a position to go even further 
than this. For the analysis of the preceding section has 
shown that, if we are to be really "precise", the term 
" static" cannot with complete accuracy be attributed to any 
curve--merely in virtue of its" definition" in terms of the 
range of (responsive) forces that are" permitted" to oper
ate. For a " static" condition is strictly a quality, not of a 
particular curve, in virtue of the terms 0 f its definition, but 
of the economy as an organic whole. Even a long period 
curve is really" static" only by virtue of a unique system of 
interrelationships with all the other curves in the economy
a system of interrelationships which depends on the real 
nature of the economy itself. If the economy is in fact not 
a stable stationary one, the long _period curve is not "the
oretically perfect". It is not, in other words, fully" static". 
Conversely, any attempt to make the "short period" 
"shorter" and" shorter" until we achieve H instantaneity H 

has the embarrassing consequence of bringing us back " full 
circle" to the "theoretically perfect" long period! We 
were therefore forced to " compromise"; and to if define" 
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the short period as one during which some internal readjust
ment is permitted to occur, but not complete readjustment 
throughout the entire system. It follows, methodologically 
speaking, that there is not, in the abstract, one unique short 
period, and one only: there may be as many " short" periods 
(of varying "lengths") as are found to be functionally 
convenient and significant after realistic analysis of the 
actual forces of supply and demand. And since none of 
these " short " periods can be whittled down to "static in
stantaneity ", either functionally or temporally speaking, it , 
follows, further, that a short period curve, as well as a long 
period curve, will have direction in Time. ... 

From a general, abstract methodological standpoint, there
fore, we have to coneeive of the abstraet graphical apparatus 
of economic theory as consisting essentially of theoretical 
demand and supply curves for a continuous series of what
ever number of .. periods" may prove, on realistic analysis, 

. to have functional significance. Each successive "period" 
is " longer" than the one preceding it, and involves the func
tional .. release" of a more comprehensive range of respon
sive forces. Each may be employed in dynamic theoretical 
analysis to depict a hypothetical series of .. substantive 
shifts ", under definable conditions, in the" position" of the 
curve for the next .. shortest "period. Each has direction 
in Time. 

Realistic economic analysis to date has done nothing 
(owing to the paralysing influence of the " Law of Dimin
ishing Utility ") to investigate the question of the existence 
of functionally significant dematul periods of various 
"lengths". This is a task for realistic investigation by 

, ... There are DO static curves--<JII\r (possible) static 81Sf- of .......... 
The reader who dislikes !IUs W37 of putting the _ ....,. suhs_ the 
statement that all Cllr'ftS are static em e es in terms of the method • DOt 
quite accurately c:a!led the statical metbocI.-
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Economic Psychology. On the supply side, we owe to 
Alfred Marshall the one main functional distinction of a 
single "short" period. It is for modem Economic Soci
ology (" Institutional Economics") to determine whether 
other significant supply periods exist, and, if so, to differenti. 
ate them. It wllu1d seem to be quite possible, if not actually 
probable, that the number and nature of such significant 
periods may undergo secular modification with the "institu
tional" evolution of the economy in History." 

.. In order fully to make good our escape from the Fallacy of Dog
matic Finality, development of the foregoing elastic corn:eption of 
.. periods» requins to be methodologically integrated with another, but 
intimately related, coneeption also disclosing unsuspected complexities in 
the fun structure of our theoretical apparatus. Mr. G. F. Shove 
(Econo"",, ]0""",1, March 1933) has shown that it is inadequate to 
conceive. even in a given instance, of only _ loog period supply or cost 
curve, the quantities of which are regarded simply as «functions of 
'Price u. The shape of a "given It supply curve depends upon assumptions 
regarding not only demand price, hut also the .. structure» of demand. 
... For example. if the demand for !retailers' services is concentrated 
closely about a particular shopping centre, a fum 'may supply all its 
customers from a single establishment, whereas if the demand were more 
widely spread it would operate through several braoches: its cost might 
be different in the two cases even though its volume of sales were the 
same!' 

I can here ouIy barely seggest that, by parity of reasoning, the shapes 
of long period de_ltd curves may depeod, not merely on a simple func
tional relationship to assumed cbanges in supply price; hut likewise on 
various realistic U structural" assumptions as to the manner in which 
these supply price changes are ""pposed to occur: so that, of two alter
native II autonomous." supply changes, involving identical atterations in 
supply price! the one may dicit a larger, the other a smaller, long period 
demand response. And this not in a sense to be accounted for as imply
ing 14 merely» differing collate,.al iI cost" elements to the consumer, 
II" utility P being taken as ft constant fl i but in a sense involving diD"tM 
changes in the Uutilityu itse1f~ (These two things may indeed be in 
some ultimate sense identical; but not in any sense appertaining to an 
atomistic .. statics" which knows no long period demand curve)~ 

If, for example, a given reduction in supply price is effected by im
proved technique. including better labour cooditions, the long period de-
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As has been repeatedly pointed out, the general emphasis 
of this study is methodological rather than realistic. The 
foregoing conception of the graphical apparatus is put for
ward, therefore, as a valid general methodological first 
approximation: not as a piece of sacred dogma. The gen
eral conception I am urging gives rise to a multitude of more 
specific problems, the majority of which cannot even be men
tioned here. They require long and careful study. There 
is, however, one general question which may conceivably 
cause difficulty to some readers with respect to the basic 
conception itself; and a few words should therefore be de
voted to it. 

A little reflection should suffice to show that there is no 
meaning in raising a doubt as to whether a .. shorter" period 
is really temporally shorter than the next .. longer" one. 
But there may be meaning in inquiring whether we are 
justified in universalising the principle derived from the long 
period supply curve: the assumption with respect to either a 
supply or, a demand curve for any given period, that the 
progressively more ertensive responses (to a larger initial 
stimulus) depicted on that curve require progressively longer 
periods of clock time to materialise. As already pointed 
out,S' this is not advanced as a necessary and universal truth: 

mand response of an eoIigbtened consuming public may diff ... mareny 
from its long period response to an identical supply price reduction effected 
by taking advantage of an opportunity for .. sweating ". Professor 
Mitchell has again come to the rescue here. If any reader should be 
disposed to think tbis example either trivial or .. forced", I would reply 
(a) Ibat be is perbaps underestimating the possibilities, and e_ present 
actualities, of organised' economic chivalry"; and (b) that the auciaI 
methodological significance of the general concept lies in its revelation 
of the possibilities of real /rI.HOm (not the mere irrational i' caprice" 
behind the "instantaneous curve") underlying the deductive «necessi
ties " of the graphical apparatus as applicable to a real economy in Time. 
See below, section xi. 

a. S((;rtJ, p. 81, n. 
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but I think it legitimate and important to claim for it a very 
general practical justification, at least> as a first approxima
tion. It may be objected, for example--though the objec
tion could hardly be otherwise than very loosely developed--, 
that the clock-time differences of the various general equili
brium responses on a given long period demand curve may 
be (to say the least) much less marked than those on a long 
period supply curve; and it has even been suggested to me 
that the clock-time in the case of the long period demand 
curve might actually vary inversely with the strength of the 
initial stimulus from the supply side, on the ground that a 
stronger stimulus may act .. more promptly" on the system 
of wants and preferences. It is in no sense necessary, in the 
interests of my general thesis, to cast doubt on any validity 
there may be in this suggestion. But it seems to me im
portant to urge that, if offered as a contrary dogma, it rests 
on misunderstanding. We have first to rule out of con
sideration (in a manner familiar to psychologists) any 
stimuli which are too slight (or fleeting) to excite .. long 
period" responses at all: these are simply irrelevant. Of 
those which do excite long period adjustments, it does not in 
any way follow that the more violent, by exciting more 
,t prompt JJ J or more "rapid", or more violent initial dis
turbances in the system of habits and preferences, thereby 
lead to complete restoTatiOfS of a new general equilibrium of 
habits and preferences at the end of a shorter period of 
clock-time than in the case of milder stimuli. The response 
may be more" prompt" or more .. rapid": but there may 
be more of it." 

.. I do not think anything can be made of this questioo, in this fotm, 
because it can only be formulated precisely (if at all) on the assumptinn 
of stationary equilibrium. In a dynamic economy there may be tID .. end II 
to the ...... ponses ". Hence the importance of pointing out that what may 
seem. to be my own .. dogma" in this matter is not a dogma at a1t~ but 
merely a practical ~ce, which I believe to have broad justification, but 
which is easily capable of modification. HOW6eI'. see below, p.. IJ6. 1L 
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So far as I can see, therefore, the main function of con
siderations of this kind is to call attention to the fact that 
the intrinsic: organic: or structural character of the response 
may vary qualitalively with different intensities in the initial 
stimulus. This consideration might merit further study if 
we had in fact to do with discontinuous intrusions, at differ
ent times, of alternative sudden stimuli of different magni
tudes into an identic:al situation in a continuing stationary 
general equilibrium." But in so far as we are concerned 
.. normally" with adjustments which take place in response 
to changes which are themselves gradual through Time, and 
which are themselves in part responses to the very changes 
which we are here regarding merely as responses to them, 
the appropriateness of the general principle here provision
ally adopted seems unquestionable. If we were concerned 
with comparing two complete sets of long period responses, 
in a stationary state, to two alternative initial stimuli-the 
one a srnaJl shift in the normal supply curve, the other a 
sudden, violent, and very large one-we might be concerned 
to discuss whether the two complete sets of responses did 
not exhibit radical organic: and qualitative differences. But 
if we are concerned to consider the effects of a gradual and 
progressive shift in the supply curve upon normal demand, 
then clearly we have not to consider a number of alternative 
sets of responses, but rather a gradual and progressive 
response. Under such conditions, the long period demand 
curve assumes that at first sight balBing duality of aspect 
(which we noted in the long period supply curve) which 
renders it capable of being conceived both as representing a 
series of mutually exclusive alternatives, and as " fairly" 
representing this series as a progressive one in which the 
alternative" long period " equilibrium points bec:ome a series 

.. It might be of some importance also, for its suggestiveness, in a 
more inlensi"" ~istic study than this. 
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of .. short period" equilibrium points each of which is a 
milestone on the road to its successors.·r . 

For these reasons I do not think the possibility-that the 
various alternative adjustments, to alternative initial demand 
or supply changes, depicted by a given long period supply or 
demand curve, might require much more nearly equal time 
periods to work themselves out completely in a truly stable 
stationary state-involves any essential modification in the 
general conceptual scheme here outlined. In any case, it 
remains true that the distinction between .. elasticity" and 
.. shift" in .. theoretical" curves is purely relative to the 
standpoint and assumptions of the .. scientific observer"! 
that is, to the particular assumptions upon which a given 
.. theoretical" curve is drawn. 

It should now be more fully evident than it was when the 
proposition was first advanced and provisionally defended 
in an earlier section, that the essence of the Marsballian 
method consists in carving up the economic .. space-time" 
continuum by the device of drawing conditional or .. the
oretical .. curves (variously defined in terms of broad func
tional distinctions of organic structure) in different" direc
tions .. through that continuum. It should be evident, too, 
that this device of (more or less) "fragmentary statical 
hypotheses" (whether for short periods or for long) was 
adopted, not in order to .. shirk" the (deceptive) rigours 
of "the" stationary state; but because, in default of the 

or In my opinion, this particular aspect of the Manhallian analysis 
illustrates perhaps more forcibly thao any other the impressive (in fact, 
almost ludicrous) manner in which Marshall completely outdistanced all 
other "schools U of contemporary It theory"; many of which. to this day, 
have completely failed, so far as I can see, to grasp the deeper impli
cations of Marshall's work. As peculiarly illustrative of the difficulties 
that arise from lack of understanding of the Marthallian long period, 
see Mr~ Piero Sratta's objections to Mr. D. H. Robertson's subtle 
"defence" of ffthe representative firm". Eco,.omi~ lournal, Mareh, 
1930, p. 9,3. 
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possibility of a comprehensive quantitative dynamics" in the 
physical sense ", this very fragmentariness in the use of the 
method " not quite acc .... ately called the statical method" is, 
because of its flexibility, and its capacity for presenting the 
same elements now as "dynamic changes" and now as 
" static adjustments ", the best means of attaining compre
hensiveness of treatment and of vision in the analysis of a 
continuous process of organic growth and change." 

88 If By that method we fix our minds on some central point: we sup
pose it for the time to be reduced to a stanonory state; and we then 
study in relation to it the forces that affect the things by which it is 
snrrounded, and any tendency there may be to equilibrium of these forces. 
A number of these partial slndies may lead the way towards a solution 
of problems too difficult to be grasped at one effort." Pri1o<it/e •• p. J69. 

With this, contrast the following: "We abstract from various causes 
of change, and conceive the remaining economic quantities as statiouary, 
and inquire as to their mutual relations." Robbins~ Eccmomic J ourttal, 
June, 1930, P. 194 Professor Robbins, who, as already noted. imagines 
that" the stationary state and static laws have been the main subject of 
investigation" in economics so far, makes docile and admiring exception 
for rt the sublime ccmceptions of the mathematical economists, in which 
all the quantities contemplated move together in orderly chang .. " Ibid. 
In 1898 Marshall, who had dwelt loog amid these sublimities, wrote: 
..... when a force moves a thing on which it acts, it thereby changes the 
force which that thing afterwards exercises. The attraetion of the Earth 
alters the movements of Venus, and thus alters the force which Venns 
exerts 00 the Earth: which again alters the movement of the Earth, and 
therefore the attraction which the Earth exerts OIl Venus: and so on in 
eodIess but ever.diminishing reciprocal inJIuences. Meanwhile both 
placets di.tnrb slightly the Son, whose attraction i. their chief controller; 
and all the other planets have a part in the play. For such complications 

,-as these arithmetic is uselesS! they need the strength and delicacy of vast 
and subtle mathematical engines working out large volumes full of 
mathematical formulae and figures. But these engines cannot be ap
plied to economics." (Reprinted in M"""';"Is, loc. cit.). Ct. my article, 
"Equilibrium Economics and Business Cycle Theory: A Cormnentary". 
O. J. E., November, 1930, tGui.... It seems evident to a DOD-mathematical 
economist that to take these n engines " in their generic form, as it were, 
and to pin to their various parts labels inscribed with technical economic 
terms and symbols. is not to al'/Ily them to economics in Marshall's sense 
of the word. It lies beyood both my province and my competence to 
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It should be added that the essential relativity of the dis
tinction between "elasticity" and "shift" of curve holds 
not only within the rigid boundaries of "the" stationary 
state, but is relevant also to a dynamic or organic system. 
That is to say, to speak (paradoxically) in terms of the 
" theoretically perfect" long period curve, we may again dis
tinguish between the actual historical shifts of this curve 
through secular Time in· a dynamic economy. and the 
hypothetical series of shifts it would undergo if some defin
able part of the whole dynamic continuum were" impounded 
ill caeteris paribus": which hypothetical series of shifts 
could then be graphically depicted by means of a "the
oretical" curve. The problem of getting a grip on this 
conception with our analytical machinery has obvious diffi
culties, which cannot be discussed here. The important 
point to notice is that the fact that Marshall did not attempt 
it in this way does not mean that his analysis is "after all. 
quasi-static "-in any other sense than he himself affirmed. 
For, in the first place, the "theoretically imperfect" long 
period curve itself overleaps the evasive boundaries of " the .. 
stationary state; and, in the second place, the analysis of the 
conditions determining the shifts in anyone long period 
curve is obtained, by the Marshallian method, through the 
application of the short period long period analysis to the 
other constituent curves in a "closed" system which is, as 
it were, U moving" forward" under its own steam "~ 

discuss how far and how fruitfully these U engines" may nevertheless 
be employed in the discovery of important economic principles of a 
II qualitative" kind. But it is at least apparent that in this sense the 
structure of MarsbaU's Princitles is the creation of a .. mathematical 
economist ". Ct. Edgeworth, in MenwritJ1.s of AI/,ed MfWshail. p. 66. 
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x 
U The point to r<member is that the fact that each individual occasion 

is transcended by the creative urge, belong. to the essential amstitution of 
each such occasion. It is not an accident which is irrdcvant to the com
pleted constitution of any such occasion}~ 

A. N. W/oiteb<ad. 

The general methodological viewpoint which it has been 
the purpose of this essay to expound is now complete in its 
essential outlines. It is, as I hold, simply a systematic ex
plication of the underlying methodology of Alfred Marshall's 
Principles-i;orrected in one important respect (the founda
tions of Demand analysis) to make it internally consistent 
with itself, coherently MarshaUian: and embodying one or 
two broad suggestions for further development with the 
progress of reHection and of realistic analysis. I cannot 
think it is seriously open to question that the scheme of 
thought I J:!ave presented is, at least in spirit and in general 
outline, authentically Marshallian: 

The M= of the economist lies in economic biology rather 
than in economic dynamics. But biological conceptions are 
more complex than those of mechanics; a volume on Founda
tions must therefore give a relatively large place to mechanical 
analogies; and frequent use is made of the term "equilibrium", 
which suggests something of statical analogy. This fact, com
bined with the predominant attention paid in the present volume 
to the normal conditions of life in the modem age, has suggested 
the notion that its central idea is .. statical ", rather than .. dynam
ical ". But in fact it is concerned thmughout with the forces 
that cause movement: and its keynote is that of dynamics, rather 
than statics. . . . The main concern of economics is • . • with 
human beings who are impelled, for good and evil, to change 
and progress. Fragmentary statical hypotheses are used as tem-
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porary auxiliaries to dynamical---or rather biological-<oncep
tions: but the centra! idea of economics, even when its Founda
tions alone are under discussion, must be that of living force 
and movement." 

Moreover, "the notion of continuity with regard to de
ve!opment,"wrOte Marshall,,· "is common to all" modern 
sChools of economic thought, whether the chief influences 
acting on them are those of biology, as represented by the 
writings of Herbert Spencer; or of history and philosophy, 
as represented by Hegel's Philosophy of History, and by 
more recent ethico-historical studies on the Continent and 
elsewhere. 01 It would therefore be only natural to expect 

.. Principle., Pref""" to the Eighth Editioo, pp. xiv-xv. 

" Ibid., Preface to the First EditiOD, P. ix. Italics mine. 
01 H. adds: "These two kind. of inJIuences h.ve affected, more than 

any other, the .svb.rtlJflee of the views expressed in the present book; but 
their t- has been most affected by mathematical conceptions of COIl

tinuity." These quotations alone are sufficient to reveal the misunder
standings of the inn ... signUic.nce of the Princlpl .. that lie bebind glib 
asides concerning ii Marshall's curious predilection for biological ana
logies". Marshall's own conception of the phzee of «mechanism" in an 
w....ent/y "biological" science he has indicated elsewhere as fonow.: 
.. The growing prominence of what has been called the biological view of the 
science has tended to throw the ootions of ""onomic law and measurement 
into the background; as tboogh such notions were too hssd and rigid to 
be applied to the living and ever-changing economic organism. But bio
logy i!ielf teaches us that the vertebrate organisms are the most highly 
developed. The modern economic organism is vertebrate; and the science 
wruch deals with it should not he invertebrate. It should have that 
delicacy and sensitiveness of touch which are r"'luired for enabling it to 
adapt i!ielf e1ose1y to the real phenomena of the world; but none the Jess 
must it have a firm backbone of careful ..... oning and ana!ysis." P';'" 
cipr.., p. 76g. 

I have tried to show, in the foregoing discussion, how the development· 
of economic "mechanics n and the development of «economic biology It 
inevitably go hand-in-hand: hDW a growing adequacy and relevance in 
the structure of abstract ec:onomic mechanics are the .;oil.r of prngressive 
invasion by economic science of the territories of .social psychology, socio.
logy, industrial technology, etc. Nothing eould more devastatingly reveal 
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that at least the broad philosophic implications of the metbo-

the chfmnw attitude of an exclusionist " static" and "mechanical" con
ception of !be science than it! stand in this matter. Professor Robbins 
(o}. cit., p. 65) confesses to II a sense almost of shame at the incredible 
banaliti .. of much of the S<KaIled theory of production" expounded in !be 
works of nineteenth century economist!. But hi. remedy is to slam !be 
door of the Austrian Sanctuary against ff the insidious effect of a pro
cedure which opens !be door to the intrusions of amateur technology into 
discussions which should be purely economie." It is thus truly an ironic 
N ...... is which then ensures that, in striving by means of .. analytical 
definition" to seal up the contents of his ff purely economic" vacuum 
against .. technological" contamination, he has himself to risk (pp. 33-
35) a hurried .ally into the field of "amateur technology "-comparing 
decidedly unfavourably with those more leisurely excursions into the same 
field which bring !be blush of shame to his cheek when he encowzters them 
in Book IV of the PrlfIC;p/eS. This curiously instructi"" phenomenon is 
discussed at some ~ in my ... Nature and Significance of Economic 
Science' in Recent Discussion oJ O. 1. E., May 1933-Where it is-also 
shown how the same tactics of fastidious withdrawal lure an unsuspect
ing n non-metaphysical ,t exclusionist Positivism into attempting to build 
for itself !be same Retreat on !be treacherous sands of a fallacious _Ia
physic. It is indeed profoundly and tragically revealing that it _ 
even occurs to this school of thought to consider whether its own function 
in the twentieth century may be, not to recwl in embarrassment from !be 
admitted inadequacies in the labours of its predecessors, but itself to try, 
modestly but self-respectingly, to remedy tbue inadequacies by more COlI

cmed aM systematic expeditions into «the borderlands of economics "
in whicl1 11 ambiguous regions 11 (no less than in the borderlands of physics 
and chemistry) the raw materials essential to the continued vitality and 
constroctive development of logjtimate science are to be found: and 
which it is therefore .. decadent act of shameful surrender to abandon 
passireiy to the tender mercies of .. the charlatan and the quack ". The 
salvation of Economic Science in !be twentieth century lies in an en
lightened and democratic q economic: imperialism H, wbkh invades the 
territories of its neighbours, not to enslave them or to swallow them up, 
but to aid and enrich them and promote their autonomous growth in the 
very process 01 aiding and enriching itself. 

Under such clmunstances, occasional armed conflict among the sciences 
is inevitable. Such conlIicl! must be conducted according to !be rules of 
civilised warfare; and it is !be doty of each science to subordinate it! 
strategy, as best it knows how, to the ultimate goal of the harmonious 
unification of knowledge. Mistakes and injustices are bound to occur 
from time to time; but the « scienc:e" which cannot maintain its integrity 
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d010gy I have outlined would command immediate general 
assent from the various contemporary .. schools" of ec0-

nomic thought, here and abroad-at least in the absence of 
any startling and revolutionary developments, either in phi
losophical methodology or in the basic structure of economic 
science itself, since Marshall wrote. 

Have we experienced any epoch-making innovations of 
this kind? Certainly as far as the science itself is concerned, 
if Mr. J. M. Keynes is to be accepted as a trustworthy 
authority on the matter, we have not. .. Marshall's Prin
ciples of Economics," wrote Mr. Keynes recently'" .. was 
published forty years ago, and most of the thinking in it 
was done more than fifty years ago. For thirty years after 
its publication the progress of economic theory was very 
slight. By 1920 Marshall's theory of economic equilibrium 
had been absorbed but not materially improved." 

It is therefore a contemporary phenomenon of extraordi
nary interest and significance that there is in fact no assur
ance today either that the methodological scheme of thought 
I have outlined will obtain immediate general assent, or that 
Marshall's own statements of his own basic conception of 
his own work are now generally acceptable to economists
even when these economists are professedly following in 
the Marshallian tradition. For, while it would of course be 
mere alarmism to regard the recent Austrian invasion of 
England as in itself actually perilous to the continued integ
rity and vitality of the Oassical Tradition in the original 
home of that tradition, it is at least disquieting to observe un
mistakable signs of surrender on the part of modem in
heritors of the genuine Classical Tradition themselves. Thus 
Mr. Keynes writes:" 

aDd vitality in II1ICh an environment desa.... to perish. And, for ... y 
scieJM:e, & cowardly isoIatiooist pacificism which cries pea<e I pea<e I wbm 
-.. is __ is !be stigma of intell_ disin,-,>_ and dc<ay • 

.. A Trftliu .. Mmvy. 'to/. ii. p. 4<l6. 

.. Ibid., loco cit. 
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Unfortunately Marshall, in his anxiety to push economic 
theory on to the point where it regains contact with the real 
world, was a little disposed sometimes to camouflage the essen
tially static character of his equilibrium theory with many wise 
and penetrating obiter dicta on dynamical problems. The dis
tinction between the long and the short period is the first step 
towards the theory of a moving system. But now at last we are, 
I think, on the eve of a new step forward, which. if it is made 
successfully, will enormously increase the applicability of theory 
to practice;-name1y, an advance to an understanding of tbe 

. detailed behaviour of an economic system which is not in static 
equilibrium. 

This characterisation of Marshall's work, I am sure it 
will now be agreed, would obviously not have been acceptable 
to Marshall himself; and, if the foregoing discussion is 
valid, it involves serious caricature of the true significance 
of the Principles. Nor will it be wise, I think, to treat 
objections to Mr. Keynes' language as mere methodological 
pedantry; or to explain that language away as an excusable, 
even though hasty and inaccurate, means of emphasizing the 
importance of the "new step" which economic science is today 
undoubtedly struggling to take. " I do not see how one who 
looks backward through smoked glasses can look forward 
with open and clear eyes." .. 

There is (wrote Marshall)'· a fairly close analogy between 
. the earlier stages of economic reasoning and the devices of phys
. kal statics. But is there an equally serviceable analogy between 
the later stages of economic reasoning and the methods of phys
ical dynamics? I think not. I think that in the later stages of 
economics better analogies are to be got from biology than from 
physics. 

"Allyn A. Young, (lucrl ... ly"JOIII1ttJl of Economic" Feb.. I92S. w-
1,"'17'· 

.. M.mDrla'" p. 3'7. Italics mine. 
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Of course a new class of considerations as, for example, of 

money, credit, international trade, may be introduced after some 
others have been carried a long way; and in the first handling of 
new matter there may be a temporary reversion to physical anal
ogies. But that will pass; and, when the new matter is ready to 
be worked up with the old in an advanced stage, the method will 
become ever more remote from the physical and more akin to 
the biological. 

I do not infer, from this utterance of the most profound 
and massive mind that has thus far devoted itself to the 
problems of economic science, that exploration of monetary 
" dynamics" is a thing to be avoided. But I do think it 
at least suggests a doubt as to the substantiality of Mr. 
Keynes' hopes that the first pioneer attempts to grapple 
with the "dynamics" of credit offer us a prospect of 
supersession of the allegedly .. essentially static" Mar
shallian analysis by a full-fledged "economic dynamics U_ 

" not only in monetary theory ..... but throughout the whole 
field of economic analysis. And I do think that careful 
reflection concerning its possible implications may serve to 
throw some much-needed light upon the extraordinary con
troversial confusion into which the subject of monetary 
theory has recently been plunged, by suggesting the possi
bility that a thoroughly rational, comprehensive and intelli-' 
gible integration of "economic" concepts on the .. mechan
ical " level may be inherently and intrinsically unattainable
even in .. monetary theory ". 

It lies beyond my present purpose to pursue further at 
this time these possibly vital applications of Marshallian 
methodology." The purpose of these preliminary remarks 

ilS Tnatisel loco tit~ p. 406-
8T This belongs to a subsequent study. See '"'FO, Preface, p. vii. 

I can here only barely indicate one of my own main reasons for believing 
that the "mecbanical" category in monetary theory is~ for purposes of 
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is simply to suggest, as vividly as possible, that it is not safe, 

«exact scienu: n "(what Professor Robbins calls U precision") intrinli
eaIIy inadequate. The thing Mr, Keynes calls "the English taint" whea 
it appears in index number theory (namely, the conception of the ' ...... al 
price level) w.ars, as we have seeD (nopr", section iv), another national 
costume as the '" stationary state" = and a very little reflection should 
serve to convince the reader that-oomewhat more snbtly disguised, per
haps-it is present, too, in the notion of a dynamic process devoid of the 
I!f infliction n of II forced saving If upon individuals or groups. (In one 
aspect, therefore, the II taint" is better described as economic Newtonian
ism; in another, as sentimental Liberalism.) 

If the implications of this fact be unr",_mit'IIiti1'og .. ly pursued, it will be 
found to involve \be collapse of the uncritical as.umption that there exists 
any U right'" quantity of money requisite for the attainment of some 
snpposedly intelligible U moving equilibrium" in Time of a kind which 
can be "precisely" formulated in "mechanical" or "atomistic ft terms. 
The notion of a meticulously U right· behaviour of the total quantity of 
money (or of "MV") is an intellectual will-o'-the-wisp of the same 
order as the notion of an absolute rate of motion of the earth tbroogh 
"the ether", It may seem _ious that Dr, Hayek, who bas urged so earn-. 
estIy the total expulsion from Q exact science'" of such .. fictions" and 
"psew:fo.concepts" (to use Professor Robbins' terms) as .fprice..level'" 
and so on, should have f .. led to see that DDt ooly • Mooey", but also
atttl tnUt'n. fflfJre tndy--" monetary Jll!ulraiit,"~ is a .. pseudo-c.oncept" of 
this kind. But in fact this is only ODe more aspect of the bydra-headed 
Nemesis that dogs the footsteps of an atomistic statics. See below, 
pp. III, D. .,A-

Mr, Keynes, on the other band, super-pragmatist that be is, boldly 
employs the CODCep-t of special U price:"levels" with his eyes open: and it 
further seems to me (though I coof ... I am .till UDable to achieve cer
tainty) that, in his su-ous insisleooe that he is profieri'll a tattered 
but suspicious science an entirely If new pair of trousers" (Ec~' 
November 1931, p, 390), be is in effect wheedling it back to that 
If organic» conception of the science the trascendmt i.mport:ance of which 
in Marshall's work he bas neglected to recognise. If this be so, then the' 
increasingly _lar sport of attempting to coovict Dr, Hayek 01 intel
leotual VlIcuity on the curions ground that his theory is substantially 
ideotical wi!b Mr, Keynes' own, stands revealed as a lrivolous pastime. 
For it emerges that the subtle hot prolcnmd distiDcti10n between the 
Anstrian and !be Keynesian monetary structures is that the _ c0n

ceals the dea!b agooies 01 mechanical individualism, the other the birth 
throes 01 a cooperative commonwealth. But it i. perhaps pennissible to 
doubt whether a strong ingrained .. Liberal" bias has not so far pre-
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in attempting to make our own contribution to the evolution 
of the science, to ignore, or to pass lightly over, the funda
mental methodological tenets underlying the most profound 
synthesis we so far possess; and to indicate, as conclusively 
as I know how in so brief a space, that, at least as far as 
recent developments of economic science itself are concerned, 
present-day tendencies to ignore or repudiate Marshall's, 
organic conception of the science do not rest on the secure' 
ground of any major constructive development since his 
work was done-but in part upon lack of philosophical 
knowledge or understanding of the extremely weighty con
siderations that led him to insist continually on the tran
scendent importance of the organic approach; and in part 
upon an over-anxiety (no doubt pardonable in these chaotic 
times) on the part of present-day econo,..ists "to push eco
nomic theory on to the point where it regains contact with 
the rcal world". 

If post-Marshallian economics h3s achieved no funda
mental advance which pragmatically, as it were, discredits the 
" biological" view of the science which Marshall himself 
held, the only other valid reason why it should today fall into 
discredit would have to lie in some recent advance in general 
philosophical methodology, which, becoming known to pres
ent-day economists with eyes for the larger movements of 
thought beyond their own intellectual back-fence, and per
ceived by them to be beneficently operative in other sciences, 
would naturally and legitimately have spurred them to go 
and do Iikewise-even though they had not yet succeeded in 
reaping any substantial constructive rewards, but were still 
merely engaged in the preliminary task of intellectual clari
fication and consolidation. This, I think, is the utmost 

vented Mr. Keynes himself from realising with full clarity the real char
acter of the child he is taking such a conspicuous share ~fathering. 
Cf. below, p. 165, Do 
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that would be claimed by even the most aggressive of those 
contemporary .. rebels" who seek "precision" in fonnal 
II statics". fa 

The main body of this essay may be regarded as an 
attempt to discredit this pathological tendency in present-day 
economics by the direct method (most likely to commend 
itself to economists) : the method, namely, (a) of exhibiting 
the internal looseness and lack of precision of a mode of 
thought which claims rigorous fonnat precision as its chief 
virtue; and (b) of showing the superiority of the biological, 
organic or developmental conception of the science not only 
with respect to precision, but also as to its potentialities for 
the further constructive development of economic theory 
itself. It may not be altogether amiss, however, if I now 
offer the reader, purely by way of auxiliary support to the 
main economic discussion, a few brief indications of the fact 

.. It is unquestiODably .. leading thesis of Robbins, 1«. &il., .,.... .... 
The It Austrian JJ conception of ., science" is expounded by Professor 

Robbins .. follows: ~ Scientific genera1is&ti ..... if thq are to pRteod to 
the status of laws, must be Clpable of being stated eDCtly. Tb&t does 
not mean ••. that thq must be eapable of quantitatiVe enctitnde. We 
do not need to give 11mJIeIical nl_ to the law of demand to be in a 
position to use it for dedncing important COosequeDCeS. But we do need 
to state it in such .. W33 as to make it relAte to fonnal relatioas whlch 
are capable of being <DtU:ftwd <sacllll- (pp. 65-66). This notion is then 
rutblessly omploy<d by the Austri&n School to IlIr_ "'" of "economic 
science proper. all c:om:ept;ons wbatsoeftr at whose roots the inIeIIectual 
scavenger can detect any indication of metaphysical obscurity. It is 
significant that this &ctivity should include, in COIIIleXion with .. precise" 
statement of "the law of demand", the expulsion of "psychology- frem 
•• economics". 

With this notion of .. science", the reader may profitably contrast the 
fonowing (Whitehead, D,. <it., p. 198): .. The Certainties of Sci.
are & delusion. They are hedged around with _Iared \imitations. 
Our bandling of scientific doctJines is cootrolled by the diffused meta
physical concepts of _ epoch. ••• Wbenevor some ..... mode of 0b
servational eJq>erience is obtained the old doctrines crumble into a fog 
of inaccuracies." 
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that the movement in the direction of what may be variously 
described as static formalism, the eiclusion of organic cate
gories from "-economic science l'r<>per~'" and aJl insist~ 
upOn eXclusive reliance on the concepts of atomistic mechan
icS, is in direct and striking opposition to the whole drifinf 
modem though€, not only in philosophical methodology, but 
in -the actual practices and methods of a wide variety- of 
special sciences. Systematic treatment of such a topic would 
of course be a subject in itself; and nothing of the kind is 
here attempted. Indeed, so overwhelming is the evidence 
that, for the limited purpose of this . digression, anything 
like elaborate investigation is not necessary. 

It should be recalled at this point that the fundamental 
methodological conceptions which underlie the detailed the
oretical argument of the preceding sections are two in 
number: (a) that the evolutionary or developmental factor , 
in economic phenomena cannot properly be set in unrelated 
juxtaposition to the merely" mechanical ", in such a manner 
that the science is compartmentatised into "statics", or "econ
omic science proper", on the one hand, and a mysterious world 
of "exogenous" changes on the other:- and (b) that, in order 
to avoid a kind of superstitious abuse of the instruments of 
analytical mechanics, these must be regarded, especially from 
the standpoint of real, efficient economic causation (that is, 
of erplatltltio" of economic change, including .. adjust
ment "), as duly subordiMle to the at once diffused and 
unitary organic concept of the Whole.' Of these two basic 

.. " l>latics· being takm to mclude not only the dissection of "the» 
otationary state as it COI1CePtually exists io supposal compn:heosive sialic 
perfectioo; but also the - Theory of Variations· regardecI as a study 
of .. passive adaptatiolis D of a given system ill .. disequiJihriwn" towards 
a final position of .. rest ft'~ 

1 And also of "partial wholes·: that is, of .ubonIiDate, but ...... plex,. 
organic structures withio the ...... prd>eDsn.: Whole. TIle pragmatic 
signifi<:aDce, or scientific poIeJIcy, of Ibis couccpt_hich 50 invariably 
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concepts, the second is in one sense the more fundamental
! in that, by removing the misapprehension that .. dynamic 
. change" is to be conceived as the result of the mechanical 
interaction of specific functions (falsely reified as economic 
," atoms")" it directs attention to the fact that a .. static" 
as well as a " dynamic" condition is a property of the Whole 
itself-not a mere resultant of the mechanical interaction of 
tbe separate properties of its parts. 

In turning to glance at the contemporary situation in other 
sciences, it is well worth while to note at the outset that the 
invasion of the " exact" and would-be " exact" sciences by 
the concept here described as the concept of .. organic unity"" 
is no mere novelty of the last decade.' In concluding, twenty 

irritates the naive «mechanist 1# into charges of «mysticism U-bas been 
demonstrated by (but is by no means confined to) its ability to rescue 
us from the confused notion of an "instantaneous static curve", which, 
I trust n has been particularly obsernd, ends 110 I ... certainly in atomistic 
disintegration because its votaries render pious lip-senice to • complete 
mutual determination". 

• C/. svtra. ". 58. The falsely conceived • atoms· referred to are, 
of course, curves of aggregate demand and supply for particular COIIIIDG- , 

dities ; not the individual ,.,.'Orl$ who constitute a social economy. Refer
ence has already been made to the fact (..."..., ". s8, 0.) that the con
~ of a unitary organic whole is by __ sons more _dily grasped" 
in col!1\exion witb the system of prefemlces of a single person thao with 
reference to the total social struetore. Any more profound discussinn 
of tbe philosophical problem here involved was not esseotial to the limited 
purpOSes of the preeeding sections. sinoe aggregate demand curves are 
simply summations of individual curves (in the ...... that the orgaoic 
r social element is allowed for in the discussinn of the individual =
themselves). But the larger problem is of profound significaDce in the 
study of Maximum Net Social Satisfaction through Time. It is enough 
here to remark that the _ of relationship of the individual to Society 
cannot be adequately conceived of ,. mechanically "-he is DOt an - atom R. 

See Whitehead, 0'. cif.,Ianim; and in/nJ. 1_145, and 152-153-
• The concept itself (whose fu!l implications are not adequately ex

pressed Iiy the terminology I have thought it necessary to employ tbrongh
oot this discussion) is of cour .. of vastly greater antiquity than modern 
science. A. N. Wbitehead (ot. tit., ;oui ... ) has recently re-empbasised 
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years ago. his massive survey of European thought in the 
nineteenth century. John Theodore Men: after emphasiz
ing the immense difficulties in the way of reaching any 
genera1ised understanding of the deeper forces underlying 
the enormously complicated specialisation of modem philo
sophical and sclentific activities. wrote: 

Allowing, however, that there are to be found a few general 
tendencies in recent thought which distioguish it from that of 
the preceding age, • • • let us defioe . • . in a few words what 
these tendencies are. 

FIFSt we have what I have termed the " synoptic .. tendency of 
thought, the endeavour to reach a"," tl'en...rmble, a Gesammttm-

• schaUU"9; and this quite as much when we have to deal with the 
totality· of things as when we confine ourselves to specially 
selected regions ~ of research. This synoptic view is comple
mentary to, and has suoceeded. the combined methods of analysis 
and synthesis which were introduced into philosophic thought 
under the influence of the natural and exact sciences in the 
earlier part of the nineteenth century; and here it is wen to 
note that the latter themselves have. mainly under the influence 
of Darwinism, gathered renewed strength and vastly extended 
outlook by similar comprehensive methods. 

with groat profundity and origiDaIity the fact that it constituted the 
lIower 01 Groek thought. Having denloped with devaiiiating and Con
clusive fora: the thesis that the mechanistic positivism which ~ 
Dineteentb century scientilic thought was cooceptuaily shallow, crude and 
inad«luate by comparisoo with the philosophical concepts of Plato, he re
marks (p, 203)' "The final problem is to concei.e a complete fact." 
And "we can only f~ such a conception in terms of fundamental 
notioos CODterIliog the aature of reality. We are thrown bade upoo 
philosophy," Stressing the fact that it would, of course. he • most WI

scholarly to identify our modem notions rJ with the n arclaaic thoughts 
of PJato"-since "for us everything bas a subtle difference "'--be main
tains that, ~ess, U for all these differences, human thooght i. DOW 

endeavouring to express analogous elements in the composition of nature» . 
• HUtol'7 of E .. o"_ Tloftglsl a. 'M Niru!'UfIIIs c ... hwy, vol. i~, 

Blackwood. 1914- See chapter xii, ~ pp. 786-1 and pp. 714'5-
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In view of the importance which has been attached in this 
essay to the inherent dependence of " demand analysis" upon 
psychology, and upon an "organic" conception of the 
psychological processes underlying and abstractly expressed 
in demand" mechanics ", it is worth white to quote further: 

Secondly, this synoptic view bas been nowhere more fruitful 
than when applied to psychological research. The view intro
.tuced by Locke and gradually developed by Berkeley, Hume, 
and Kant, that all our knowledge of the external world is made 
up of if ideas", now more correctly termed U presentations", 
found a forcible but extreme expression in an .. Anaylsis of 
Sensations ", and led through criticism to the recognition that 
such an analysis (including a subsequent synthesis) neglected to 
search for the original connection, the "Together" of these 
elements of cognition in consciousness. The synoptic view is 
nut content with an analysis and synthesis of Sensations, bnt 
emphasises the continuum of these sensations or presentations 
within consciousness, and advances a step further by including 
in this continuum not only the sensational but also the emo
tional and, volitional elements. 

To inquire at all deeply into the progress of psychology 
during the twenty years since this was written, and into its 
condition at the present time with respect to the basic 
metaphysical concept here under discussion would· clearly he 
impracticable in this place. To the zealously" professional .. 
type of" economic theorist ", modern psychology is a strange 
realm of warring .. schools" and shifting .. fashions ", 
which he views from a discreet distance with mingled feel
ings in which fear of contamination and a pleasant sense of 
superiority are the most marked ingredients. Probably even 
an elaborate discussion would only succeed in convincing him 
that a fellow economist had tragically succumbed to the lure 
of one or other of these" schools "---and might therefore 
be expected thereafter to be a pest to .. economic science". 
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Edgeworth has remarked of Marshall that he achieved .. that. 
rare thing-moderation in philosophy". It is possible that 
one of the greatest aims of the present generation of ec0-

nomists should be to learn to eschew lack of moderation in 
psychology. (And" excess ", of course, here includes the 
.. teetotalism" !!o dear to the Non-Conformist Conscience). 
I would therefore emphasise that while, if the substance of 
the foregoing section is valid, we unquestionably require, for 
the free development of economic" theory" itself, the culti
vation of a field of Economic Psychology which is as in
dubitably "psychology" as it is "economics"; and while 
the best results win thus naturaUy be obtained by workers 
who are competent .. psychologists" as well as .. econom
ists "; yet there seems to be no reason why such workers 
need set up at the very outset as professional Hedonists, 
Instinct Psychologists, or Behaviorists - in any sense of 
these overworked terms which implies dogmatic exclusive
ness. Apart" altogether, from the perils inherent in sub
servience to the Fallacy of Dogmatic Finality, the nature of 
many of the initial problems, at least, is -such that much 
substantial progress could be made with a minimum of 
reliance upon the various more or less systematic bodies of 
doctrine that coexist in modem psychology.' In a science 
in which understanding of its own psychological pre-supposi-

• I am aware that this remark runs the risk of being labelled as facile 
eclecticism. But it does not imply that. From the standpoint of economic: 
&cience, the problems of ecooomie psychology are necessarily primarily 
dictated by the .. needs" of economies (though psychology has it in its 
power to indicati some very important needs of which economics is as 
yet almost entirely unconscious). Economists au prone to assuring 
"outsiders" that .11 modern schools of Value Theory are .. fundamen
tally" identical. One need not accept this wjthout reservations, and one 
certainly need not make any similarly sweeping clajm wjth regard to 
psychologica1 ".ehools ", in order to hold that the latter are not all 
mutuallY exclusive. Cf. Woodworth, Co ....... p.rrJr3 School.r of PQ
chology, especially the last chapter. 
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tions bas not gone far enough to enable it clearly to disen
tangle the finer distinctions between "hedonism" and 
mechanistic " atomism" ; • in which the general level of dis
cussion of these pre-suppositions is such that we may at any 
time encounter without surprise sporadic assertions-based 
on rumours of a recent popularity of .. Instinct Psychology " 
-that man is no longer a rational animal capable of con
scious choice; and in which it is by no means unknown for 
quite reputable economists to deny that they have any psy
chological presuppositions at all: in such a science, anything 
more than this would at present be premature. 

After these remarks, it may not be quite so perilous to 
call attention to the recent widespread prominence achieved 
in psychology by what is called .. gestalt theory"" From 
the standpoint of the view I have flIkeJ. ih thiS essay of the 
status of abstract demand and supply curves (or functions) 
in economic science, the significant features (and I think 
they are also the intrinsically significant features) of Gestalt 
theory as a means of comprehending mental life are as 
follows: 
v (a) Its emphasis on •• organised wholes .. as .. prior" to, 

• s.e NPra, p. 64; which makes it plain that the m.tion of the former 
I to die latter is that of species to genus. 

f See Wolfgang Kohler, G.stalt Psychology, Honu Liveright, New 
Yorlc. 1929-

.. In the German language • . • at least since the time of Goethe, aocI 
epeclally in his own papers on natural scieuce the noun • gestalt' bas 
two meanings: besides the conoota.tion of I shape' or f form ,.. as a ~o/l
.;.ry of lhings. it bas the meaning of a c:oru:iete individual aocI cbaracta-
uti" entity, existing as something d.taclled aDd ItaWtg a shape or form aa 
ode of its atiributes. FoUowing this tradition. in gestaitllre.m the word 
• _WI' means any segregated whole, and the consideration of gestall
qIialUiiI, .. bas become a more special side of the g.stalt".obJni, die pre-

, vaiIing idea I>eing that the same gmeraI type of dyDamic:aI process which 
" . lead. to the formation and segregation of extended wholes will also 

explain their specific properties.n Op. <it •• PI>- '92-3- The last six words 
are crucial. Ct. above, j>p. S7-6a. 
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and determinative of, the specific characters of their con
stituent elements r-{b) its insistence on the intrinsically" dy
namic " character of these " wholes ". 

This is what I have myself described as the " organic". 
as opposed to the " mechanical .. or " atomistic", conception, 
in insisting thai the rea1living economic process cannot prop
erly be regarded as the resultant of the interactions of the 
various" elasticities "-which are rather themselves consti
tuted, both individually and in their interrelations, by an 
active U whole". 8 

The concrete application of this can be very simply and 
briefly illustrated from the field of the psychology of 

• It is extmnely important to ke.t in mind (<I. "'pm, Po 101, n.) that 
there may be, and are, "wholes" wi~~ the ~e'~ t_ and that these 
.. Wlio1es - -are capable of s~slngly disliner delimitation. This has 
i_ t-octical significance. KOhler writes: .. Protesting against the 
atomism -which bad been introduced. into the treatment of sensory ex
perience, William James once said that, in the seosory field. local experi
ences are interwoven with their neighbours in a manner which is beyond 
the grasp of purely intellectual theory. H. seems to think that, even in 
original sensory experience, there is uniform continuity and that all cuts 
and boundaries are introduced later on for pragmatic reasons. From the 
viewpoint of gestalt psychology such a statement does not correspond to 
the facts." Economists who are weighed down, in a crumbling world, by 
visions -of the intolerable complexity of an .. atomistic H economic 
.. dynamics" should perceive the analogue and take heart. What is called 
"Institutionalism II is really this analogue in one of its aspects. But it has 
others-or the term must be so broadly read as to cover these. It i. not 
always realised. I think, that Marshall's concepts of Joint and Composite I 
Demand and Supply, and so on, fall in the same category. And the con- -
copt i. _able of rich txteosion, not only to the study of the direct 
dynamic significance of sub-systems of wants; but also, on the side of 
Supply, to suIMystems of production whose components are in S(>eCialiy 
intimate organic re1ations~ and function in the econotnY as direct: 
dynamical units. For yet another aspect of the same thing, see my dis
CUS$ion of $trG'~gic clJtegoms. Q. J . .& Nov. 19JO. Ioc. cit. It is not 
too much to say that real progress in the new pioneer work in "m0ne

tary theory n depends upon ability to selel:t progressively the right 
If wholes » .. 
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.. sensation". The important points are: (i) that there is 
fIOt .. point to point correspondence", in sensory experience, 
with the elementary .. pbysical" stimuli: the expel ience is 
constituted by the whole situation presented, in such a way 
that .. physically" identical stirnuIi assume varying specific 
experiential forms as .. elements" in the total experience 
according to the nature of the .. whole" of which they form 
an element; (ii) that this phenomenon is immeliiDte, aod is 
not to be attributed to the superimposed labours of "higher" 
mental activities working upon original ....... sations" which 
do have point to point correspondence with the .. physical .. 
stimuli: .. sensory organisation is as natural aod primitive a 
fact as any other side of sensory dynamics";' (iii) that 
such .. wholes ", while not themselves .. coostructs " resulting 
either from mechanical interaction of sensory .. atoms" or 
from the work of some exWMU!tnIS .. higher" _tal activity 
acting upon these .. atoms ", are themselves also imflledialdy 
.. dynamic ", in a manner which gives rise to .. the theory of 

v direct dynamical determination": 

There is no mere sequeoo:e of indiHerent events, ron ........... 
indirectly. Each phase of what happens grows out of its pre
clecessors, depending upon their concrete nature. 

The reader witt of course be keeping clearly in mind that 
the porpose of this section is simply to glance briefly at the 
contemporary situation in philosopbical methodology and in 
other special seienc:es. to see if there is anything there which 
migbt afford a clue to the carious present-day revival of 
.. atomism" and .. static formalism" in ecooomics. It is 

• I.........,.IIy, it is of _ iat<ftst to --., the claim made fa< ..... 
theory drat it tnn ......... and Sj" ·RS .hatela dIere is of qIue ill. 
both the old III opposites. of III iab L ,. • .. ad -kbaYiarisa"; 
aDd tbol br • iuh_tiuuiom· is ~ _ poeciody tbol __ wIIicIa 
)fen: ftfa"ftCi 10 as the metbod of • a:aabsis aDd.j" - -.......,.. ..,. 
.~ IaI>eIIaI -madUae ....,.-. See KOIdor, (]apia- IV. 
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not to .. reason from analogy"; since the economic discus
sion of preceding sections stands on its own legs.'· But in 
view of the conclusions we have reached concerning the true 
relations between economics and psychology, these striking 
conceptual parallels with the doctrine I have developed as to 
the relations of .. statics", "dynamics" and "organics" 
are surely of more than merely curious interest. 11 

At biology we may glance more briefly. Since it is the 
" biological" view of economic science that is in dispute, 
no purpose would be served by an extended examination of 
the methods of biological science itse1f-at least without an 
exhausting philosophical examination of concepts, which 
would here be out of place. But perhaps just because it is 
the .. biological" view of economics, as opposed to the 
" mechanical ", that we are here considering, it may arrest 
the attention of "mechanistic" economists to note that 
biology itself has in recent years been engaged in sloughing 
off a moribund mechan~in the sense in which (follow
ing a customary philosophical usage) I have employed that 

10 Whitehead remarks, however: ":More important even than Occam's 
doctrine of parsimony-if it be not another aspect of the """"";s this 
doetrine that the s"- of a metapbysicial principle should not be limited 
otherwise than by the necessity of its meaning." 0;. cit~ p. 305. 

l:'l The gestalt concepts are of <'ourse developed with respect to "in·· 
dividual psychology H, whereas the economist habitually thinks, in many 
connexion. at least, of society in the large. [have already referred to 
the fact that many apparent difficulties in this resp«:t result from a false 
conceplion of the relation 01 the individual to society-a. problem re
served for discussion elsewhere. But this need. not trouble the exponent 
of static formalism; since he is foremost in insisting, sometimes in 
curious connexions~ that «social phenomena II are «in the last analysis 
the reflex of individual choice". Ct. Robbi .. , 0;. cit., p. 69, n. The 
real point is that the errors of 5tatic fonnalism, itseltuling its inadequate 
conception of it society ", are a direct ~equence of its inadequate con
ception of the individual; that is, of the atomistic, mechanical ebar.u:ter 
of the «subjective theory of value" on which its U ~ychologica1 n 

economics is founded. 
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word to denote a disintegrative " atomism": and that the 1 
conception of "wholes" has recently become prominent in 
that science al8O---1001 as a revival of a sort of "mystical 
vitalism ",u but rather as a necessary instrument towards 
the attainment of rigorous "scientific" comprehension. 
Thus, under the title "Must Biological Processes be Either 
Purposive or Mechanistic? n, R F. A. Hoemle says: 11 

The antithesis of mechanism and purpose is out of date. As 
was shown by the British Association Symposium on the 
• Nature of Life', at Cape Town (July 1929), tbe battleground 
in biology is shiftiog. Evidences of this shift are: 

(a) The substitution of tbe concept of the • whole' for the 
concept of • purpose': the battleground is one of I!!!;Chanism v. 
boli~ Purpose is a psychological concept hard to -disSOCiate 

- trom consciousness. Whole is a concept equally applicable to 
piant, animal, man; to living body and living mind. 

(b) The biological protagonists, Hogben for mechanism, 
Haldane for bolism, argued primarily on methodological, not on 
metaphysical, grounds. . . . It is important to distinguisb, on 
the one side. between mechanism as a metbodological point of 
view and mechaniSm as ametaPliysIC (==materialism), and, on 
the other sid~DetWeeri lfulism as a methodological-point of view 
anA holism as "metapbysic.Taking this distinction for 
granted, the question asked, viz., ' Must biological processes be 
either purposive or mechanistic?' sbou1d receive the answer, 

'. \' Biological prousses must be holistically ctmt:eitted in ordw to 
_. be mechanistically studied.' 

But by • mechanistically studied' is bere meant not ' mechanis
tically , in the narrower and unsound sense whicb means purely 
in physico-chemicaI terms, but in the wider and sound sense of 
scientific or experimental determinism. 

U C/. Kohler, <* cit., p. 146. on the ...... bugbear in psycbology: 
« tllese CONCeits do Nt ctml4u. " Mule IlwugAl i .. IIw tlirr,tio,. of ",,01-
ism." Italics his. 

1& ProcUtJirtgs of tM SnJ<ffJio IftttmtJliooal COrtgre .. of Pltilosopny, 
Oxford University Press, 1931. 
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The principle of scientific determinism does not limit itself 
to the concepts of anyone science, or to ·phenomena of anyone 
kind, but leaves science free to establish for each kind of phen
omenon its own appropriate concepts and laws. 

It will be useful to supplement this admirable and preg
nant summary with a quotation from another source 1< which 
brings out more clearly the crucial notion of an actual active 
process in which systems of .. wholes" in dynamic develop
ment produce successively .. higher orders" of .. wholes n 

which, though swictly and deterministically accountable for, 
analytically, in tenns of the milieu out of which they emerge, 
nevertheless involve and display continual novelty: 

... the theory of emergent evolution, recently advanced by 
Professor Uoyd Morgan and Dr. S. Alexander ..• maintains 
that new and distinctive qualities are engendered on successive 
levels of existence in Space-T.ime. The reason is that certain I 

collocations or ' constellations' of movements exhibit more ad
vanced characteristics than do any of their separate constituents. 
Nevertheless, each part of the new complex retains the qualities 
appropriate to its own level of existence, while it functions in a 
process belonging as a whole to a higher level. Hence,' each 
new type of existence when it emerges is expressible without 
residue in terms of the lower stage, and therefore indirectly in 
terms of aD lower stages , of evolution"" 

u ~ Emergent Evolution and Ethics tt, D. S. Mackay (University of 
California). in Proc. of SroelttA Int. Con. of Phil. 

lIS Alexandert SplJCe~ Ti1M aM Deity, vol. ii, p. 67. 
The reader will note carefully that Alexander's !phrase .. expressible 

without residue" means «expressible analytically without residue u. The 
n element" of II novelty" which resides in the II whole" is

J 
in other wordsl 

ul itself a true «element", but what I have alled a diffused organic 
characteristic, which can be neither localised nor <ktoclwl. 

I may take tbis appropriate occasion to point out that the basic fallacy 
of the Austrian conception of «monetary neutrality" has a third aspect 
(for two others see p. 98. n. above) traceable to its methodological in
capacity to employ the tl biological Jt concept of II emergence". The 
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The sug~tion of 'emergence', in this exact sense, comes 
from G. H. Lewes. In attempting to connect the highest mental 
phenomena with organic and physical conditions in one continu
ous series, he was led to reject 'the erroneous notion of causa
tion as mere antecedence'. If consciousness is an emergence, 
rather than a mere resultant, from bodily states, then 'what we 
call the conditions are just the analytical factors we have detected 
in the fact.' On the other hand, 'what emer~ is the expres-· 
sims of ils conditions---<!very effect being the procession of its 
cause! 18 

In referring to the doctrines of Lloyd Morgan and 
Alexander, we have already passed from the special fields of 
psychology and biology into the realm of "metaphysics", 
in which the doctrine of " wholes ", of " organic emergence ", 
and of U direct dynamical determination" receives general
ised statement as a universal principle. Since the economist's 
interest is mainly directed towards human society, and since 
the illustrations from gestalt theory referred only to the 
psychology of sensation, we may fittingly conclude this por
tion of the discussion by directing attention to Wundt's . 
much earlier formulation of the U law of creative resultants " 

• institutioDa!" development of "1IIODCIIaI'y. f~l the way fnm 
direct barter, through indim:t barter •• sbDdard -tl'-<DOIle)', c0m

mercial credit, bank-DOles and bank checks (J)<rilaps • back again. to the 
sublimated CI barter" of some future .. Communist n ecoDODlYl~ at each 
stage ollOlyticallll .. expressible without residue· in terms of the stage 
be1ow: so that, in .trict methodology, the belief that the oaveJ cbancter
istics that emerp: at any stage are anaIyticaJly detachable is aD illusion; 
and accordingly the notion that • _. _ , __ bill .ulorl from 
... neutrality" towards the oK system" is devoid of rational content.. This 
miscoru:<ption is DOt coofined to the Au.tri .... ; who haft mueIy ex
hausted, it with their customary perverse .. rigour ". 

If, after a little rellection, any reader shouId find this doctrine continue 
to irritate, be may safely infer that, despite the preceding discussion, be 
bas not really emancipated himself from the toil. of an un-ManballiaD. 
anti-Institutionalist" ~. mechanistic" economics.. 

l' P .. bImt.r of Lif. GIld Millll, ~. ii. pp. 411-4'2, 
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in psychology; and more particularly (since it pertains 
specifically to the realm of Voluntary choice) to the coordi
nate law which he formulated in his Ethics-the famous 
" law of the heterogony of ends " : 

. . . that manifestations of win, over the whole range of 
man's free voluntary actions, are always of such a character that 
the effects of the actions extend more or less widely beyond the 
original motives of volition, so that ...,.., motives are originated 
for future actions, and again, in their turn, produce new effects." 

The economist's interest in the contemporary situation in 
physical science, as it pertains to the topic here under dis
cussion, must of necessity be keen. Not, indeed, that the 
absence from physics, of the concepts we are here urging as 
vital methodological necessities for economics, would be a 
conclusive, or (after the foregoing discussion) even a 
weighty, consideration against this claim. But the fn"esence 

. in, and progressive utilisation by, physical science itself, of 
the "organic" concept-the concept of "diffused", non-
10calisable characteristics of "wholes" as essential to the 
growth of .. precision" and comprehensiveness of scientific 
explanation :-this would surely have an almost dramatic 
quality which could hardly fail to sweep away the last shreds 
of morale remaining to the exclusionist" mechanistic" econ
omist. What do we find? 

There is not far to look. Eddington, writing under the 

U So cited by Mackay, loc. til. Wundt himoeIf (Elhi<s, vol. i, pp. 
330-331) stresses (i) that the several means employed in volun1aI7 
action are """'" wholly congruent with the end-in-Yiew, and (ii) that 
the extent of the im:ongruence is dependent <a) _ the length of th. 
time-span required for the attainment of the supposed end, (b) upon the 
A extent" or geneIa\ity of this end. There is food here for very deep 
reftection indeed by economists temptec! to excessive self-confidence and 
equanimity in their attitude towanls their owo •• expert" advisor!' 
fUDCtioDa. 
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significant caption "The Scientific Reaction from Micro
scopic Analysis ", says: u 

From the point of view of philosophy of science the concep
tion associated with entrop~ust I think be ranked as the great 
contribution of the 'nineteenth century to scientific thought. It 
marked a reaction from the view that everything to which science 
need pay attention is discovered by a microscopic: dissection of 
objects. It provided an alternative standpoint in which the 
centre of interest is shifted from the entities reached by the cus
tomary analysis (atoms;· eI~trical potentials, etc.) to qualities 
possessed by the system as a wllole, which cannot be split up 
and locate~ little bit here, and a little bit there. The artist 
desires to convey significances which cannot be told by micro
scopic detail and accordingly he resorts to impressionist paint
ing. Strangely enough the physicist bas found the same neces
sity; but his impressitmist scheme is ;1Uf as much exact science 
and even ffIOI'"e practical in its IJpplication than his ... icroscopic 
scheme • 

.. Holism", gestalt theory. .. Institutionalism" ->Uld in 
physical Science! The static .. mechanist" in economics bas 
been entertaining a Trojan Horse. 

Nor is entropy an evanescent "fashionable" novelty of 
the last decade: 

Thanks to clear-sighted pioneers in the last century science 
became aware that it was missing something of practical impor
tance by following the inventory method of the primary scheme 
of physics. Entropy became recognised although it was not 
found in any of the compartments. It was discovered and ex
alted because it was essential to practical applications of physics, 
not to satisfy any philosophic: hungering. But by it science bas 
been saved from a fatal narrowness. If we had kept entirely 

.J to the inventory method, there would have been _bing to repre
sent' becoming' in the physical world (p. 1(4) • 

.. TM Natur. 0/ 1M PIo,ncal World, p. IOJ. Italics mine. 
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Here again, as in the psychological principle of "direct 

dynamical determination" as a corollary of gestalt theory; 
as in the methodological "holism " of scientific evolutionary 
biology; and as in my discussion of the status of demand and 
supply " functions"; the notion of a diffused, non-localis
able, but essentially unitary principle lies at the very root of 
." dynamics". It.Is nO,acciden!.that economic atomism 
would incarcerate" economic science ,proper" in "Statics". 
Andtnii modem physicist, like the modem psychologist, the 
modem biologist, the modem economist, must, for his sins, 
reason patiently with the bedraggled survivors from the 
shipwreck of pseudo-" rationalism" : 

You may be inclined to regard my insistence that entropy is 
something excluded from the inventory of microscopic contents 
of the world as word-splitting. If you have aU the individuals 
before you, their associations, arrangement and organisation are 
automatically before you. If you have the stars, you have the 
constellations. Yes; but if you have the stars, you do nat take 
the conslellati<ms seriously (p. 106). 

The emphasis on the immediately dynamic quality of the 
.. holistic" conception of entropy---ruld on the impossibility 
of constructing a true" dynamics" without it--is even more 
striking: 

I am afraid the average reader will feel impatient with the 
long-winded discussion I am about to give concerning the dy
namic character of the external world. .. What is aU the bother 
about? Why not make at once the hypothesis that 'becoming' 
is a kind of one-way texture involved fundamentally in the strue
hire of Nature?" ..• This is in fact the kind of idea which I 
wish to advocate; but the .. average reader" has probably not 
appreciated that before the physicist can admit it, a delicate sit
uation concerning the limits of scientific method and the under
lying basi. of physical law has to be faced. .•. Whil.t the 
physicist would generally say that the matter of this familiar 
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table is really a curvature of space, and ita colour is really e1ectro
jmagnetic wave-length, I do not think he would say that the 
! familiar moving on of time is really an entropy gradient (pp. 90-
95)· 

, Entropy is an appreciation of arrangement and organisation; 

\

it is subjective in the same sense that the constellation Orion is 
subjective. •.. If colour is mind-spinning, so also is entropy 
a mind-spinning-of the statistician. It has about as much ob
Ijectivity as a batting average (P.95). 

In . . . other parallelisms we find the objective in the scien
tific world and the subjective in the famiuarworld. But in the 
parallelism between-entropy-gradient and .. becoming" the sub
jective and objective seem to have got onto the wrong sides. 
Surely .. becoming" is a reality-or the nearest we can get to a 
description of reality .•.. Having convinced ourselves that the 
two things are connected, we must conclude that there is some
thing as yet ungrasped behind the notion of entropy-some 
mystic interpretation if you Iike-which is not apparent in the 
definition by which we introduced it into physics. In short we 
strive to see that entropy-gradient may r.ally be the moving on 
of time (instead of vic. versa) •.• I would note that this ex
ceptional appearance of subjective and objective apparently in 
their wrong worlds gives food for thought. It may prepare us 
for a view of the scientific world •.. which is much more sub
jective than that usually held by science (PP.94-g6). 

Of those who are tempted in the name of pseudo-ration
alism to eject this concept from physics as "subjective", 
Eddington demands that they show their good faith by 
h reversing the dynamic quality of time", and 

• . . just for a change, give us a picture of the universe pass- ' 
ing from the more random to the less random state. . . • If y&u 
are a biologist, teach us how from Man and a myriad other 
primitive forms of life, Nature in the course of ages achieved 
the sublimely simple structure of the amoeba (P.91). 

But, in real strictness, "unbecoming" is as forbidden as 
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.. becoming" to the atomist, who must have recourse to an 
instantaneous Space-Time Continuum-in which, because. 
there is no " entropy ", there can be no entropy-gradient; and 
therefore no .. becoming" or " unbecoming" ; and therefore 
no "direction" in Time; and therefore no Time. For the 
so-called " Tinie dimension " is then nothing but a .. Space " 
dimension. We are left with a four-dimensional instan
taneous .. statics", which leaves " the external world with
out any dynamic quality intrinsic to it." 18 

The more thin-skinned type of professional philosopher 
may wince over Eddington's method of posing the "sub
jective-ob jective" problem: but this method revealS-willi 
remarkable clarity, and from an imrilaftent standpoint, the 
intellectual confusion that lies in wait for atomistic positiv
ism everywhere. The sweeping away of this confusion by 
the introduction of such intrinsically dynamic and direc
tional "holistic" concepts as .. entropy" and .. entropy
gradient" is reminiscent of the transcendence by gestalt 
theory of the "opposition" between machine-theory intra-' 
spectionism and atomistic behaviorism. The frivolous 
shadow-sparring in economics between " statistical empiric
ism" and "precise statics" can likewise be swept away, to 
make room for serious work, by the introduction into econ-\ 

Ie It is this fantastic Nemesis of psetJdo..rationalism (which assumes a 
myriad forms, and can be instanced from practically every modern 
science) which long ago led to the so-called «reaction against Reason» 
-by Bergson and others. Pseudo·rationalism is not the brave guardian 
of the Citadel of Reason; bUt the traitor within the gates. For evidence 
thif this jejune ""dilemma" is nCO-longer a vital iSsue in" modern philo
sophy, see Professor Dewey's review of Professor Whitehead's Adwn
""'I of Itkoz, in TIw N.", R.publk. April 19, 1933. 

It is interesting to notice Professor Robbins' approving citation (op. cit.~ 
. \ p. gS) of tl Strigl"s expressive phrase" descn'bing fi individual valuations 

and technical facts" as constituting n the ,rrGt1onol element in our uni
verse of discourse ". 
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omics also of intrinsically dynamic and directional "holistic" 
categories"· 

:20' The reader will note not only that the n holistic" concept of entropy 
~ has U statistical" affiliations, but also that, in physics, II it now seems clear 

that we have not yet got hold of any primM:! law-that all those law. 
at one time supposed to be primary ate in reality .tatistical.~ (Edding
ton, p. 1)8.) A. I have on two former """",ions pointed out CAm. Ee. 
R .... Sup., March, '930, p. 37, and Q. ]. iE., Nov., '930, pp. ~, D.), 
careful economists have long in effect insisted on the underlying II statU
tieal" character of their "analytical" law of demand-in recognising 
the "freedom" aDd possible caprice of the individoal. The long period 
analysis of demand offered above reveals a greater possible scope for 
retJI individual freedom, aDd in a more conerete way. Professor Robbins 
therefore errs (op. ",., Chapter V) in opposing· anaIytieal • to "statis
tical n laws: aD error which leads him, \'IiliJe proclaiming the eteroaI aDd 
universal validity of the deelining demand curve, at the same time to 
understate the possibility of stability over considerable periods of approxi
male <kur .. s of elasticity of demand for some commodities. Despite the 
conceptual difficulties (from which, in the light of this discussion, it 
would seem that II analytical» com:epts are not immune), Marshall 
ooviously believed in the posoibility of serious work here. ADd there 
seems to be no reason (apart from a fal .. antithesis of "introspection
ism " and ",he1laviorism") why social psychology and. "statistics" shOuld 
not cooperale. What really happens when they do, is that .. statistical" 
methoJs are employed to check and perhaps increase the "precision n of 
analytkal H laws "-which are at bottom .. statistical" I Professor Robbins 
seems to underestimate, too, the practical utility of such work, being ap
_entll' unaw...-e (pp. 99-100) that it is for many large enterprises a 
financial necessity. And in denying (what would scaroely be allirmed) 
that some fantastically precise figure extracted from particulas data is 
an (as it were) CJ empirical" constant for all time, he seems to lose his 
bold a little on the truth (so dear in other connexions) that GIl U laws H 

are strictly hypothetical. Nor will his mere ips< dint suffice to establish 
the highly questionable universal proposition that "more complex 
phenomena II (" price fluctuations. cost dispersions, business qd-es, and 
the like") are necessarily less stable in their characteristics (how It de
fined" we are not told) than single demaDd functions. It is hardly 
necessary to remat'k that in oiPtning. to Professor Mitchell's remark that 
fj the distribution of the observations around their central tendency is a 
matter of much theoretieal interest", his own assertion (p. '03) that 
.. if ;there is any significance at aU in bringing them together, it must 
be by way of contrasl ", Professor Robbins has completely missed the 
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Before leaving the subject of physical science, I cannot 
refrain from offering the reader a highly condensed "an
a1ogy" to which he may attach as much or as little import
ance as he pleases. It will be remembered that, in discussing 
.. the .. stationary state, I urged 

. ~ 

(a) conceptual distinction of a .. reall)' stable "_stationary gen
eral "'lujJ1!lriJlm from one whicli os stationary onlj'_ so long. as 
nothing happens to disturb it; .--

(b) the view that, in an expanding (or contracting) economy, 
long period adjustments throughout the entire economy were 
themselves the motive power of dynamic expansion of the econ
omy as a whole; 

(c) that lin such an economy a "theoretically perfect" long 
period is in consequence a contradiction in terms. 

In the face of protests from the static precisian that such 
Marshallian "looseness" is unworthy of "exact science", 
it is comforting to observe that the modern physicist seems 
to suffer from at least apparently analogous difficulties. In 
his later work, The Expandillg Universe, Eddington tells us 

point: and illustrated his own curious predilection tor t:b:e !al!acr_ of false 
~osition. 

It can scarcely be over-emphasised that effective cooperation between, 
and scientific integration oft the It empirical" work initiated by Mitchell 
and the 4' theoretical" developments initiated by Robertson and Keynes, 
depends upon the right progressive selection of «real wholes '\ within 
the Whole, and in increasingly accurate estimation of the kinds and de
grees of real interdependence among them. This may appear a mere 
empty exhortation to cultivate "' right theory»: but it i9 rigbt theory 
of a kind that cannot be conjured out of the void; and ·the very generality 
of the language I have used is designed to call attention to the most in
triguing thing about II the breakdown of mechanism IJ-our inability to 
set G #iori limits to the variety and character of significant Ii wholes It. 
To deny that the functionally significant characteristics of some of these 
wholes will, in their abstract mathematical expression. most conveniently 
assume the form of averages and dispersions, would therefore be folly: 
and so, I believ~ would be dogmatic assertions that oil significant wholes 
must receive this form of mathematical depiction. 
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(a) that the original Einstein and de Sitter universes were 
both stllti~the former containing" I!Jatter but no motion ", the 
J'a"fltt .. motion but no matter". But" we have now 'realised 
that the cbangel;"sness of de Sitter's universe was a mathemat
ical fidlion. Taken literally his formulae described a completely 
empty universe ". With the injection of just the right quan
tity of "matter", we get the more substantial but unstable static 
Einstein universe. Alter the quantity of .. matter" a little in 
either direction, and the Universe begins to " expand .. or .. con
tract" under its own steam. 

(b) that 'light' "could go righl round" the statk: Einstein 
universe; but that,in an expanding universe, "light is like a 
runner on an expanding track with the winning-post receding 
faster than he can run ".21 

The reader will notice that I do not provide . .; physical 
parallel to the immediately dynamical, self-generative char
acter of the Mafsliallian "long perioG". The limited 
chilracter of my researches probably places the physicist at 
an unfair disadvantage. I can only quote the following: 

It would seem that the expansion of the universe is another 

lone-way proc~ parallel witli'the thermodynamical running
, down. One cannot help thinking that the two processes are 
. mtimately connected; but, if so, the connection has not yet been 
found (p. 175). 

However, there are doubtless grounds for optimism: for, 
in modem physics, no less than in modem economics,Insti
tutionalism is unquestionably still in its infancy." 

.. O~. cil., pp. =-93 and 104-105. 

II I canDOt refnin, eilh<r, from directing the attention of the philo
aophica1ly-minded to a further curious parallel between the Marsballian 
long-period curve and the physic:a1 phenomenon of "light". I ha.., 
already called attention to ·the confusion of the .. instantaneous statio 
curve It with the .. theoretically perfect" long period -curve j and. have 
further remarked that, if ...... "",., _~. the true IODg1)eriod 

curve might conceivably be U instantaneous I'. Now the curious behaviour 
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Sternly repressing the powerful temptation to demon
strate in tedious detail the perfect non-existence (emptiness) 
of .. the" Stationary State in which .. perfect Competition" 
is perfectly ubiquitous;" let us now, with the sublime im-

of light, in umformly outdistancing all pursuers, whatever ~ own 
speeds, naturally SUggests to the uninitiated that hi. youthful belief that 
light itself ~ .... time" to travel may be defective, and that it may 
be ft>f1U "ally true that it requires no time at all. But I am .",...,.tently 
assured that bot" these "attitudes" are efficiently transcended and rec0n

ciled in modern genen1 relativity theory. 
so Reminiscently of Hegel (and, for that matter, of Plato), Eddington 

remarks: iI To my mind "JUliDermtUsttd ,sameneu and __ notmKgMss can
not be distingnished phifoSophicatIy.,'I'he rea1itieSol'physics aU_!",
homogeneities, happeniogs, change. \ Our initial assumptino of a homo
~us statiC medium is no more thao a laying out in order of the 
conceptioos to be uoed in our analytical description of the distinguish
able objects and events whose history we are going to relate" (p. 8.2) ~ 
While .the matter cannot be pursued here, the reader may quite profit
ably meditate briefly on the questions: <a> 'how far it is true that a 
littu "Monopoly" must be introduced into the economic void in 'Order 
to have an economic flJorld; (b) if a judicious admixture of .. com
petition H and "monopoly» yields a substantial, but unstable, static 
economic universe; and if the (original creative)" injection of a little 
more ."competition" (or is it a little more "moilopoly"?) into the 
system set it h moving tt under its own steam; whether it follows that 
we must resign ourselves to the ultimate dramatic bursting of tbe bubble 
in the red flare of revolutionary transition to the perfectly «mono
polistic n (or is it perfectly «competitive" 1) ff death" of the Communist 
World State. 

And he may consult Marshall, Letter to J. B. Clark, dated II. ix.1l2, 
in Memoriol.r, p. 414: " ... before 1:870 •.. I .•• believed it was possible to 
have a coherent though abstract doctrine of economics in which com
petition was the ooly dominant force ••• and I now regard that positino 
as untenable from an Gbslrod as twll as from a practical point of view." 
Italics mine. 

But why II shirk" these ff heroic abstractions II? Unless, indeed, it be 
on the ground that they are n sheer metaphysics". 

To those hard-headed readers who abhor "verbalistic folly" like the 
foregoing, I ought perhaps to point out that they may find a kindred 
spirit in Professor Fetter.S.e hi. MC1SqtWf'ade of Mo""poly, especia1ly 
pp. 347-350. And my' .. M<>dern 'MoDOjlO!y' as 'The Gentleman 
Crook I", PoliticGl Scinfet Qvarltriy, June, 1933. 
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pertinence characteristic of the non-mathematical "philoso
pher ", pass on to consider-very brielly and circumspectly, 
however-the" Queen of the Sciences "." For it may well 
be that the foregoing scandalous disclosures have destroyed 
the touching faith of the static mechanistic economist in 
physical science; and that he has already turned for final 
solace and guidance to Pure Mathematics. 

In an epoch remarkable (it is said) for the curious (and 
surely repulsive?) superstition that God is a Mathematician, 
it is a little difficult to realise that Mathematics too has 
known the meaning of persecution, even in quite recent 
times. And it may at first sight offer hope to the static 
mechanist to learn that the alleged grounds for this persecu
tion are identical with those urged by his enemies against 
himself. Thus Huxley once remarked of mathematics that 
it .. is that study which knows nothing of observation, noth
ing of induction, nothing of experiment, nothing of causa
tion n... The really interesting points, howev~r, are (a) the 
fact that the charge has been warmly repudiated, and (b) 
the grounds of the repudiation. 

Some people have been found to regard all mathematics, after 
the 47th. proposition of Euclid, as a sort of morbid secretion, to 
be compared only with the pearl said to be generated in the 
diseased oyster, or, as I have heard it described, 'une excrois
sanee maladive de l'esprit humain' •.. and a very clever writer 
in a recent magazine article expresses his doubts whether it is, 
in itself, a more serious pursuit, or more worthy of interesting 
an intellectual human being, than the study of chess problems or 
Chinese puzzles. What is it to us, they say, if the three angles 

U Mathematics, according to Gauss, is "the Queen of the Scienus, 
and arithmetic the Queen of Mathematics. She frequently condescends 
to do service for astronomy and other natural sciences, but to her belongs, 
under all circumstances, the foremoot place.' Quoted by Men, .,. cil., 
vol. ii, p. 631. 

2f Men, loc. cil., p~ 630. 
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of a triangle are equal to two right angles, or if every even 
number is, or may be, the sum of two Primes, or if every equa: 
tion of an odd degree must bave a real root? How dull, stale, 
fiat, and unprofitable are such and such like announcements! 
... But this is like judging of architecture from being shown 

some bricks and mortar, or even a quarried stone of a public 
building, or of Painting from the colours mixed on the palette. 
. . . The World of ideas which it discloses or illuminates, the 
contemplation of divine beauty and order which it induces, the 
harmonious connexion of its parts, the infinite hierarchy and 
absolute evidence of tbe trutha with which it is concerned, these, 
and such like, are the surest grounds of the title of mathematics 
to human regard, and would remain unimpeached and unim
paired were the plan of the universe unrolled like a map at our 
feet, and the mind of man qualified to take in the whole scheme 
of creation at a glance." 

But similar charges have been made (and rebutted, to 
similar effect, though naturally with less lofty passion) 
against the humble Aristotelian Syllogism: and, so far, this 
language might almost be utilised by an " Austrian " econ
omist to drown the ribald jeers of the intoxicated servants 
of the Marxian Dialectic." But this is not all. 

We may notice in passing how Merz" illustrates the 
doctrine that " every mathematical instrument, when applied 
to a novel purpose . • . 'derives as much benefit in its 

.. Professor J. J. Sylvester, Address before the First Section of the 
British Association at Exeter, 186g. 

"See the entertaining and bracing work, Till! Coming Struggle for 
PotIM" by that engaging if precocious young Revolutionary Communist, 
Mr. John Slracbey. See especially the chapter" Back 10 the Market?', 
which concludes: .. Eveo the ghosts 01 these ideas do not walk. They 
are laid for ever. For the epoch of hwnan history and the material 
conditions which alone gave them life have passed away down the irre
versible stream of time. Only the least historically miuded men on earth. 
only English economists, could dream of their resurrection." 

28 Vol. iiI ehapters xii and xiii. Published in 1903. 
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development as it confers through being made use of ' ", by 
showing how Galton, in his pioneer labours "to bring method 
and order" into the type of questions, biological and social, 
raised and suggested by the Darwinian theory of evolution, 
.. was ... able to put novel problems to the mathematician." 

To understaod this point we must realise the great difference 
which exists between dealing with a vast number of lifeless and 
of living units. This difference becomes evident if we consider 
that in tbe former case the number of units is unalterable and 
the units are indestructible; in the latter the elements or units 
are subject to enormous increase and corresponding destruction, 
generally with a preponderance of the first. . • . In the vast 
crowd of gemmules which build up a new organism or regenerate 
an existing one, we have to deal with a continual influx or cre
ation of new units and a continual extinction and ejection of old 
or dead ones. Without venturing on any theory as to how this 
state of things has come about, we may see that the mathematics 
and statistics of such crowds must be different from those refer
ring to stable, lifeless assemblages." 

But this is now, of course, common knowledge; and with 
Merz himself it is only preparatory to a discussion of 
further, and-to non-mathematical students of economics
much less familiar affiliations of pure mathematics with 
" organic" concepts. For my primitive purpose, I merely 
offer the non-mathematical reader a few brief quotations: 

Out of these earlier algebraical and later combined algebrai-' 
cal and geometrical investigations, a novel and very useful point: 
of view has been gradually gained which represents the most, 
general conception of mathematical tactics. This centres in the 
notion of a group of elements. These elements may be quan- .' 
tities or operations, so that the theory of Groups embraces not' 

" He adds! .. We owe it to Professor Karl Pearson to bave fint 
i grasped clearly and comprehensively the mathematiCal problem involved, 
, and to have solved it in a manner useful for biological research." 
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only the doctrines which deal with quantities but also those which 
deal with arrangements and their possible changes. The older 
combinatorial analysis dealt mainly with assemblages of a quan
tity of separate elements, their number, their variety: the modem 
theory of groups deals rather with the processes and operations; 
by which different arrangements can be transformed one into: 
the other. It is 'an algebra of operations," . 

Can it be that the static atomistic formalist in economics 
~ is confronted with Evolutionary Iostitutionalism in the 

pulpit of the Cathedral of Pure Mathematics? If so, this is 
indeed the most unkindest cut of all. 

It is in this connexion of particular interest to the philo
sophically-minded economist to note, that fundamental 
methodological controversy can arise even within the science 
of .. pure" mathematics itself; and this interest will certainly 
not be diminished when he learns of the general nature of 
the controversy: 

I refer to the tendency expressed in its extreme form by the 
late Professor Kronecker of Berlin, to reduce all mathematical 
conceptions to the fundamental arithmetical" operations with 
integral numbers, banishing not only all geometrical and dy
namical conceptions, such as those of continuity and Bow, hot 
also such apparently algebraical notions as those of irrational 
and complex quantities. This attempt is an outcome of the 
school of Weierstrass, which has done so much to banish vague
ness and introduce precision into modem text-books. (pp. 
738-9) • 

.. p, 68g. Elsewhere (po 649), Merz speaks 01 "the radical change 
which has taken place in _ mathematical thought ••• which can 
be explained by sayiag that the scieoce 01 Magnitude must be preceded 
by the doctrine of Forms or Relation., and that the lCience of Magni
tude i. only a special application of the science 01 Forms." Discussjag 
the developmeot of this nolioo. he adds: "In quite recent times Mr. A. N. 
Whitehead has conceived • mathematic. in the widest .ignilication to be 
the development of aU types. of forma).., necessary, deductive reasoning', 
and has given a first instalment of this demopment in his • Treatise on 
Universal Algebra' (vol. ;, Cambridge, 1898)." 
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Concerning this school of mathematical thought, Paul Ott 
Bois-Reymond significantly said: 

The separation of the conception of number and of the analyt
ical symbols from tbe conception of magnitude would reduce 
analysis to a mere fonnal and literal skeleton. It would degrade 
this science, which in truth is a natural science, although it ouly 
admits tbe most general properties of what we perceive into the 
domain of its researches, ultimately to the rank of a mere play 
with symbols, wherein arbitrary meaniugs would be attached to 
tbe signs as if tbey were the figures on the cbessboard or on 
playing cards. However amusing such a play might be, nay, 
however useful for analytical purposes the solution would be of 
tbe problem,-to follow up the rules of the signs which emanated 
from the conception of magnitude into their last formal conse
quences,-&ucb a literal mathematics would soon exhaust itself 
in fruitless efforts; wbereas the science which Gauss ea1Ied witb 
so mucb truth tbe science of magnitude possesses an inexhaust
ible source of new material in the ever-increasing field of actual 
perceptions (p. 739). 

Even more weighty, if possible, were the words of F. 
Klein: 

Whilst I everywhere demand the fullest logical elaboration, I 
at the same time empbiSise that pari passu with it the intuitive 
representation of the subject should be furthered in every pos
sible manner. Mathematical developments whicb have their 
origin in futuitiol!. cannot count as a firm possession of science 
unless fbey have been reduced to a strict logical form. On tbe 
other side, the abstract statement of logical relations cannot sat
isfy us until their importance for every form of representation 
has been clearly demonstrated, so that we recognise the mani
fold connexions in whicb the logical scheme stands to other de
partments of knowledge according to tbe field of application 
which we select. I compare mathematical science to a tree whicb 
stretches its roots ever deeper into the soil, and at the same time 
expands its branches freely upwards. Are we to consider the 
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root or the branches as the more important part? The botanist 
will tell us that the question is wrongly put, and that the life of 
an organism consists in the interaction of its various parts 
(P·740 ). 

Merz concluded his history of nineteenth century mathe
matics thus: . 

Most of my readers will no doubt agree with this view. In
deed the perusal of the foregoing chapters must have produced 
on their minds the conviction that, so far as the advance of sci
ence and also of mathematics is concerned, it largely depends 
upon the introduction of different aspects leading to different 
courses of reasoning. The unification of all of these into one 
consistent and uncontradictory scheme, though it remains a 
pious hope and far-off ideal, has not heen the prominent work 
of the nineteenth century. Rather, wherever it has heen at
tempted, it has had a narrowing effect, and has resulted in a 
distinct curtailment of the great and increasing resources of 
Scie'ltific Thought .. (p. 74O). 

I lack both the knowledge and the resources to give the 
reader any indication whatever of the further development 
of mathematical science; and will merely close with a very 
recent quotation from one of the greatest of living mathe
matical thinkers." 

There is thus an analogy between the transference of energy 
fTom particular occasion to particular occasion in physical na
ture and the transference of affective tone, with its emotional 
energy, from one occasion to another in any human personality. 

')The object-to-subject structure of human experience is repro
'duced in physical nature by this vector relation of particular to 
particular. It was the defect of the Greek analysis of genera-

n. What economist win affirm that economic science is a solitary and 
conspicuous execption~ 

II Whiteh<ad, ot. cit., p. 242. 
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tion'that it conceived it in terms of the bare incoming of novel 
abstract form. This, ancient analysis failed to grasp the rea! 
operation of the antecedent particulars imposing themselves on 
the novel particular in process of creation. Thus the geometry 
exemplified in fact was disjoined from their account of the gen
eration of fact." 

The application of this profound metaphysical (and-
evidently-mathematical) truth to the basic problem of 
economic methodology with which this essay is concerned 
should now be apparent. If Alfred Marshall believed it to 
be in the best interests of economic science, in his day and 
generation, to cloak the .. armour of mathematics .. in the 
.. garb of literature";" if he carefully avoided the spurious 
n precision" of .. the" stationary state, with its .. potty 
scraps of calculus" and its apparatus of " endogenous" and 
.. exogenous" changes: does it not now seem barely possible 
that his procedure was dictated by no mere " shirking" or 
"temperamental aversion"; and that, beneath his cit:cwn
&pect trea1Jnent of these mock-heroic abstractions there is to 
be discerned the conscious (and" steadfast") purpose of a 
powerful and profound mind? Shall we any longer enter
tain as a serious scientific possibility the blasphemous pro
posal that its .. biological analogies .. be stripped like excres
cences from his noble and vitalizing masterpiece to make 
vulgar holiday for two-dimensional amateur geometers? 

There can be no better place than this in which to notice 
-,- --

.. My amviction grows that. 10 Joug as the static mechanj't in pursuit 
of Precision ref ..... the exper;eo<e of • major inlellectua1 ConversiOll, 
he will find DO sanctua1'7 here. N.,...,..,y...,,1oot mil" -.. _, LMd. 
LMd. Moll ""or i>oto 1M ~ ... aud I cooja:ture that, wilen the 
homeI... slatic mecbaDist makes forlorn but ~fu1 petition at these 
austere Portals, he will meet with the implacable reply: 1 ..,.",. .... 
_ D,,,,., /rtnII _. ", __ .t ifoiqwil7 • 

.. ~ in M~.f Alfnd M",MolI.1oe. <iI. 
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one matter of tenninology, which is of great importance, not 
only to a proper understanding of the discussion of this 
essay, but in genera1--if much wasteful confusion of thought 
among non-mathematical economists is to be avoided. This 
is in regard to the tenn-"mechanics~'rUsed in the sense 
in which I have employed it to speak of the .. mechanics .. 
of organic economic growth and change, it indicates merely 
the abstract form, the kinetics, the mathematics" of these 
concrete processes. But it is now evident that this does not 
correspond with the adjective" mechanical .. in the sense in 
which that term is cilstOmaniy erlq>loyed to indicate an ex
clusionist "statics" or a .. machine-theory" conception of 
the "pure form" of concrete organic processes. For the, 
pure form of these processes is not, in this sense, "mechan
ical ": and modem mathematics itself, it would seem, is 
"organic." Of the static mechanist in economics we may 
therefore safely say that his very geometry is radically in
adequate.'· Present-day non-mathematical economists may 
therefore naturally look with confident expectation to the 
modem "high-powered" mathematical economist to play 
a prominent part in the difficult task of developing a more 
adequate" economic biology". 

It is the basic thesis of the earlier seCtions of this essay 
that, if economic" science" cannot be confined in a " static " 
straightjacket, neither can it, as has recently been suggested, 
be made a purely formal science of implications: and for the 
same reason. For the development of economic "dynamics" 

"The modern o;positio" ~f "mathematiaJ J) to ~. mechanica1" by 
physical scientists will be familiar to ..... den of Sir James Jeans' Tloe 
Mystfflow UttifJerH. See especially pp. 146-148 in the First Edition • 
.. The philosophical purist may indeed obiect that he is probably not, 

Ilin strict methodologyfJ, entitled to the possession of any geometry at 
alL For we !ave seen that one of the enterprises of his prototype within 
mathematics was to endeavour to cast geometrical concepts out of mathe
matical science as U impure". 
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is the progressive penetration by economic science into the' 
n territories" of its neighbours. Only in this way can we 
escape the dilemma of pure fonnalism, and select what is 
relevaJot from among an infinitude of possible abstract 
systems. Hen; again, we can count on the support of the 
genuine mathematician: 

__ llllt a complete existence is not a romposition of mathematical 
formulae, mere formulae. 'It ~is a concrete wmpositi.>n of 
things illustrating formulae. There is an inle1 weaving of qnaIi
t:atiYe and quantitative elements. For example, when a living 
body assimilates food, the fact cannot be JllWriy that one mathe
matical formula assimil..... another mathematical fommla. 
The fact cannot be merely that the equality of twn and three with 
five assimilates the fact of the equality of thrice three with nine, 
nor can the number eleven assimilate the number sixteen. Any 
of these mathematical notions may be illustrated, bot the fact is 
more than the formulae illustrated. 

The final problem is to c:onc:eive a wmplete fact. We can 
only form such a conception in terms of fundamental notions 
roucerning the nature of . reality. We are thrown back on 
philosophy." 

I make no apology for this exeursion into a number of 
other fields of inteIlectuaJ activity: not even for the copious 
extracts from readily a.:cesstble standard works with which 
I have illustrated it. The justification or otherwise of this 
procedure turns entirely upon the SUCIIXSS I have attained in 
giving the professional economic reader some inkling of the 
meaning of the intimate relationships beLwtel the deve1op
ment of his own science during the last fifty years and the 
broad movement of human thought in general during the 

arwmt.boad, 01, ril~ Po *'3-~ of the far-aacbiDg im
__ of this for • ",.M ' _. IJoIoags to the stadT of 

Muimum Not Social Satisfactioa IbroQgh Time. It calls in questioa 
the __ s~ of a .........m.... • mV:s formulaled in terms of 
.. costs· and It satisiactioas· alo . rticGll, £0ffC~ 
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same period; and in thereby increasing his own ability to 
distinguish between the spurious and the real within his own 
specialism. For the static, mechanistic reaction in economic 
science is no straw man, and there is considerable evidence 
that it has been gaining in strength in recent years. This 
may be in part· attributable to the fact that Marshall" never 
explains himself" : but it is even more attributable, I fear, to 
that most disturbing present-day phenomenon-the appalling 
intellectual provincialism of so much learned economic anti
quarianism. It is at least as true today as in the time of 
J. S. Mill that " a man is not likely to be a good economist 
if he is nothing else." 
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XI 

•• The stars are not pulled this wa)' and that by mechanical. forces; 
their's is a free motion. They go on their way, as the ancients said,.1ike 
the blessed gods:" 

This sounds 1I3rtieu\arly foolish even for a philosopher; but I believe 
that there is a .sense in which it is true." 

A. S. EUifsgt"", 

I have purposely reserved for this stage of the discussion 
a few final explanatory remarks concerning the doctrine of " 
the essential relativity of the distinction between "statie • 
adjustment" and" dynamic change ". These remarks have 
reference to one or two possible difficulties or objections, to 
the thorough-going introduction of this doctrine into econ
omic science, which it is highly desirable to mention specific
ally because they have already found expression in economic 
literature in connexion with arguments designed to prove 
that "scientific" handling of "exogenous" changes is in
herently impossible. Discussion of these objections will 
introduce (with one possible exception .. ) no basic concepts 
which have not already been introduced, either explicitly or 
implicitly. But it may none the less be helpful: and a major 
function of the digression of the preceding section is to make 
possible a much briefer and more effective handling of these 
questions than would otherwise hav~ been practicable. Even 
so, it is evidently quite impossible to anticipate and deal 
with every possible "case ", and to show that it is quite 
.. consistent" with the thorough-going methodological 
position here advocated. But readers who are impressed 
with the manner in which the inner necessities of rational 

to Hegel, Work, (18.42 Ed.), Bd. 7, Abt. I, p. 97 • 

.. See below, \>p. 142-148. 
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and coherent thought itself have forced the development of 
a conceptually identical point of view in one field of intel
lectual activity after another. will doubtless be prepared to 
go to a little trouble to think the matter out more concretely 
for themselves with regard to whatever particular roncrete 
.. cases " present themselves to them. 

First, I think, it is a little difficult to overcome the feeling 
that certain factors, commonly referred to under the heads 
of (a) .. new inventions ", and (b) .. political" and "social" , 
changes, are in some way a radically" distinct from the 
factors abstractly depicted by the demand and supply curve 
apparatus: and this feeling is likely to persist or recur, too 
-despite the discussion of demand analysis in earlier sec
tions-with regard to those more pervasive and striking 
changes'in .. fasbion .. and .. taste" that occur so .. caprici
ously" from time to time. Concretely regarded, the field 
of social change; thus barely indicated, is so wide and com
plex, and, for that matter, so much of a krra incognita to 
the .. economic theorist", that actual Wmination of it is 
here impossible. I can only indicate what I hold to be, by 
the inner necessity of Reason itself, the right attitutk with 
which to approach such studie&-the attitude dictated by a 
really thorough-going logical .. precision ". I sba1I not 
venture into amateur sociology I 

We have already" noticed that the true roneeption of 
.. exogenous" change; from the standpoint of an organic 
conception of the science; is that of independent environ
mental change in the sense of changes in the C!1vironment of 
the organism which are not themselves the result of the 
action of the organism itself upon its environment: and that 
independent changes in the physical environment of human 
society can be unambiguously pJaced in this category. The, 
question as to whether the .. ec:onomic organism" may also 

.. S",.,., PI>- 36-38. 
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experience independent environmental changes occurring in \ 
Society was left moot; and something further must now be 
added on this point. The non-existence of .. exogenous " 
changes of this kind naturally cannot be demonstrated by a 
process of exhaustive " induction"; but the belief in their 
existence can, I think, be very briefly shown to involve 
logical error in terms of the definition of "economics" 
accepted even by those who suppose there are such .. ex
ogenous " social changes. 

It is generally agreed that the .. subject-matter" of econ
omics cannot be mechanically segregated by .. classificatory " 
methods from the subject-matter of the other social sciences: 
the distinction of the various sciences results from their 
differences of attitude towards a common subject-matter." 

, From the standpoint of an .. organic" conception of Society, 
. therefore, it is inherently illogical to attempt to effect any 
·dean-cul segregation of different aspects of the organism 
lone from the other." The "economic system " is only one 
: a..<pect of the .. social organism"; and the notion of co ..... 
: pktely windependent" technological, political. or social 
change is therefore inherently illogical 

With regard, first, to "Inventions", it is urged_by 
Schumpeter" that what is important - for eCOnomics - is 
n()~ "in~ention" but .. tilisatiofs. This is of course in a 
sense true; it is not intended, I think, to provide any basis 

.. Even the Austrians, illogicaUy <D01Igb, admit Ibis. See Robbins, 
O>apter I. They attempt to achieve oonsi.t<ncy by trying to segregate 
the variolu 1IIIihMI<1 in watertight compat tments. 

: .. It is DOt illogical, however, to distinguish rel4liwly • independent· 
~/JGrliGl u wholes" within the socia1 whole ybihiting. as wholes. reIa
. livelY high tHgn<$ of dynamic indep<Ddence. The pathological element 
~ into methodology only when it is sought to gincowplete ratiooal 
coherence to these partial wholes in defiaDce of the __ of inter
d"9"" .......... that does exist __ 

.. Be_mil: JormtDl, IDe. tiI~ p. .vB. 
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for clean-cut segregation of an .. independent" .. purely 
economic" process within the wider social whole. This is 
no place to enter into a history of technological invention 
itself; but it may be suggested that such a study would 
reveal (a) that specific technical inventions .. normally" 
occur in a social milieu which is already prepared to receive 
th~ fact which has frequently been copiously illustrated 
"for the period from the Industrial Revolution downwards; 
and (b) that many curious instances of sporadic .. prema
ture" inventions can doubtless also be found; but that, in 
such cases, they have not been .. utilised" and have there
fore been .. lost" again." 

In the matter of .. utilisation" itself, regarded as illustra
tive of a .. special mechanism", something has already been 
said above;" and a few additional remarks will be added 
here. These will, however, be brief, since further develop
ment of the subject would anticipate the discussion of Free
dom at the close of this section. We have already seen 
reason for believing that there is perfect psychological 
.. continuity" from the most seemingly .. mechanical " 
( .. automatic") .. responses" to .. stimuli" to the most 
conspicuous examples of high creative faculty. This means 
not so much that the latter may be .. reduced" to "mere 
response" as that even_ the _most...s~ing!y_ .. ~ical .. / 
of .. ~se:;" may conceal a .. creative" implication.·· 

.. It may be remarked that the fI truistic» character of this assertion 
is methodologically identical with the admittedly • truistic n character of 
statical • necessary laws": the only diff_ from an ultimate logical 
standpoint, being that we are here in a universe of discourse more richly 
endowed with "dimensions II than the universe of the static formalist. 
If the truth of this statement is not already appareol, I trust the re
mainder of this section will ma1a: it so. 

.. S",..,.. pp. 34-35. and 42-43 .... 

U This language may suggest evasion. But the point it is intended 
to neall to the reader's mind is that (a) while ~ cha~is not 
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But it is n'?!1.!l.theJ~ conversely truethat·eventhe most. 
~nstructive1y creative :activity is, in the strictest sense of the . 
~;n,.& "re5JlO~.". It is an .. equilibrium adjustment". 

• . • Thougb a pendulum WI1l generally swing clear back
wards and forwards along the same line (said Marshall), yet, 
if a clock is standing on an inclined ledge, the vibrations of the 
pendulum may make it slide downwards towards a final catas-

atrittly localisable, (I» ...nher is its absence: stable equilibrium is like
wise a characteristic of the-whole. It i. most important to realise 1hat 
the position here adopted does not involve denial of the importance of 
"habit», flc:qstom". ffroutine tl

: me:rely an attempt to define with true 
precision their relation In creative emerg...... Ct. Whitehead, ot. cit., 
p. U4: "It is the beginning of wisdom to understand 1hat soeiallife is 
founded upon rontine .••• So mlU\Y sociological doctrines, the products of 
acute intellects, -are wrecked by obliviousness to this fundamental socia-
Iogjc:al truth. n But this is not to deny 1hat emergence, whether. specta-
~ or imperceptible. is_ "holistic". - . 
If we ouppose an individual on a fixed income and with a well-defined 

standard of life, then he is obviously in one sense sevemy limited as 
ngards the character of the ~ responses he is free In make to 
relative pri .. changes affecting 1hat standard. But we cannot segregate 
static psychological adjustments here from emergent psychological change. 
A reaIJ)' static psychic whole wnu1d onI)' be possible in a society which 
was also static. Kvell in the ease of a highly stable, habit-ridden in
c1iviclual, lIUch pri .. ehanges wiD foree some M emergent n changes; and 
it is preciseI)' in .nch a case 1hat it w11l be least possible to appear to 
trace these changes to the loealised stimulus of a lingle price ch~ 
These reflections suggest that, so far from more ~ violent' .timuli hav
ing a _" "long period" r_e, the long period wonId in sneh ..... 
actually be mneh longer, (Supra, !'Po 86-88.} 

In the converse case of an individuall<a.rt ridden by habit, it may seem 
tltst the stimulns to creative emergenc:e will be more consciously "local
ised ". But this notion may be pursued to two widely oppo.ed limiting 
eases: 1hat of mere wuIiociplUted impulse Which ....:Is _riciously to 
isolated stimuli; and 1hat 01 the "creative entrepreneur", But the dis
tinguishing ehsraeteristie of the latter is precisely 1hat he thinks and 
acts in "holistic H terms: both the stimulus and the .... ponse ... then 
holistic, precisei)' as in the ease of the vietim of routine. It i. the range 
&ad quality of the "wbole" tltst is different. 
, It may be added 1hat "in_tion" itself has beeome increasingly 
!" institutionalised" in the modem world. 
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trophe. Mechanical analogies ought, therefore, not to be aban
doned hastily on-the ground that economic events react upon the 
conditions by which they were produced; so that future events 
cannot happen under exactly the same conditions as they did." 

It is true that the .. equilibrium" towards which" adjust-I 
ment" is made'is not the self-same equilibrium in both cases; 

-'-that would involve contradiction. But the .. force" at 
work is in each case the sarne-gravity. Similarly in an 
evolutionary economic process. AU adjustnients (or hI-
novatiOns), from th~~ostse~gIY-"automatic"to the 
most Constructively" creative n, are alike manifestations of 
one Universal social forfer:-Jnwsuit of ma,simum net ad
ron/age. And the formal theorist who himself employs 
this comprehensively abstract conception, and who refuses as 
.. extra-ec_ic" the task of investigating the concrete con
tent of the living psychic processes that lie concealed beneath 
this abstraction, is by a remorseless logic debarred from 
drawing .. hard and fast lines" of psycholcgical distinction 
between different classes of .. economic adjustments" made 
in the pursuit of .. maximum net advantage." •• 

Of MrrnoriDIs. p. 311 • 
.. u One who h1<os to conceive of all economic processes in terms of 

tondendeo towards an ~ibrium," said the late Professor Allyn A. 
Yoang' (" I_ing Returns and 1;;conomic Progress ", E<""""",, 
]OIIrMl, December, 1928. pp. 534-5), .. might even maintain that inc ....... 
ing returns ••• are offset and negated by thei< costs ..•• This would amount 
to saying that no real economic progress could come through the oper
ation of forces engendered .,,;ws the economic system-.a conclusinn 
repugnant to common sense. To deal with this point thoroughly would 
take 1IS too Iv afield. I shall merely observe, first, that the appropriate 
conception is that of a """';1Jg equilibrium, and second, that the costs 
which (under increasing rdurns) grow less rapidly than the product are 
DOt the • costa , which figure in an tequilibrium of costs and advantages .n .. 

It wiD be apparent to the reader that the doctrine in the text-that GIl 
the elements in an evolutinoary economic process are "equilibrium ad
justmentsu-is based on emphasis.. and not denial, that ureal economic 
progress H (in the =se obviously intonded) can come q through the 
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Let us tum now to .. political .. and "social" conditions 
as pos~i~ly. capable.!>f. yiefdini "exogenous;' d1ang~in 
other- words, "non-economic n events. 

Here again we may at once urge that the notion that such 
changes can, in strict methodology, be regarded as .. exogen
ous ", involves a logical contradiction of the view that the 
subject-matter of economics cannot be segregated by means 
of "classificatory definition n. If the subject-matter of 
economics is something held in common with the other 
human sciences, and the distinctions between these sciences 
are distinctions of attitude, then ~~cal_lUld SQCia! fha.nges 
are part of t1te_"§l1biect:ma.tt.~ of "ecol!,omics".JnJo far 
aStheihave" economic" aspects. The real reason why the 
U;-gfC;U -c.mtradictio~ is not immediately -~PParent resdes, 
once more, in. the static atomism of the .. Austrian ;, attitude. 
I can here call attention to only three basic aspects of the 
problem. I think these should be sufficient for the present 
purpose. 

operation of forces engendered witiH.. the ecooomic system no But in 
my view, as will appear in the next sectioo, it is the conuption in the 
text which is in strictness that of a "motJing _'ibrium". The COIl

ception, referred to by Professor Yoeng, of a • realising of increasing 
returns 0 0 • spn:ad through time in such a way as to secure aD equilibrium 
of cosls and advantages .. , is in my iudgment capable of satisfactory 
treatment only in terms of the _Is ap~ate to a fIt1nffIJtiw 
ecooomics. It caDDOt, I thinl<. be made rationally intelligible in terms of 
the notion of a discrete series of (timeless) "costs" and "satisfactions" 
strung like beacb OIl the thread of Time; bot must be elucidated in terms 
of an ultimate philosophical conception of Maximum Net Social Satis
factioo through Time. Io the sequel to the _ent study, I hope to 
develop, by way of imm.nent criticism of certain basic coocepts of 
_tday -.native ecooomics, the thesis that an intelligible fIt1nffIJtiw 
" dynamics" can be coostructed only through systematic subordination 
of the "quantitative" to the "qualitative" category. (See my &<:. Nature 
and Significance of Emnomic Science' in Recent Discussion", O. J. E., 
May, 19J3). This, I heIieve, is a _hit more rigorous waY of indi
cating the nature of the coocept Professor Yoeng doubtless had in mind. 
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(a) Since the methodology of static atomism, which con
fines "econ01clc science proper '-;'-by "defini'tion to' the 
("-static ") mechanics of "the" stationary state, places all -
" dynamic" change in the category of the " exogenous", it 
naturally places "political" and " social " changes there too. 
But this reason for doing so disappears with equal natural
ness when we adopt the true evolutionary conception of the 
science. 

(b) Just because static atomism is ;>,tmnistic, it is com
pelled to refuse to undertake to handle any changes which 
it can disceno to be inexplicable in termS of localised mechan
ical impact." 

I must not here recapitulate or even adapt the arguments 

.. The desperate shifts to which it is put in order to .... tain its own 
faith in its alleged rigorous logical· precision n cannot be better illustrated 
than by the fact that, even when a tear of a "political" event (not even 
the actual occurrence of the event) can be shown to be the _diat. 
mul direct re.nd1 of a gmeral" economic" situatio~ and, in tum~ the im .. 
mediate &Gun of a change in that II economic in situation. the U Austrian II 
is driven to regard it as Ie exogenous u~ See Professor Robbins' remark .. 
able claim (01. cit., p. 117) that a "crisis IJ is due to f'purely economic'" 
factors if it can be shown to be H entirely due to obstacles implicit in the 
given conditions of world slI!>ply aod demaod'; but that, if it <:an be 
shown to arise from "financial panic, induced by the fear of political 
revolt at the magnitude of the •.• tax burden ", IMn-" the political re
action ••• intervenes"! Words fail me to cbaracterise the order of 
:aesthetic satisfaction that is derived from a distinction of this kind. 

Since, as we have ...... the fact of the matter is that, for this school 

'

of thought, _"hi"ll at 011 that • intervenes· is, by definition, "non
economic"; and since the foregoing remarkable fQl of aoaIytical psychic 
chemisU'y is performed in the interests of logical precision by those who 
hold that it lies quite outside the field of economic scienoe to inquiu 01 all 
into the motives of action underlyiDg q individual preferences"; a certain 
inarticnlateness in the critic seems excusable. Only a school of thought 
hypnotised by the "necessities' of elementary geomeU'y would seek to 
carve up and eviscerate II a Serious Subject" in this fantastically illogical 
manner. Is it any wonder the Marxian jeers? Doe i, reminded of the 
physicist's famous two-dinwlsiona\ intellectual ants, who simply could 
not understaod how the surface they inhabited could be • curved n. 
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by which it has already been shown'· that all organic 
change is essentially "holistic"; and that aU economic 

, change is organic change. As has just been remarked, even 
when the immediate inducement to change is capable of a 
very higb degree of specific localisation," the change itself 
is, by definition'" "holistic"; while any attempt to investi
gate the "content" of the inducement (or stimulus) itself, 
with precision and thoroughness, again leads to organic 
eonceptions. "' 

(c) The main other feature of .. political .. change which 
is likely to give trouble to static atomism arises from the 
notion of political "interference" with the .. free" func
tioning of the economy. This is, of course, probably the 
most important practical distinction with reference to a 

.. Sectio.,."vii and viii. 

n P. "36, D. I am imagining an extreme case in which a specific 
price change in one commodity is defiDite!l' and comciousiy c:redil<!d with 
producing diffused orpnic thangea in a structure of habits and prefer
..,.... [t i. hi DO means iDcODCeiWlhIe that a single (marked) decline in 
the price of a single common ,lOCk at a particular moment might have 
far-reaching psychological consequencea I 

U Section viii. 
I. SO wong are the chaina of pseucIo.precision that I venture to <jUOIe 

again: 
I • Modern physi .. baa abandoned the doi:trine of Simple Location. The 

physical thinga which we tenn .tars, plaoeu, 1_ of matter, mole
cules, e!ectrona, protous, qwmta of energy. are each to be conceived .. 

v modilicalioDl of eonditiona within apace-time, extending throughout its 
whole range. There is a focal region, which in commoo speech is where 
the thing is. But its inlIuence streams away from it with finite velocity 
throughout the uttennosl ncesaes of apace and time. Of course, it is 
_tun!, and for certIin JlUI1IOIes entirely prOPet. to spoak of the focal 
region. thus modilied, .. the thing itself situated there. But difficulties 
arise jf we press this way of thought too far." Whitehead, o~ eiI. pp. 
201-..... AmI 10 it is in economics. UuJess we are prepared, in the 
quest for Precision, to seek the Aboolute behind the whole Economic 
Spsee-Time Continuum, we must be content, with Alfred ManhaII, to 
he "loose with system". 
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predominantly "individualistic" economy. Its thorough 
wscussion belongs to political philosophy; and it must be 
examined with very considerable care in the study of Maxi
mum Net Social Satisfaction through Time. Here I will 
merely assert that it, too, is inherently incapable of being 
made, with "ptecision ", into a logical basis for segregating 
the .. economic" from the .. non-econornic ". For if an 
.. economic utility" is anything that satisfies a human want, 
and involves sacrifice, no separation of the "political" from 
the .. economic" can be made here." As Marshall pointed 
out, "economic freedom .. may itself tend .. in the direction 
of cooperation and combination of all kinds good and 
evil .... • People may give" objective" expression to their 
" preferences" by collective as well as individual action. 
They may, indeed, even develop a "preference" for col
lective actioll for its own sake. From a strictly .. positiv
istic" standpoint, these preferences are simply "given". 
And the State itself is the ultimate organ of collective action. 
Nor is the fact that the minority may consent against their 
will a logical differentia of either group or even Govern
mental action. The same thing may be true of members of 
an .. atomistic" laissez-faire economy. This is merely an
other aspect of the general truth, already noticed more than 
once, that successive forms iii a: process of organic emergence 

"'Thi~-'~s- in one aspect (that of classifia.tion of "end'i,,) frankly 
admitted by Robbins. See especially Chapters II and VI. .. There are. 
no economic~. There are only economical and uneconomical ways of' 
achieving given ends n. The implied mechanical separation of means and 
ends; the assumption that U ends n are U given" and themselves raise- no 
problem which penetrates in turn the problem of II means 11; and the notion' 
that ., ends J) can be omceived as a mechanical plurality; all these belong 
to our """,,onw study. For a brief discussion of some of the difficulties 
of a Positivism which yet believes itself to pos.... a rea! problem of 
.. e«momy", see my 4C f Nature and Significance of Economic Science' 
in Recent Di5CUSSi~H Q~ J. E., May, 19,33 . 

.. Ct. Section II. 
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are one and all capable ot analytical. resolution "without 
res1aue"; into the terms of the next stage beIoW-. -

Themiln-otherpiobab1e stUmbling-block' against accep
tance of a thorough-going theory of the relativity of the 
distinction between static adjustment and dynamic change 
raises the ultimate problem of Freedom and its true relation
ship to (methodological) .. scientific· determinism". The 
task of setting forth both briefly and clearly, and in a manner 
adapted to the usages of economic science and to the custom
ary patterns of thought of the" static" economic" theorist ", 
the valid essence of a highly technical metaphysical doctrine, 
is clearly not a simple one. I can perhaps best begin by 
commenting briefly on the following quotation from a recent 
discussion of the problem :'. 

We can see the relevance of these distincti'»;:s to the problem 
of prognosis if we consider once more theunplications of the 
theory of money. Given certain assumptions witb regard to the 
demand for money, we are justified in asserting that an increase 
in the volume of any currency will be followed -by a fall in its 
external value. This is an endogenous change. It follows 
from the original assumptions, and, so long as they hold, it is 
clearly inevitable. We are not justified in asserting, however, 
as has been so often asserted in recent years, that if the ex
changes fall, inflation ...... t necessarily follow. We know that 
very often this happens. We know that governments are often 
foolish and craven and that false views of the functions of 
money are widely prevalent. But there is no inevitable con
nection between a fall in the exchanges and a decision to set 
the printing presses working. A new human volition interrupts 

-the chain of 'causation'. 

The sufficient and conclusive answer to the statement that 

u Robbins, 0'. cit., p. n6.. FIrst italics mine. The "distinctions" 
referred to are those between (t endogenous It and ,. exogenous I' changes; j 
between changes which U occur within a giftll structure of assumptions» 
and changes which f( come. from outside». 
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.. we are not justified in asserting • • • that if the exchanges 
fall, inflation must necessarily follow", is simply this: given 
certain assumptions, and they .. necessarily" will exactly 
as in the case of " static" conceptions of "necessity". In 
other words, all " scientific laws" are " hypothetical". The 
distinction between "endogenous" and "exogenous" changes 
is purely relative to the standpoint and assumptions (the 
" frame of reference") of the " scientific observer". The 
notion that the distinction is an "absolute" or "radical" 
one is purely a product of the intellectual limitations of the 
amateur geometer." All we have to do in order to bring a 
previously .. exogenous" change within the ambit of our 
U assumptions n, and so convert it into an U endogenous" 
change is to enlarge the structure of our assumptions." 

It is most particularly to be noted that while, in profes
sion, the "static" theorist takes all forms of psychic pro
cess II into account" in his" scales of relative valuation", U 

in fact he empties them all out. The result is that, wherever 
he is brought face to face with any concrete psychic process 
at all, he promptly dumps it into the hold-all of " exogenous 
change n. He must; for he lacks the intellectual resources 
to do otherwise. Here again it is static atomism that is the 
root of the trouble. And the paradox of static atomism is 
that, while it imagines itself to be careering spectacularly 
round the tramlines of remorseless" necessity ", it is really 

aT Cf. above, pp. 127-128 • 

.. It may be remarked in passing that these considerations have the 
merit of enabling us to look: with a kindlier eye on the aberrations of 

. ...!' soi-dul.Jftt economists" who oompensate for their unfortunate endow
ment' by- -providence with "sterile minds» by ~ continually criticising 
weU-established economic laws". Cf~ Robbins, 0/1. cit., p. '112. It is in~ 
deed perilous to believe that Gnllthing is "the last word that need ever 
be uttered • on anything. Pride g .. tll b.for. dest_limo, _ .... MHgnty 
,/>i";/ b./or. " faIl. 

.. Cf. Robbi ... , p. 88. 
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the bewildered occupant of the cage of .. absolute freedom." 
For .. there is complete contemporary freedom ..... 

It will, I think, serve to complete this very brief discus
sion if I now simply recall to the reader that the analysis of 
earlier sections enables us at this point to go beyond the mere 
assertion or demonstration of paradox, and show definitely 
just how and where real freedom interpenetrates the deduc
tive "necessities" of our demand and supply curve appar
atus. It does so by virtue of the fact that 01#' analytical 
curves have di,.ection ill Ti...,. For, while a strictly "~ 
stantaneous" curve leaves us with the choice between;;-on 
n~ity and sporadic and slavish" impulse ", a period curve 
depicts a hypothetical sequence of real situations in Time, 
each assumed as the "consequence" of the conjoint occur
rence of certain " stimuli " and .. reaction " thereto in terms 
of certain "motives I!. But the direction of our curve in l 
the time-dimension enables us to do what an instantaneous 
.. statics" can never do-give concrete content alike to 
.. stimulus" and to "motive". And from this there follows . 
a very interesting c0r011ary. For, as we have already seen, 
a " given " situation at a .. given .. point in Time does fIOt 
yield simply one _iq1le .. period .. curve as relevant to that 

.. Ct. above, p. 71,'" The _act that an abstract concept 10 which 
all the ~ r<SOUr.... of a JI01II'Otic logic haft hem poiustakiDg\y 
applied in the fruitless endeavoar 10 maIre it q pncise" and q c0nsis
tent"'" dissolves at the last moment into its "opposite". is still oenoasly 
$biecI at by shoals of seutimeutal thinbn who, cberishing the pothotic 
illusion that they are hard-Ix:aded a sciemists". _ tbemsetres by 
deriding it as "pseudo-Hegelian twaddle n. But in fact, if the Ramie 
intellectml neurosis of Positivism be _ speedjly and pitilessly eradi
cated from the intdkctuallife of oar time, modem ciYilisaliOll must rot 
from the core ootwards. Heoce the <DOnDOIIS pbilosopbica\ significaDce 
of the recent revolution in physical science. (On tile bearing of this OIl 

the modem pbysic:al cooception of Time, the reader shoald comaIt 
Whitehead. ot. cit. chap. :m.-" Past, Present, Fatare "). Tbere is pro
fOUDd signi6caace in the irritalioa with which modem Marxism "riews 
the • Idealist Reaclioa" in physical science. See Stracber. tit. cit. Po 181. 
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sitUation. It yields simultaneously as many different curves 
as there are potentially present in the situation different 
possible sequences of motivation or response. If it is 
further recalled that this applies both to demand and to 
supply curves for all periods; that a " shift" in a curve for 
one period is an .. elasticity adjustment" along a curve for 
another period; and that the "stimulus" to an "adjust
ment" on a demand (or supply) curve for any period is a 
shift in the appropriate supply (or demand) curve for the 
same period; then I think it will be perceived that (to use 
a paradoxical phrase) the abstract possibilities of real free
dom in Time are infinite! 

I purposely put the matter in this way because it places in 
the mouth of the static atomist an " objection .. which might 
not occur to him unaided: that, after ridiculing the "tyranny" 
of the " absolute freedom" of his cast-iron" instantaneous 
statics ", I have after all only created for myself a vaster and 
more terrifying intellectual cage with an extra dimension 
to it. But this is not so. It is true that the abstract con
ception of pursuit of ma.nmum net advantage still abstractly 
leaves us with an infinity of possible choice in Time. But, 
the introduction of Time now enables us, in strict conformity 
with the logical character of our abstract graphical apparatus, 
to introduce the real range of concrete choices that are rele
vant to the given "moment" in the evolutionary process, 
and that are consciously present to the human persona1ities 
concerned." 

.. It will be evident to ~ read ... that for tbi> Co> I have the temerity 
to think) rather «_. way of putting the matter, I am jointly indebted 
to Professor Whitehead'. latest formulation of his philosophical position 
in a IIlJJlDer ae<:es,ibIe to the general student, and to Mr. G. F. Shove', 
most timely "ubIic:atiOll of his all too brief remarks on the supply eurve. 
Without the aid of the lott .... I should have beeo condemned to a cumber
some, lengthy aod, I fear, unsatisfactorY method of expressing what I 
have here in mind. Ct. IV,"" pp. 85-86. note. 
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To pursue this matter still further in its most general 
methodological aspects leads directly into the problem of the 

\ stf'uctfwe of the relationship of the individual personality to 
Society_ topic which belongs to our nOf'mative sequel to 
this Essay." For this we are not here fully prepared. But 
in view of what I conceive to be their general interest, I con
elude this section with some brief observations on the 
Practical significance of the concept of Freedom. And for 
this purpose, I cannot do better than revert for a moment 
to Merz:" 

The reason why the atomising process is inadequate seems to 
be twofold. First, the actual arrangement of separate things, 
be the, ph:;Jical particles 01' mental ideas, if once broken up can
not be again restored as it was found and seen in its actual 
existence; something is lost which cannot be regained. And 

./further, the process of analysis, of finding the ultimate consti
tuent elements, is endless: as space is infinitely divisible, so also 
the elements out of which things natural are compounded seem 
to be out of reach. The lane through which we walk in the at
tempt to reach the last constituent elements of things natural 
has-eontrary to a popular saying-no end, it never turns, and 
the point which we choose for retracing our steps is purely 
arbitrary, fixed by the knowledge of the moment. The analytic 
process is irreversible. The point at which we start to synthe
sise or put together again is purely arbitrary, fixed by our knowl
edge or rather our ignorance, and the produet of such synthesis 
is accordingly artificial, not natural: the world of things, images 
of thought or practical constructions, is accordingly artificial. 

This is the ever-receding Waterloo of methodological 
scientific determinism. The irony of the situation resides 
in the fact that it can never, in the nature of things, satisfy 

.. And, if I rightly UDderstand Professor Whitehwl, to probl ..... 
whose general tD"" is copable of mathematical cIepictioo by !be more 
esoteric developments of projective geometry. 

"Vol. IV, p. 716. Italica miDe. 
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itself empirically that the .. ultimate" has been reached: 
there is always the bare possibility of new knowledge. 
Hence, whenever the limits of practical resources for analysis 

.,.1lave for tlie time being apparently been finally reached, there 
emerges a Doctrine of IndetCE1!li!lacy.·· It may thus be 
said that, whil~ Freedom always has the last word, it is 
always the duty of .. science" to dispute it. For our present 
purpose, there are two points to which I would direct the 
attention of the reader: 

(a) To assuage the gnawings of the scientific conscience, 
which must always press on to ever more minute analysis, it 
would be a matter of great interest to economic scien~in 
view of its surprisingly intimate affiliations with psychology 
-to discover whether there is today any prospect of happy 
release for the time being in the discovery of discontinuous 
psychological quanta; with which we could presumably then 
make shi ft with quite sufficient accuracy for broad social 
purposes. 

(b) Without pressing any further in the present con
nexion the dangers inherent in reification of- ultimate psycho
logical quanta, with consequent visualisation of the living 
social process as resulting from mechanical (or even " statis
tical") interaction of these midget entities; and without 
urging further, either, the methodological superiority of the 
holistic concept of self-determination as equivalent to .. rcal 

I 
.. Thus Einstein and Planck-who continue .resolutely to affirm the uni

_nlity of the principle of caontion-and the Schroedinger-Heisenberg 
School are perbape both right in the abstract. The scientific difference 
between them may be merelY one of optimism and pessimism. But if I 
as the thoroughgoing use of the f( circular JJ eoncept of II infinity., may 
_gest to the impiessionable, it v;.." to prove that a very fWIClsmeotai 
human limit to infinitesimal analysis had been practically reached today, 
then the event would be presumably epochal in the history of science, 
and we should have to return to the ancient world for an adequate 
analogue. It i. tempting to wonder whether Plly.ri<al "holism" or 
• gestalt theory· could conceivably provide a way out I 
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freedom"; it may at least be pointed out as a practical matter 
that. even if an the speculations of all the economists had 
always been and still were the inevitable result of a strictly 
.. causal .. process--the diffusion throughout the community 
of increasingly accurate and adequate understanding of the 
nature and significance of the functioning of the econ
omic system would become in tum a strictly " casual" factor 
making for" inevitable" and " determinate" modification of 
the economic organism in accordance with the character of 
that knowledge and the characters of those who received it. 00 

Economic Science is today, therefore. confronted with a 
great opportunity. Equipped as it now is to put the Marxian 
Devil to rout by rigorous and remorseless scientific demon
stration of the old naive intuition that Man does not live by 
Bread alone-but by the Pursuit of Maximum Net Advant
age: it need not rest tamely on its laurels; but can now 
adventurously tum its attention to the really practical task 
of ascertaining for the benefit of the bewildered human race 
in just what direction Maximum Net Advantage is to be 
found-and what it looks like when we find it. Discussion 
of the Pure Methodology with which it is imperative that the 
competent professional economist should equip himself be
fore embarking on this enterprise belongs to the study of 
Maximum Net Social Satisfaction through Time." 

.. As far as short-run 'coosequenoes are concerned, the unfortunate 
stalesmen of the world .... today continually having their embarrass
ments increased by the sUrprisingly _ted (_ if "strictly 
determined") responses of mankind-to various n monetary" !lituations
occasiooed by the beneficent diJrusion of the fundamental laws of 
"monetary science Jfw 

" .. Having demonstrated, I think, in the f.,..egoing pages, bow a formal
, istic Austrian .. statics" can be equipped with a time dimension and an 

. immanent abstract developmental principle without loss of continuity or 
formality, I am tempted to lIlY daim to the distinotion of discoverer of 

\ The Objective J;>re!erence Iutupretation of History: but I .... peet that 
'at l .... t the germs of this great \1"Uth are diJcemibl. in the work of 

previons scholars. 
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XII 
Ii We have to attribute as much character to the interspace as to the 

particles.» 
.d. S. Eddingt .... 

We are now in a position to attempt some sort of answer 
to the question: what, precisely, is a " moving general eco
nomic equilibrium "? We have already noticed" that.!!te 
term .. moving" is here not strictly and unambiguously ap
prOpriate; "s1nce " motion" is a.re\ative cOncept, and we are 
considering the economy as a· comprehensive .. closed" 
system." But the term has gained some foothold in ec0-

nomic science in the present not very definite signification; .. 
and I retain it here in preference to the more flamboyant ex-I 
pression to which I have descended on the title page. More
over, as we have also seen," the notion of .. absolute expan-, 
sion U (or contraction) has difficulties of its own. For, if 

ee Supra, section iVa 
07 It is true that, if we tbiok of the economy, in relation to its physical 

environment. simply in terms of number of the population in relation to 
~tity of means of subsistence available, we may be able to give the 
term os moving U, used in this connexion. precise signification. The same 
would be true of volmne of physical produetion; though of conroe the 
term would stin in both cases be metaphorica1-if "movement" be tak<n. 
10 apply strictly ouly to relative change in sp.t:< relationships, and not to 
relative change in Dumber or quantity. But if we conceive of the essence 
of U economy U as a continual U equilibrating JJ process having reference 
ultima:tely to "costs" and "advantages", the matter is not so simple. 
and ultimately involves, in fact, the philosophical problem of the mod. 
of .. relationship of Man to Nature". This raises issues examination 
of which is postpooed to the study of Maximum Net Social Satisfaction 
through Time. The present discussion is therefore necessarily incomplete. 
It must accordiugly be jndged relatively to its restricted purpose, which 
will presently appear, 

.0 Ct. sutnz, p. 137. n. 

.. StI"",, lot. cil. 
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there are profound objections to considering a "closed" 
economy, significantly defined, as " moving" relatively to its 
external environment; there are also difficulties in the way 
of conceiving it (significantly defined) as absolutely" con
stant" or .. expanding" in " magnitude" from some unique 
and absolute standpoint internal to the economy. I do not 
refer merely to the more superficial difficulties associated, for 
example, with the fact that "the general price level" may 
be rising for one member of the economy at the very time 
that it is falling for another member; or with the notion of 
the volume of the national dividend and its changes through 
Time. These are in my view but manifestations of deeper 
problems connected with our traditional mode of conceiving 
" real costs" and" satisfactions" in their relation to Time.·· 

Since the foregoing difficu1ties necessarily attach as much 
to the attempt to conceive a system which is, as a whole, abso
lutely " constant" in .. magnitude" throughout a process of 
internal change, as they do to the attempt to conceive a system 
which, as a whole, is absolutely "expanding" in "magni
tude" through Time; it must be frankly admitted at the out
. set that we do not have a very secure foundation upon which 
to build our discussion of " moving general economic equili
brium "--orof" an expanding economic universe n. But, if 
the reader is prepared to be tolerant of this lack of precision; 
and, even more, if he feels that, on customary levels of dis
course, we possess a pretty trustworthy general notion of 
what we mean by a " dynamic" economy in Time; then we 
may proceed without more ado to wind up our argument in 

.0 So that the reader may know where he stands, I again state my COJI

.iction-to he explained and defended elsewhere-that the IIOrmaa.e 
problems involVed are intrinsically insoluble in terms of a quantitative 
calculus of atomistic II costs" and "satisfactions"~ The reader may 
profitably contemplate Sidgwick's sturdy, good-humoured and highly in
telligent struggles in this quagmire. See his Methods of Ethics# especi
ally Books II and IV. 
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this Essay by asking how, if at all, we are to distinguish 
" equilibrium" from "disequilibrium" with respect to a 
.. closed .. economy evolving in Time. n 

We shall, however, proceed with a better conscience if we 
notice at the outset that-perhaps just because of the diffi
culty of conceiving appropriately of an abstract "magni
tude" of the Whole, which magnitude is either absolutely 
.. constant" or absolutely "expanding or "contracting" 
throughout the process of internal relative change-it is not 
the constancy or change of this" absolute" which is impor
tant for our present purpose. For, even if we were to as
sume that this problem could be, and had been, satisfactorily 
solved, and that we had in consequence a clear conception of 
a system which, as a whole, somehow continued "constant ~' 
throughout a process of internal relative change; we should 
still be faced with the problem of "moving equilibrium" 
within the abstract" constancy" of this Whole. That thisls 
so becomes apparent, I think, if we reflect on the· obverse 
consideration: the problem involved is so intimately bound 
up with the fact of relative internal change that, if we assume 
that no such relative internal changes occur, there seems, at 
first sight at least, to be no " absolute" problem left; and we 
are strongly tempted to regard an economic universe which, 

'll I again offer for the reader's coUsideration a comparison with phy_ 
sical science. In The Expanding Univet'se~ Eddington, having -intimi
dated us with a disturbing picture of a bubble universe steadily increas
ing in volume towards an ultimate- and inevitable bursting-point; then 
assures us that. since U expansion is a relative term ", this view of the 
matter is Ii true" only from our point of view, and not from that of 
the Whole. From the latter standpoint, the much more humiliating truth 

~is that it is ii' really" we who are steadily shrinking. However, the end-
result is apparently the same-Nothingness. This means that, despite 
the ~. relativity·J of ~J there is yet real development in the Uni
verse. Nevertheless, behind this process of a becoming II (Nothing) 
stands the Cosmical Constant. 

I do not think the problems of the Economic Universe can realty be 
much more difficult. 
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in .. expanding absolutely", undergoes ~niform ,elative ex
pansion in all its parts, as indisling~ishable in any. significant 
manner from one which remains .. absolutely constant" dur
ing a similar absence of relative internal change'" ." This idea 
has been suggested by Marshall, with characteristic ~d com
mendablecautiol1 of phraseology : TO 

The Stationary state has just been taken to be one in which 
population is stationary. But tfearly aU its distinctive features 
may be exhihite'cl. in a place where population and wealth are both 
growing, provided they are growing at about the same rate, and 
there is no scarcity of land: and provided also the methods of 
production anll the conditions of trade chaoge but little; and 
above aU, where the character of man himself is a constant quan
tity. For in such a state by far the most important conditions 
of production and consumption, of exchange and distribution 
will remain of the same quality, and in the same general relations 
to one another, though they are all increasing in volume. 

Yet it would, I think, be hasty to conclude definitely that, 
if such an economy could be realised, it would exhibit flO 

significant· difference from "the" stationary state. For it 
would, in fact, contain one more or less significant item which 
would not share in the " general expansion": I refer to the 
individual human being. From his standpoint, the economic 
universe would be undergoing absolute expansion, even 
though its internal relative relationships remained the same. 
The issues thus raised transcend the present discussion; , • 

• "Ct. Eddington, ot. <iI., p. 126: ' ••• an e>q>anaion shared by every-
thing alike would be IDIdetectable, and would in fact have DO definable 
Dlea1llng. " 

fa Princiil~s~ ~ -36& \ . 
T4 Assuming that, in such aD economic universe, every individual 

member experienced, on the whole, & net surplus of satisfaction over ita 
oppeoi'e, there would undoubtcdly be, as Sidgwick has remarked (.,. cit .• 
pp. 4J4-7), an absolute expansion in the "aggregate If of net satisfaction. 
Since in the real world, the growth of population is not in fact unattomp-
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but mention of the matter serves to show why we must· J:>e
ware, in this partial discussion, of ruling out without further 
reflection the .. absolute" problem. It also indicates why it 
is that we can proceed with consideration of the questions that 
do concern US here without now solving that problem. For, 
while we have ·failed to equip ourselves with a satisfactory 
definition of .. absolute constancy", it will be generally 
agreed, I think, that we are not thereby debarred from 
discussing, on a more mundane level, the problem of .. mov
ing equilibrium" within a Whole as to which we are 
undecided whether it is or is not in some sense an absolute 
constant or a variable throughout the process of internal rela
tive change and adjustment. 

How, then, are we to distinguish between an evolutionary 
economic process which maintains itself in a continuous con
dition of .. moving general equilibrium", and one which 
does not? That such a distinction is quite commonly and 
currently regarded as both theoretically and practically im
portant (if not sometimes indeed, as tlse central problem of 

arne<! by change in roIati.., conditions, or (pcesumably) in the amount 
of the ..-age individual net SUTplus of satisfaction (or dissatisfaction), 
farther problems are raised. Sidgwick held that their solutioD must be 
sought on the basis of the mw that, • strictly ooncel.ed, the point up to 
wbich, OIl Utilitarian principles, population ought to be encouraged to 
inuease, is DOt that at which average happiness is the greatest possible,
as appears to be often assumed by political emoomists Gf the school of 
Yalthu&--bot that at which the product f<>rmed by multiplying the 1IWIIber 
of pet"SODS living into the amount of average happiness 1'OaChed ~ maxi
mum" (pp. 415-6). This doctrine has apparently declined ~What in 
popularity since Sidgwick wrote. Whether closer investigatiOD would 
re...aI that this is to be accounted for simply in terms of a change in 
the mathematical signs emplGyed (<>r a shift 10 the mw that the a_ 
individual .. surp]us u is one of II. dirsatisfactiOll"), ~ do not know.: These 
quostious do DOt cxm<:erD us here. I merely mention them in order to 
show that we are DOt justified DGW in taking it for granted that the _t of .. absolute expansion H can be acluded from all farther 
coosideratioo. 
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a comprehensive normative economic" dynamics "), there 
is, I think, no doubt. 

Now clearly, logical consistency in the use of terms would 
seem unquestionably to demand that, if the term .. equili
brium" is to be comprehensively employed to characterise 
both a "stationary" and a .. moving" system, then the 
system which is .. moving" must, to qualify for such char
acterisation, exhibit, mutatis mutandis, the same essential 
characteristics which have led to the application of the term 
.. equilibrium " to the " stationary" system. 

I do not think much help is .. to be got" here from .. dy
namical analogies ". In trying to fix our ideas, we may, if 
we like, conceive, for example, of two pendula, the one sus
pended from the end of the other, and so adjusted as regards 
their relative weights and lengths that, at each successive 
instant in the progress of the one, the other (dependent) pen
dulum remains .. in equilibrium" relatively to it. Much 
more complex physical analogies are doubtless available. 
But, as we have noted, the concepts of .. motion" and" rest " 
are, in modern physics, purely relative terms. Hence this 
analogy lands us in difficulty when we come to consider a 
.. closed " system; for it enables us to distinguish a "mov
ing" from a .. stationary" equilibrium only in terms of a 
partial system which, while continuing in a condition of i .... 
ternal "stationary" equilibrium, is (as a system) respec
tively .. in motion" or .. at rest" f'eiaziveiy to some external 
point or frame of reference. In the case of a closed system 
or general equilibrium, this conception is, by definition, not 
available. Moreover, such an analogy provides us with a 
stationary equilibrium which is identical from instant to 
instant. It seems better to consider the economic system 
directly, and to ask what characteristics of a .. stationary " 
economy must be continuously preserved in a " moving" one 
in order that the latter may appropriately be described as a 
"moving general economic equilibrium". 
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It has been noted that one of the characteristics of a .. sta

tionary state" would be, as Marshall pointed out, that in it 
normal price and average price would be convertible terms. 
If it were held that it is this characteristic which gives sig
nificance to the concept of a stationary state, or of stationary 
general equilibrium, then it would apparently follow that a 
.. moving" general equilibrium, also significantly defined, 
would be an evolving economy whose dynamic processes were 
so mutually regulated that the changing long-period normal 
prices of all the constituent commodities and services in the 
economy were the moving averages of the a:ctual changing 
market prices of these commodities and services. But, how
ever this may be," I do not think that the significance which 

16 I am not competent to discuss the mathematical problems involved. 
It is worth noting that Marshall apparently beld that, under actual con
ditions, no such definitive relationship exists betweeo changing normal 
and changing market: price. "An average may be taken of the prices of 
any set of sales extending over a day or a week or a year or any other 
time: or it may be the average of sales at any time in many markets; or 
it may be the average of many such averages. But the conditions which 
are normal to any one set of sales are not likely to be exactly tho .. which 
are normal to the others: and therefore it is only by accident that the 
average price will be a normal price; that is, the .price which any ODe set 
of conditions tends to produce." Prinriplel, p. 372. It may be tempting 
to conclude that, UDder conditions of cyclical Suctuation in the general 
level of money prices, the changing normal price under actual conditions 
will correspond roughly to the tread-line of actual prices. But this would, 
I think, be a mistake. For example, if a given commodity be subject at 
a given time to long run conditions of decreasing cost, which are gradu
any operating in response to a strong demand, its market price will be 
considerably above the ultimate normal price that is relevant 10 that 
"point lJ in Time (cl. StfPra. p. 7'1J n.). Now if the development of 
the economy as a whole through Time should steadily lower the whole 
normal supply curve for this commodity, while demand continues slowly 
but steadily to increase; then it would seem that the changing normal 
equilibrium price may continue for a long period of time to lie much 
below changing market price-and might conceivably even lie below the 
low points reached in successive- price cycles.. On the other hand, uruess 
it be possible to define more rigorously thau bas yet been done those 
elements in the total economy that are '" impounded in ctJeteris paribus n 
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economists have tended to attach to the concept of general 

when a giwn long period supply curve .. drawn. it may seem plausible 
to argue that long period normal price ille!f ftuctuat<s with general 
8uctuat!ODS in mODe}' price. But th .. is very obscure. The dilIicuIty .. 
ooly in part that of the causa1 relation betw.... cbang.. in the IOta! 
supply of money and chang .. in the .. real" elements in the economy. It 
is also cmmeeted with the fact, already diSCU5Sed, that a .. theoretiea1!y 
perfect» long period is, in a dynamic economy, a contradiction in terms. 
:euless, therefore, mathematiea1 eoonomilts caD assist in some manoer I 
ha,." failed to discern, it would seem that .. pr....... ea1cuIation of the 
normal price that is relevant to a given " moment n in actual Time is 
inherently impossible. In short, .. such notions must be taken broadly. 
The attmlpt to make them precise over-roaches our strength." MarshaJl, 
Pri.ciplu, p. 460. 

Again, if the concept of normal price be rqarded, either explicitly or 
vaguely and implicitly, .s in any sease a .lWIIIIJtiw concept in the ...... 
of that ambiguous term which means n socially desirable If, a further and 
distinct confusion is introducecL For, apart from the problem of .. pre
cision "', there n tmder1ies n DtI)t dynamic: economy a system of «normal 
prices" cbanging tbrough Time. It follows that there must be a deep. 
seated methodological confusioD at the root of any proposal of .. norma
tive economics IJ which is based upon (or implies) some notion of 
modifying the funetiooing of the economy so as to make the behaviour of 
actual pricea .. conform II to changing "normal n prices. In a. stationary 
state, U normal price" is simply the average- level of actual prices; and 
the « deviations" of the latter from f1 normal " are not as such fJ abnorm
alities.. in any w.lf..... sense of the mm. but functionally necessary 
el...,...ts in the eoonomy as it is constituted. Similarly in an evolving or 
.. dynamic" economy: and any modification of its ftmctionmg so as to 
bring changing market price into some other than its actual relation to 
cbanging "norma1. price would alter the behaviour in Time, not only 
of market prices, ",., GIs. of _l trkes IhmLrnws. The ~ 
(" welfare") problem is therefore DOe of selecting the .. right" Imod of 
system of both market _ normal prices. On the dangers aod c0n

fusions involved in identifying f'norma1" and "normative", see MarsbaU. 
Principles, p. 35. 

The foregoing remarks seem to shed some light on what Mr. Redvers 
Opie (Ec""""," lDtmlOl,june 1931, lac. cil., P. '''s. 0.) calls "Marshall's 
almost morbid fear If of averages; and fD cast doubt on his assertion that 
II Marshall never faced squarely outside the stationary state" the .. ~ 
lation between C average' and 'normal • ". There are, I suggest, as many 
forms of such relationship as there are ..... ious abstractly possible 
ff dynamic: IJ economies. 
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equilibrium, whether stationary or "moving ", has lain in 
this or any other purely mathematical characteristic. It haS 
lain, I believe, in a widespread tendency to identify general 
equilibrium, at first with "maximum net socia\ satisfaction", 
more recently with a condition of connnuotlS employment of 
total f'es01Wces}8 

As a result of the work of Marshall and Pigou, it is no 
longer possible today tq identify " equilibrium "-conceived 

Somewhat similar COJISide<aoons, mulalU _.Mis, apply, I think, to 
the strong temptation to assign normative signifi<aru:e to the trend 1ines of 
actual series in modem time-series analysis. The reader may c:onsult 
my '" Equilibrium Economics and Business Cycle Theory': A Com
mentary», in The avarttrlylo1W'llDl of Ecotwmics, November 1930. not 
only for a criticism of the impropriety of sm:h a procedure; but also for 
the unhappy illustration which (despite careful qualilication) I bave my
self there provided of the wrongful attribution of ~tive 
characteristics to the concept of n normal JJ. My error is the direct re
sull of taking stationary general equilibrium to be an "instantaneous» 
condition in which "total resources» He .. fully n employed. On the 
significance of the fact thai eycles and trends (like" market price" and 
U normal price") are mtd1uJlly related. see Mitchell. Business C~cles: 
Tin P'.bl .... and its Setling, pp. 249-259-

16 Ct., '.(1., Hayek, Prices and Pr.d""tio .. , pp. 31-32: "If we want to 
explain ftuctuatioos of production ••• we bave to start where general 
economic theory stops; that is to say at a condition of equilibrium when 
DO unused resources exist. If we are to proceed systematically, therefore, 
_ must start with a situation which is already sufficiently explained by 
the general body of eeonomic theory. And the only situation which 
satisfies. this criterion is the situation in which aU available resources are 
employed,!! 

Consider: .. The pure theory of eqw1ibrium enables us to understand 
how, given the valuations of the various economic subjects and the facts 
of the legal and technical enviroument. a system of relationships can be 
ccnceived towards which existing relatiooshipo may be regarded as tend
ing. It enabJes us to describe that distribution of resources which, given 
the valuation. of the individuals coneemed, satisfies demand most fully. 
But it does not by itself provide any ethieal nnctioos. To show that, 
under cutain conditions, demand is satisfied more adequately than under 
aoy alternative set of conditions. does not prove <that that set of eonditiooo 
is desirable. There is no penumbra 01 approbation round the Theory of 
Equilibrium. Equilibrium is iust equilibrium.» Robbins, D;. <il. p. '27. 
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as the kind of "equilibrium" which results, or allegedly 
results, from laissez-f~ire individualism-with .. maximum 
net social satisfaction ". This tenet of a once robust" Lib
eralism" in its more extreme forms has been destroyed for
ever. But the notion of (stationary) .. equilibrium" as con
tinuous employment of total resources is today a much more 
insidious enemy of straight economic thinking. For atom
istic Liberalism in economics has today gone into neurotic 
retreat. By means of a false pre-Marshallian segregation of 
.. statics .. from .. dynamics", it has sought to confine .. eco
nomic science proper" to the former alone. By means of 
purely destructive criticism of modern normative economics, 
it has sought to cast discredit on the laborious and pains
taking attempt to build up valid criteria for social "inter
ference" with "laissez-faire" conditions!' . Bya process of 
self-imlllsculation, it has sought to evade uncomfortable 
charges of .. hedonism ", and yet to retain the right to pro
claim that a laissez-faire condition is one which yields 
"maximum satisfaction of demand". Whatever hypnotic 
influence 'it still possesses is the combined result of its re
fusal to face the Time problem; its repudiation of the fact 
that .. exogenous" changes are themselves an integral ele
ment in the totality of .. static adjustments"; its evasion of 
the truth that " maximum satisfaction of demand" is a taut
ological concept equally applicable (as is .. equilibrium .. ) to 
a .. static" situation in which .. interference" is present; and 
its assumption that laissez-faire" equilibrium" involves total 
employment of resources. 

But if it be true, as I have argued in an earlier section, that, 

"See Robbins. o~. cit., Olapter VI. It is imperati ... 10 distinguish 
sharply between purely destructive criticism designed to <Ii""",,", such 
.studies from the If science n; and immanent criticism designed to increase 
!be clarity and po ..... of normative economics itself. See my ••• Nature 
aud Sipificaru:e of Economic Science' in Recmt Disc:ossioD, ~ Q. ]. E., 
IDe. tit. 
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even if we adopt the detailed (un-Marshallian) conception of 
stationary equilibrium as a condition in which each individ
ual member of the economy has found and permanently occu
pied the .. best" position open to him under conditions im
posed by the attainment of a corresponding position by every 
other member of the system, still, this does not imply either 
absence of .. error", or perfect objective knowledge, or 
.. perfect" timeless fluidity: then, by insisting on strict con
sistencY, we can see how the term .. moving general equili
brium " ought properly to be interpreted in a .. ~uictly posi
tive" sense. For it should be obvious that, in a system the 
.. underlying conditions" of which are undergoing continu
ous change, the "best" positions open to its members will 
be subject to like change. It is therefore impossible to speak, 
in connexion with a .. moving equilibrium", of each indi
vidual as finally occupying a given "best" position in the sys
tem. The corresponding .. dynamic" conception must be 
that of the various members of the system successively oc
cupying, through Time, the successive positions which are, 
successively, the .. best" open to them at those successive 
moments. And since, in a stationary equilibrium, the term 
.. best" is relative to the actual state of the capacity, knowl
edge, foresight, etc., of the individual (so that .. error" may 
be present if only it be constant); it follows that the term 
.. best" must be similarly relative in the case of a .. moving 
equilibrium ". 

Now if, purely for purposes of argument, we make the 
elusive assumption that the .. underlying conditions" of gen
eral stationary equilibrium are permanently given, but that 
the system is still in disequilibrium; we must recognise that 
the various adjustments towards the final stationary equili
brium require Time in order to work themselves out; and 
that, since both the qualitative nature and the temporal rates 
and durations of these adjustments are, in precisely the same 
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sense as is the consummated equilibrium, determined through 
every successive point in Time by the actual state of the cap
acity, knowledge, foresight, etc. of each and every member 
of the system; it follows that not only the consummated 
equilibrium, but also every successive step in the progressive 
approach thereto, is the "best" possible at the time. The 
same reasoning holds both for the naive notion of a discon
tinuous series of stationary general equilibria replacing one 
another in Time--as the successive" goals" of the process 
-under the discrete influence of an independent set of " dy
namic forces"; and also for the more adequate Marshallian 
conception of a dynamic· or organic continuum. In short, 
from the standpoint of scientific determinism, "this is the 
best of all possible worlds-and e'lJerything in it is a necessary 
evil ", 

There is thus no escape, I think, from the conclusion that, 
if the essence of .. equilibrium" be sought in the terms just 
di!'CUssed, then we have no means, when speaking of an 
evolving economy, of distinguishing between" moving gen
eral equilibrium" and the actual historical process. The 
actual historical continuum is a "moving general economic 
equilibrium ". 

Nor do I see any good reason why this conclusion should 
be felt to be in any way outrageous-or, indeed, anything 
but perfectly natural Those who find themselves experienc
ing resentment in the face of it should, I think, regard this 
resentment as significant evidence that thcir minds are not 
free of a complaint similar to that which Marshall dctected 
in Adam Smith: .. 

• '.' he had not quite got rid of the confusion prevalent in 
his time between the laws of economic science and the ethical 
precept of conformity to nature. " Natural" with him some-

ra PriJociP"" p. 758. a. 
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times means that which the existing forces actually produce Qf 

tend to produce, sometimes that which his own human nature 
makes him wish that they should produce. In the same way, 
he sometimes regards it as the province of the economist to ex
pound a science, and at others to set forth a part of the art of 
government." 

The manner in whieh this confusion of "natural law" 
with something "beneficent" or "harmonious" continues 
to infect modem economic thinking is so subtle that it seems 
desirable, in order to expose it, briefly to direct attention to a 
distinction whieh is, after all, very elementary. 

First, economics, regarded as a "purely positive" science 
-and we are continually being assured that it is, and should 
be, nothing else--is a scientific analysis of the economic 
system in terms of .. what is and tends to be "; with a view 
to formulating the laws of its processes. These laws, re
garded individually, are hypothetical propositions, of the 
form "If A, then B ". But the hypothetical character of 
these laws is the direct consequence of their individual ab
stractness. If we succeed (more or less)' in formulating a 
comprehensive system of sueh hypothetical laws, which, 
taken in its complex entirety, exhausts the content of our 

T' Marshall adds: «But loose as his language often is, _ find OIl closer 
study that he himself know. pretty well what he is about. When he is 
seeking for causal laws, that is, for laws of nature in the modern use of 
the term, he uses scientific methods; and when he utter. practical precepts 
he generally knows that he is only ""Pressing his own views of what 
ought to be, even when he seems to claim the authority of nature for 
them.» I do not think that this could justly he added with respect to 
certain forms of modern methodology. See the remarkable tautology ~ 
• Now, of course, given the desinbility of individual liberty, absente of 
regimentation. power of continuous initiative, there is strong reason for 
supposing that conformity to the criteria of free economic equilibrium 
constitutes a fulfilment of these norms." Robbins. o,~ cit., p.. 127. As 
soon as we try to put conerete content into these empty abstractions. we 
are at once faced with all the baIIIing real problems of modern society. 
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.. universe ", then this system of (hypothetical) laws is ex
plicative of the functioning of the economic system as it 
actually is-not as it (hypothetically) might be under some 
other and non-existent set of circumstances. The Marshal~ 
lian analysis, in terms of "normal" tendencies and of 
" equilibrating" forces, is a "positive" analysis of the 
system in this sense of the term. The concepts of "normal" 
and of "equilibrium" which it employs are, therefore, 
hypothetical so far as the formulation of single laws are con
cerned-because every scientific law, in economics as in 
evety other science, is necessarily hypothetical. This is the 
whole meaning of Marshall's insistence on the .. relativity " 
of the term "normal "-an insistence which has been so 
frequently and SO unintelligently misunderstood. so But, 
when we view this body of doctrine as a comprehensive 
whole, then, just because it is a whole, it ceases to be hypo
thetical and becomes actual. To assume that an entire body 
of doctrine relates to a hypothetical, and not to an actual, 
.. universe" simply because each and every individual law of 
which that body of doctrine is composed is a hypothetical 
law (that is, simply a law), is to commit on a very funda
mental plane the precise fallacy from which economists are 
fond of proclaiming it to be their function to deliver" the 
man in the street ". It is to commit the fallacy of 
composition. 

The reader win now perceive how thoroughly pernicious 
in its ambiguity is the assertion that .. equilibrium theory" 
explains .. equilibrium n, but not .. disequilibrium .. ; and 
how, too, this statement becomes worse than ambiguous, and 
definitely false, when it is coupled with the explicit assertion 

.. And whith-oi_ IS Prof ....... Koobi ... hu truly remarI<1d, "hem
eot miaconceptioD is an ex_t "- to effecti ... rbetoric "-bas produced 
so "'- cbarges of "~". The only ~ __ is ill 
the IIWDlU ill which the truth persistently evades the critic:. 
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that a condition of( general) .. equilibrium" is one involving 
continuous employment of total resources. 111 " Equilibrium 
theory" does not, strictly speaking, .. explain equilibrium .. : 
it explains the actual functioning of the actual economy as a 
resultant of a complex, ever-changing network of "equili
brating" tendencies. And in such an economy " disequili
brium" is, as it were, part and parcel of "equilibrium". 
The phenomena of "industrial fluctuations", of .. business 
cycles ", are an integral element in the process analysed and 
explained by means of the Marshallian analysis. This does 
not at all mean that the Marshallian analysis itself provides 
a direct study of "business cycles": of course it does not. 
But it does mean that " business cycles" are a direct mani
festation of the identical processes with which the Marshal
lian analysis itself deals. It means that the development of 
economic science beyond the MarshaUian analysis in the 
study of business cycles does not consist in the transference 
of scientific attention from one set of concrete phenomena to 
another set of concrete phenomena; but rather in the adop
tion of a different attitude towards, the asking of a different 
set of questions about, the same phenomena. 

This is not a superfine methodological distinction. Radical 
misconception of the true relationship of ." equilibrium 
economics" to "business cycle theory "-sponsored by soi
disant " theorists "-gravely menaces the continuity of the 
science itself, and today threatens two quite deplorable con
sequences. In the first place, by encouraging the view 
that the fonner is a mere "instantaneous statics", it is a 
direct encoul agement to abandon, in " dynamic studies", the 
very concept of " economy" (which involves coutlting the 

I1Even if it were true (and I have argued that it is not true) that 
there would be no idle resources in a .st4tioncw:v "equilibrium II, it does 
not follow that there would (or could) be no idle resources in an evolv
ing economy of the same genera1 institutional character. 
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cost), and to pursue certain ad hoc criteria of .. stability" 
without discrimination or understanding of what their actu
alisation might involve. In the second place--and this is 
but the other aspect of the same thing-it encourages gross 
underestimation of the range and seriousness of the .. con
trol " measures that would probably be necessary in order to 
secure the desired "end". I do not think it is too much 
to say that, at a time when the moral pressure upon econ
omists to provide real and immediately practical proposals 
for dealing with depression is literally (and quite naturally) 
tremendous, refusal to face the full implications of these 
remarks threatens the science with permeation by quackery. 
A false conception of .. economic equilibrium" encourages 
the belief that the economist is dealing with a .. machine" 
which has somehow or other" gone wrong ", or contains 
some specific and localisable .. flaw "; and that, if only he 
can discover and rectify this .. flaw" in the "machinery ", 
he will cover himself with imperishable glory. In this way 
it is forgotten that " the Mecca of the economist lies in econ
omic biology rather than in economic dynamics", and the 
really significant and fundamental truth of the situation is 
obscured: namely, that business cycles are, and always have 
been, a .. normal" constituent of an .. individualistic" 
system; that the tremendous concentration of public and pro
fessional interest upon them in recent years is a manifesta
tion of a deepseated change in social attitude towards the 
phenomena of instability and insecurity; and that, if the 
desire for stability and security is to be even partially 
satisfied, the necessary and inevitable price must be paid in 
a progressive modification of our fundamental institutions." 

.. But while it seems to me of great importance that these things should 
be emphasised, I think it should also be realised that the problem 01 
(social) costs and advantages which is an inhennt and inevitable dement 
in the study of industrial lIuctuations should not be 41.lit:all~ conceived. 
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It seems to me fair to say that these considerations are 
strictly relevant, though of course with varying degrees of 
force, not only to the various" remedies .. offered from time 
to time by the camp followers of economic science; but also 
to certain of the underlying implications of some of the 
most serious and constructive scientific thinking' that is being 
done today within the science. If the significance of the 
foregoing elementary remarks is squarely faced, it will 
surely be admitted that the popular current notion, for ex
ample, of maintaining the actual rate of interest in "con
formity" with the "natural", or the "equilibrium", rate 
is permeated with false assumptions concerning the real 
nature of "equilibrium theory ". In an evolving economy, 
the .. normal "'rate of interest is a changing general level of 
interest rates corresponding essentially to the changing 
" normal" price of any other "commodity". And this 
changing" normal" rate of interest is continuously "real
ised " whatever happens to the economy. At the very most, 
therefore, the normative problem here involved must be the 
intelligent selection and enforcement (if possible) of one 
particula,. kind of changing" equilibrium rate" of interest." 

It is not merely that we sacrifice so much (I freedom" for so much ,. se
curity", and that uyou cannot get more than a pint out of a pint"'POt~~ 
If we are to avoid the false opposites of «individualism t and .. com
munism u, the economist must be a political philosopher and a political 
scientist as well as an economist: he must display constructive imagin
ation and capacity for constructive «political invention" in the develop
ment of improved institutional fonus • 

.. Mr. J. M. Keynes ~ of course, obviously aware ~ this; for the 
equilibrium rate of interest which he regards as important is one which 
he believes would serve to maintain equality between ft saving tJ and 
II investment ,. ~ But I venture to think that" though the specifie miscon
ception I have spoken of is thus absent from his work, the danger of 
underestimation of the full requisites of Cf stahility U obtrudes again at 
only one remove. For it seems to me that, in insisting (Treatis, on 
Motley. vol. i, pp. 178-9) that his theory is concerned with continuous 
equali.tatitm of .. saving" and "investment". and not---as is Mra ]. A. 
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The second aspect of the elementary distinction referred 

Hobson's, for example-with the absolute amount (under specific but 
«>mplex conditions) of both laVing and investment, Mr. Keynes is 
minimising the importance of the very factor whose U right" behaviour 
is the m.. qw _ of any continuous equalisation of the two. If the 
Sf stable n behaviour of the 14 general price level J1 is a mere resultant of 
the proper articulation of .. saving II and "investment IJ, the latter in its 
tum i. a m .... resultant of the.proper articulation of more «>mplex and 
deep-seated factors. If it w .... urged that the more .. sIullfu1" use of 
existing f' meclwtica1" control devices to effect this equatisa.tion would, 
in so doing, ensure the n right» behaviour U in the short run" of the abso
lute quantities also, I should reply that this i. to attribute to these devit<s 
a power of .. short period" regulation, of strong underlying ec:ooomic 
forces. which they are in fact quite incapable of displaying in practice. 
ct. D. H. Roberston, .. Mr. Keynes' Theory of Money ", Ee"""",it: 
JOHnIIll, September 100[, pp. 4[<>-41[. There is of conrse room for argo
meut on this matter; and it i. clearly important that differences of degree 
should _ be treated as radical differences in kind. But the discussion 
in this Essay bas served to reveal some of the complexities and obscuri
ties iii the interrelationships of the U long" and. the fi short» period, re
garded from a .. purely positive" standpoint, I believe systematic investi
gation of the interrelationships of these coocepls from the _nw 
standpoint will reveal even more complex and baIIIing problems. 

It is significant in this connexion that Mr. Robertson sbonld have 
called attention (loc. cit., p. 399 and P. 410) to the ambiguities lurking 
in the term .. equilibrium"; that h. should have donbted whether Mr. 
K_es .. fully takes account of the features which sharply differentiate 
an equilibrium so (c\ynamically) conceived from the so-called • stationary 
state f "; and that be should challenge the notion that the rr dynamic JJ 

conception of U equilibrium" is s:ynooymous with If stability II (p. 410). 
I do _ think these ambiguities can be thorongbly removed unles. we 
frankly adopt the position that ", evolving economy u. in the sense 
above argued, a n moving general equilibrium H, and that, in attacking the 
problem of • stability", we are definitely departing from this U positi
vUtie n use of .the term and are engaged in exploring, from & social and 
not an "individualistic n standpoint, the prerequisites and costs of varioua 
hypothetical types of moving equilibria which, either definitely or tenta
tively,. we regard as -nwi)l .. desirable". Only in this way can we 
avoid shirking recognition of the progressift: It control,. requiremeuta 
that may be inherent in our vague and ill-defined conceptions of what we 
socially ft want". Only in this way can we attain to fuU. iDteUectua1 
freedom to explore the rich possibilities of the DOtion that • _" of 
It control", no las than actual II positive IJ dynamic proceISeS, may hue 
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to above is as follows. The economist need not of course, 
confine himself to formulating hypothetical laws which, 
when integrated into a coherent system, simply explain the 
economy as it actually does work or has worked in the past. 
He may also of course formulate a whole system of hypo
theticallaws conjointly designed to show how the economy 
'll'ould work if it could be made to function in accordance 
with this hypothetical system of laWs. Since (apart from 
its pure scientific function of aiding explorative thought) the 
value of such a hypothetical system must be dependent upon 
the real possibilities of its practical actualisation, it is obvious 
that no sharp line can be drawn between these two uses to 
which a system of hypothetical laws can be put. But the 
distinction is nevertheless important. Thus it is apparently 
assumed by those who regard "equilibrium" as implying 
contin1¥>US maximum employment of total resources (and 
continuous" maximum satisfaction of redemand "). that 
this would come about under conditions of "free competi
tion ..... The ambiguities of the conception of " free com
petition" have been so repeatedly pointed out, and so ex
tensively explored," that it is difficult to understand how any 

to be conceived mere and more in cc organic: If and "holistic tI .. rather than 
in "mechanical" and manipu1a~ terms; and that U social control tJ is 
perhaps most adequately and fruitfully con<eived as "self-<:ontrol". 
Only in this way can we finally eradicate f~om acadomic economic thiDIc
ing the fantastically uaive DOtion that the ccmcrete "eads" of social 
action are immediately and definitely «given n, and that the task of the 
"scientific:" economist lies in devising the .,. most economical means» of 
achieving these to given ends ... 

.. This is clearly implied, I thinIr, by both Hayek and Robbins • 

.. Cf. eo 8'. Marshall. IfIIltUtry _ T....M-to say nothing of the 
voIumeo of more recent work. 

It seems to me that effective cooperation between U theoretical n and 
• realistic .. studies is .tiIl mach hampered by the uses to wbicb the former 
still "aite c:ommooly pula the terms «friction· and "imperfection". 
The _ of identifying the two obouId be appaRDt. A" frictionless • 
system wonld be a timeless system. .. Friction» i. an mugrai torl of 
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such assumption can be confidently made in the twentieth 
century. The very fact that it is made, however, suggests 
that there still remain, in this field of discussion, obscure 
methodological difficulties requiring careful and explicit in
vestigation. Some of the insuperable difficulties associated 
with any attempt to cOnstruct a kind of " positivistic" econ
omic "norm" in terms of atomistic conceptions of " free " 
or "perfect" competition will be explored in the study of 
Maximum Net-Social Satisfaction through Time. 

This Essay will therefore have failed of its purpose if the 
reader who has struggled through to the end does not now 
clearly perceive that a .. purely positive" study of this kind 
-free as it is of all taint of ethics or metaphysics-is in
evitably radically incomplete; and requires, even for its own 
completion, to be supplemented by an integrally related 
normative investigation. Our analysis and criticism of 
traditional demand analysis has shown that the real substance 
behind the persistent charges of .. hedonism" to which the 
traditional analysis has been continually and, despite all 
defensive 'devices, repeatedly sub jeered. resides in the fact 
that it has been based on essentially "atomistic" and 
.. mechanistic" conceptions. Psychological Hedonism was 

any conceivable actual system. It may be either good or bad, necessary 
or unnecessary; and a finally valid judgment on this point in any par
ticular instance alW33'S involves, in the last resort. oompcebenslve con
sideration of the part it plays in the system as a whole. As I .baIl show 
in a subsequent study, this meaDS that it involves a philosophical judgment. 

It may be pointed out ~ even -in a thoroughly "rational II economic: 
universe, there might well be unemployment, of both men and resources, 
which was "involuntary I, in the superficial sense that the idle, while idle. 
would «prefer JJ to be employed; but which would nevertheless be II volun-
1arY" in the mud> deeper sense of being one of the necessary _ ..... 
_,ally accetud .. cos1s .. of the fUDCtiouing of a total process rationally 
adjudged by everyone, the unempI~ included, as on the whol. "better" 
than any available alternative system. I believe that the term • waste· 
as very frequently employed in quite serious discussions is OBturated with 
sentimentality. 
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merely one manifestation, in one particular science (inti
mately and irretrievably interrelated with economic science), 
of a scheme of thought which dominated a whole ag~d 
every department of specialised intellectual activity during 
that age. The philosophical collapse of automistic mechan
ism a century ago has been followed by its collapse in one 
after another of the special disciplin~its most spectacular 
defeat being in physical science itself. Economic science 
is today in grave danger of being-if, in fact, it is not 
already-tbe laggard of the intellectual world. 

The simultaneous emergence of .. Hedonism" in both 
Ethics and Psychology is thus a fact of vastly more profound 
significance than the oft-repeated refutation of the illicit .~ re
concilation " of the two. It is no mere" historical accident" 
that positive economic science in its in fancy was .. associ
ated " with psychological hedonism; and it is no mere .. his
torical accident" that normative economic science has been 
associated with ethical hedonism. If the .. breakdown of 
mechanism" in psychology calls for radical transformation 
in even the most abstract apparatus of positive economic 
science, it is only reasonable to expect that the .. breakdown 
of mechanism" in ethics calls for radical transformation in 
the formulations of normative economics • 

. . • always there remain the same beacons that lure. Sys
tems, scientific and philosophic, come and go. Each method of 
limited understanding is at length exhausted. In its prime each 
system is a triumphant success: in its decay it is an obstructive 
nuisance. The transitions to new fruitfulness of understand
ing are achieved by recurrence to the utmost depths of intuition 
for the refreshment of imagination. In the end-though there 
is no end-what is being achieved, is width of view, issuing in 
greater opportunities. But opportunity leads upwards or down
wards. In unthinking Nature U natural selection n is a synonym 
for .. waste ". Philosophy should now perform its final service. 
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It should seek the insight, dim though it be, to escape the wide 
wreckage of a nee of beings sensitive to values beyond those 
of mere anima1 enjoyment." 

But the devil can cite Scripture for his purpnse; and it is 
therefore wen to remember also that 

• . • in each revolution of scientific thought new words are 
set to the old music, and that which bas gone before is not de
·stroyed but refocussed. Amid all our faulty attempts at expres
sion the kernel of scientific truth steadily grows; and of this 
truth it may be said-The more it changes, the more it remains 
the same thing.aT 

If "the most un-Greek-Iike thing we can do is to copy 
the Greeks", the Classical definition of Classicism in econ
omic science is that of the greatest of all Classical economists: 

I do not myself hold a classical author to be one who more 
than others bas said things which are true, as they stand. I 
don't feel myself bound to agree witb him on many points, not 
even on any point. But he is not for me classical unless either 
by the form or the matter of his words or deeds be bas stated 
or indicated architectonic ideas in thought or sentiment, which 
are in some degree his own, and which, once created, can never 
die but are an existing yeast ceaselessly working in the Cosmos. 
With that definition I can to my own satisfaction say pretty well 
whom I regard as classical economists." 

In seeking to bring the Foundations of economic science 
more thoroughly into accord with the kind of superstructure 
that must be built upon them in the twentieth century, we 
shall find, in investigating more profoundly the .. Theory of 
Competition", that "perfect competition" and .. perfect 

.. Whitehead, ot. nt. pp. 203""4-

Of Eddington, TIw No/wr< of tlw Plo~ W <>rid, 1>- 3.53-

.. Alfred Harohall, Lelt<:r to James Bouar, M"""";'/s, p. 374-
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cooperation" are identical concepts: and we shan discover 
ourselve. to be engaged again,with the aid of a more pro
found metaphysic than was at the disposal of Adam Smith, 
in An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Real Wealth 
of Nations. ' 
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